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Abstract
Wireless sensor networks promise an unprecedented potential for observing the
physical world. Their battery life, however, is usually the bottleneck that limits
application lifetime, a problem that is exacerbated by the disparity between the
rapidly growing processing speed and the slowly improving battery capacity. We
observed the importance of this problem in our first-hand experiences: during
our involvement in two large-scale sensor network deployments, VigilNet, and
EnviroMic, energy is the primary concern in the development and deployment
of applications. Our experiences with these projects motivate us to consider
the central role that energy plays in the design and implementation of software
stacks for wireless sensor networks, including not only the design choices of pro-
tocols but also the overall system architecture. In this dissertation, we present
an energy-centric software architecture, LiteArch, that addresses the following
three problems.
First, we address the problem of energy conservation, where we consider a
stack of protocols that extends the lifetime of sensor networks through duty
scheduling, and provide an analysis on the quantitative relationship between
energy consumption and surveillance performance. Second, we address energy
awareness, where we design energy-efficient communication protocols, whose
performance usually dominates the overall energy efficiency of applications. Fi-
nally, we address energy isolation, where we implement an energy reserve ab-
straction that virtualizes energy sources, giving each application sharing the
same platform an illusion of having its own guaranteed energy source.
Because these three problems are closely related to the role played by energy,
we call the overall LiteArch architecture energy-centric. The immediate impli-
cations of LiteArch is that it can improve the performance of the motivating
projects, VigilNet and EnviroMic. In the long term, the impact of LiteArch
will be manifested through our continuing development of LiteOS, an operat-
ing system on which we have implemented several representative protocols in
LiteArch. Our solutions reflect the profound impact of energy on the design
and implementation of the sensor network software stack, and shed light on the
general principles that help design and implementation of future sensor network
platforms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks promise an unprecedented potential for observing the
physical world. Based on collaborative operations of a large number of low
power sensing nodes, they configure themselves into network infrastructure, re-
spond to user queries, create smart environments, and serve various purposes.
Their applications range from environment surveillance [79, 57, 111] to animal
observation [76, 77], motivating a wide range of research efforts, including the-
ory, protocols, and in-field deployments [118, 71, 52]. While wireless sensor
networks open new doors for us to interact with the physical world, they also
create a myriad of research challenges, not only because of the extremely con-
strained hardware resource available to each node, such as memory and CPU
speed, but also their restricted energy budget and high failure rates. For exam-
ple, one of the most widely used hardware platform, MicaZ [36], only provides
4K bytes of RAM and 128K bytes of program flash. Such severe limitations
indicate that most software stacks designed for personal computers and conven-
tional embedded systems, such as those based on ARM cores, are not applicable
to sensor networks. A possible counter argument for this challenge is that, in
the near future, Moore’s law will make it possible for building more powerful
motes. For example, the recent iMote2 [35] platform by Crossbow features an
XScale processor that supports embedded Linux. Sun and Intel also demon-
strated more powerful sensor network hardware platforms. While it is true that
more resources will be available within the current mote form factor, Moore’s
law can also be harvested by decreasing the form factor while keeping resources
constant. For example, the current MicaZ form factor is far from adequate for
wearable computing applications, which can have a significant future impact on
healthcare and leisure applications if sensor nodes could be made sufficiently
small. These applications will drive the need for small footprint software that
is considerably smaller than conventional embedded software.
In small-footprint, resource-constrained nodes, one main challenge is the ex-
treme energy constraints of individual nodes. This observation is driven by
our experiences in deploying two large-scale sensor networks systems. The first
system, VigilNet [57], is one of the major efforts in the sensor network com-
munity to build an integrated sensor network system for surveillance purposes.
Such missions often involve a high risk for human presence, either because of
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the nature of applications, e.g., for military purposes, or because of the adverse
circumstances where nodes are deployed. Thus, they are usually unmanned by
nature. The longevity of these missions is therefore fundamentally limited by
battery capacity, calling for energy-aware designs in each layer of the VigilNet
system architecture.
The nature of VigilNet motivates our first research direction, the impact of
energy conservation protocols on surveillance quality. In particular, we focus on
a type of scheduling protocols that only maintain partial sensing coverage. Such
protocols are attractive because compared to maintaining full sensing coverage,
they can increase system lifetime much more significantly. At the same time,
however, they also complicate system designs in that such protocols have to
balance energy consumption, i.e., system lifetime, with surveillance vigilance,
i.e., system performance.
Our solution to this problem is two-fold. Our first result derives the quantita-
tive relationship between energy budget and coverage quality. More specifically,
for surveillance sensor networks such as VigilNet, we characterize their detection
quality as the distribution of detection delay of potential targets, which could
be stationary or mobile. We demonstrate that, for nodes that follow the random
sleep scheduling policy, we can obtain closed-form results regarding this relation-
ship. The analytical results are highly important for designers of energy-efficient
sensor networks in the development of monitoring and tracking applications,
who may apply these formulas to predict the detection performance without
costly deployment and testing. In particular, we have applied the results on
VigilNet in our previous research work and publications [27, 120]. Our second
result considers improving sleep scheduling such that the expected detection de-
lay can be reduced without requiring additional energy. To this end, we propose
a protocol for node sleep scheduling that guarantees a bounded-delay sensing
coverage while maximizing network lifetime. Our sleep scheduling ensures that
coverage rotates such that each point in the environment is sensed within some
finite amount of time (the maximal detection delay). Optimized for rare event
detection, this framework allows favorable compromises to be achieved between
event detection delay and lifetime without sacrificing (eventual) coverage for
each point.
The second system we were involved in is EnviroMic [77], a low-cost ex-
perimental deployment for distributed acoustic monitoring, storage, and trace
retrieval system for disconnected operation. We further envisioned to extend
EnviroMic to serve as common platforms for more generic scientific research,
where the concern is with implementing isolation as opposed to cooperative
sharing. This “public” usage model is likely to proliferate, motivated by scenar-
ios where the infrastructure cost needs to be amortized. Not unlike high-power
telescopes and other unique scientific instrumentation, sensor networks, such
as EnviroMic, may be “rented” by different research teams to accomplish their
tasks. A more cost-efficient usage is achieved when more than one team can
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leverage the network at a time, deploying their own application-specific in-situ
data filtering and (pre)processing code as opposed to shipping all raw data to
base by default.
One key challenge with the common platform model is that applications
must be properly isolated from each other, so that the execution of one does
not affect resources “rented” to another. This is in contrast with the design
assumptions of EnviroMic, where only one application was originally consid-
ered. In fact, such a design requirement cannot be easily satisfied based on
the original EnviroMic software stack, mainly because it chose TinyOS as the
operating system, which supports at most one thread, making isolation between
different applications practically hard. We solve this problem by designing and
implementing LiteOS, a multi-threaded operating system that provides desired
isolation between applications. Based on LiteOS, we design and implement an
energy isolation mechanism, called the virtual battery, that logically divides
energy among applications to provide each its private energy reserve. An appli-
cation can manage its private energy independently as if it were running alone
on the platform. The application is terminated when its reserve is depleted.
Our evaluation results show that the virtual battery mechanism succeeds at
exporting the private reserve abstraction accurately and at a low overhead.
One common insight from our experiences in deploying both systems is that
the primary source of energy consumption when nodes are awake is communi-
cation. This observation is also collaborated by many similar ones in the liter-
ature [33, 96]. Empirical measurements show that on representative platforms
such as MicaZ, the energy consumed by one data packet is roughly equivalent to
25, 000 CPU cycles. Therefore, optimizing communication protocols is critical
to prolong system lifetime.
Motivated by this observation, we provide a suite of three protocols, serving
forwarding, unicast, and multicast needs. These protocols are designed follow-
ing these principles. First, nodes should maintain minimal state, because, in
the presence of the node scheduling layer, state may change frequently, making
it costly to maintain, and neighbor nodes may transition into sleep mode, mak-
ing state unavailable. Second, protocols should be energy-efficient by choosing
shorter paths, and should avoid local flooding to find paths. Third, protocols
should require minimal overhead to bootstrap and maintain. Hence, in our
design, we prefer those design decisions that are stateless and energy-efficient.
Above all, we summarize three directions based on our involvement in two
projects, VigilNet and EnviroMic. We develop a suite of services and proto-
cols in these directions, which fall into a common framework called LiteArch, a
layered architecture that is organized into three layers, the duty scheduling
layer, the energy-centric communication layer, and the energy isola-
tion layer. Collectively, these layers reflect the profound impact of energy on
the design and implementation of the sensor network software stack, and shed
light on the general principles that help design and implementation of future
3
sensor network platforms.
1.1 Thesis Statement
The statement of this thesis can be summarized as follows: Motivated by ob-
servations drawn from two large-scale deployments of sensor networks
we were involved in, we present the design and implementation of a
layered software architecture where energy is considered the central
resource in wireless sensor networks. We address three implications
of this design choice. First, we study the problem of energy conser-
vation by analyzing and optimizing node duty scheduling in partial
sensing coverage based protocols. Second, we study the problem of
energy-efficient communication by presenting a suite of protocols for
forwarding, unicast, and multicast needs. Finally, we study the prob-
lem of energy isolation by presenting an energy reserve abstraction to
provide protection and isolation between different application mod-
ules.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
This thesis has the following key contributions.
• We present LiteArch, a layered energy-centric architecture. It addresses
energy conservation concerns by proposing a suite of protocols in three
layers. Figure 1.1 shows the components of these three layers.
• In the node duty scheduling layer, we study partial sensing coverage based
protocols, and present the first closed-form quantitative analysis that re-
lates energy consumption, as represented by node duty cycles, to surveil-
lance quality, as represented by detection delay of intruding targets. We
also implement an interactive analyzer based on our theoretical results
that facilities easy use of our contributions.
• Also for partial sensing coverage based protocols, we present a near-
optimal localized node sleep scheduling protocol. This protocol not only
achieves reduced target detection delay with the same energy budget (com-
pared to previous protocols), but also optimizes data delivery to reduce
end-to-end delay.
• In the data communication layer, we present a cooperative, energy-efficient
data forwarding protocol. This protocol requires only minor revisions to
the interface of existing routing protocols, allowing it to be easily inte-
grated to improve their performance.
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of LiteArch, which illustrates three layers
• Also in the communication layer, we present LCR, a logical coordinate
based stateless and energy-efficient routing protocol. This protocol di-
rectly reflects our concern for energy awareness, by 1) being stateless, 2)
choosing energy-efficient routes by reducing the average number of hops
while eliminating flooding when encountering local dead ends, and 3) re-
quiring little overhead to bootstrap and maintain.
• Again in the communication layer, we present uCast, a universal multicast
protocol that is both stateless and energy-efficient. This protocol is not
only stateless, but also resilient to transitions into and out of sleep state
of neighbor nodes.
• In the energy isolation layer, we present Virtual Battery, an energy reserve
abstraction that virtualizes energy sources that gives each application the
illusion of having its own private energy source, and provides protection
between applications.
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1.3 Thesis Impact
We have published nine first-authored papers and co-authored eleven papers
relevant to this thesis work in key refereed conferences and journals. As a step
towards unifying different protocols together, we have also implemented the
LiteOS operating system as the underlying platform, and released it as open
source software to the research community, and demonstrated this platform in
the SENSYS conference in both 2006 and 2007. The LiteOS software has so
far got more than 200 downloads by external researchers, and was taught in
two courses in University of Virginia and University of Minnesota, respectively.
Following is a list of publications that are relevant to the dissertation topic.
• Node Duty Scheduling Layer (IPSN 2005 [20], DCOSS 2006 [27])
• Energy-Centric Communication Layer (INFOCOM 2006 [25], 2007 [23],
RTSS 2004 [18], ACM Transaction on Sensor Networks [19], IEEE Trans-
actions on Parallel and Distributed Systems [24])
• Energy Isolation Layer (RTSS 2008 [26])
• Involvement in the VigilNet [57] and EnviroMic [78, 77] projects
• System Unification and Implementation (ISPN 2008 [21], SENSYS 2008 [22])
Motivation
Project
Research Work Solved Problems
VigilNet Node duty scheduling
performance analysis
and optimization
Closed-form results
for scheduling per-
formance as well as
the accompanying
analyzer, and a lo-
cally optimal duty
scheduling protocol
to minimize energy
consumption
VigilNet and
EnviroMic
Energy-centric commu-
nication protocols, in-
cluding LCR, uCast, and
CBF
Protocols for unicast,
multicast, and data for-
warding purposes
EnviroMic Battery virtualization
service on LiteOS
The LiteOS operating
system and its battery
virtualization service
Table 1.1: Motivations and results summary
Table 1.3 summarizes the motivation projects of the research results in this
dissertation.
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1.4 Thesis Organization
We organize this dissertation as follows. This chapter provides motivations and
an overview of the LiteArch architecture. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 present the
details of the node duty scheduling layer. Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chap-
ter 6 present the details of the energy-efficient communication layer. Chapter 7
presents the details of the energy isolation layer. Chapter 8 surveys related
work. Chapter 9 concludes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Analysis of Target
Detection Performance
The first problem we address in LiteArch is how to conserve energy. One of
the most commonly used approach to save energy is by turning nodes into
sleep mode, a technique known as duty scheduling. Previous research work has
considered two types of duty scheduling: those maintaining full sensing coverage,
and those maintaining partial sensing coverage. In this chapter, we consider
partial sensing coverage, and study its impact on detection performance. More
specifically, we analyze the relationship between target detection performance,
as measured by detection delay, and energy consumption, as measured by duty
scheduling parameters.
2.1 Overview
A broad range of current sensor network applications involve surveillance. One
common goal for such applications is reliable detection of targets with minimal
energy consumption. Although maintaining full sensing coverage guarantees im-
mediate response to intruding targets, sometimes it is not favorable for energy
conservation concerns. Usually, designers may be willing to sacrifice surveil-
lance quality in exchange for prolonged system lifetime. In this work, we are
interested in the analytical relationship that depicts the exact tradeoff between
surveillance quality and system parameters in large-scale sensor networks. More
specifically, we characterize surveillance quality by average detection delay and
detection probability of intruding targets. For system parameters, we are mainly
concerned with duty cycle and node density. This knowledge answers the ques-
tion of whether a system with a set of parameters is capable of achieving its
surveillance goals, and our result is the first closed-form result in answering this
question.
To establish the relationship between system parameters and surveillance
attributes, our closed-form results apply to both stationary and moving targets,
and are verified through extensive simulations. We adopt the model of un-
synchronized duty-cycle scheduling for individual nodes. In this model, nodes
sleep and wake-up periodically. They agree on the length of the duty cycle
period and the percentage of time they are awake within each duty cycle. How-
ever, the wakeup times are not synchronized among nodes. We call this model,
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random duty-cycle scheduling. There are two reasons for this choice. First, ran-
dom scheduling is probably the easiest to implement in sensor networks since
it requires no coordination among nodes. Coordination among nodes takes ad-
ditional energy and may be severely impaired by clock drifts. Second, random
sleep scheduling may serve as a conservative bound for estimating better node
sleep scheduling policies, for instance, the protocol we shall describe in the next
chapter. Based on these two considerations, we focus first on random duty-cycle
scheduling.
We make two major contributions in this chapter. First, we obtain closed-
form results to quantify the relationship between surveillance attributes and
system parameters. The advantage is that we can now answer a variety of
important questions without the need for simulation. For example, to decrease
the average detection delay for a potential target by half, how much should we
increase the node density? In this chapter, we demonstrate that this problem,
along with many others, can be answered analytically based on our results.
Second, we propose a realistic (irregular) model of sensing based on empirical
measurements. This model is then incorporated into our simulation to prove
the robustness of our analytical predictions. The results show that even under
the irregular sensing model, the analytical closed-form results are still quite
accurate.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents the
notations and assumptions. Section 2.3 addresses stationary target detection.
Section 2.4 addresses mobile target detection. Section 2.5 presents the irregular
sensing model based on experiments. Section 2.6 presents the implementation
of an analyzer based on our results as a design time tool in the LiteOS operating
system toolkit. Section 2.7 concludes the chapter.
Node O
Start of Cycle T
Time 
Passage
Virgilant 
Period βT
Figure 2.1: Duty cycle of node O
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2.2 Notations and Assumptions
In this section, we present the notations and assumptions for our derivations.
First of all, we assume that nodes are independently and identically distributed
conforming to a uniform distribution. Density d is defined as the total number
of nodes divided by area in which the system is deployed, Asystem. In our
analysis, we adopt a simple sensing model in which a point is covered by a node
if and only if the distance between them is less than or equal to the sensing
range R of the node. For simplicity, we first assume that all nodes have the
same sensing range in all directions. We shall address sensing irregularity in
Section 2.5. Each node is assumed to have a scheduling period T and a duty
cycle ratio β, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, that defines the percentage of time the node is awake.
Each node chooses its wakeup point tstart independently and uniformly within
[0, T ), wakes up for a period of time βT , and then goes back to sleep until
T + tstart. Figure 2.1 shows the energy conservation model we assume. In this
example, node O switches between two states, sleep and awake. The period of
time that it stays awake is called its vigilant period. Finally, we assume that
(for all practical purposes) the entire system area is covered when all nodes are
awake.
We consider the following target model. Each target in the area moves in a
straight line at a constant speed v. We assume that all targets are point targets
so that their physical sizes can be neglected. Observe, however, that larger
targets can still be analyzed by increasing the sensing range used in the analysis
by the diameter of the target to account for the larger sensory signature.
2.3 Stationary Target Sensing Analysis
In this section, we analyze the expected value and probability distribution of
detection delay td for a stationary, persistent target (e.g., a localized fire).
First, according to our assumptions, since nodes are deployed with a uniform
distribution, the number of nodes within an area of piR2 conforms to a binomial
distribution B(Asystemd, piR
2/Asystem). For a sensor network with a reasonable
scale, Asystemd is a sufficiently large number such that (Asystemd)(piR
2/Asystem) =
piR2d is a constant, denoted as λ. With these conditions, the binomial distribu-
tion can be approximated by a Poisson distribution with parameter λ. Observe
that λ = piR2d is the average number of nodes within a sensing range. The prob-
ability that there are n nodes covering an arbitrary geometric point is λ
n
n! e
−λ,
n = 0, 1, 2, .... The probability that no node covers the point (i.e., n = 0) is e−λ.
To make this probability smaller than 0.01, λ should be at least − ln 0.01 ≈ 4.6.
Observe that the detection delay for points that are not covered is infinite, which
makes the expected detection delay for the whole area infinitely large. To avoid
this problem, we take into account only those points that are covered by at least
one node. Our calculations above indicate that as long as there are more than
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4.6 nodes on average within a sensing range, the probability that a point is not
covered is less than 0.01, which is negligible for practical purposes.
In the rest of the chapter, we extensively use two general results from theory
of probability. First, if the probability of an event A occurring in a single exper-
iment is p, and if the number of experiments conforms to a Poisson Distribution
with parameter λ, the probability of event A occurring at least once in the series
of experiments is:
P = 1− e−pλ (2.1)
In the analysis, we first calculate the probability of detection when the target
is covered by one node in a certain area. Since the number of nodes in a certain
area conforms to a Poisson distribution, we get the probability that at least one
node covers the target.
Another important result relating to our derivation is Proposition 11.6 in
[112]: Let X be a nonnegative random variable, then E(X) =
∫∞
0 P (X > x)dx.
Since the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of X cdf(x) = P (X ≤ x),
we have
E(X) =
∫ ∞
0
(1 − cdf(x))dx (2.2)
We will use this fact to derive the average detection delay for both stationary
and mobile target detection, after we get the probability that the target is
detected within a certain period of time.
Now consider an arbitrary point in the area to be monitored. Suppose node
O is the only node covering this point. The duty cycle of node O is shown in
Figure 2.1. Denote the random variable corresponding to the detection delay
at this point as td. Since the node has a probability β of being awake, we have
P (td = 0) = β.
The probability density function (PDF) of td f(τ), where 0 < τ ≤ T − βT ,
conforms to a uniform distribution, so f(τ) = 1T , as long as the target can
arrive uniformly anywhere within the duty-cycle. Therefore, when there is only
one node covering the point, the cumulative probability distribution for the
detection delay is:
Ftd(τ) = P (td ≤ τ) = β +
τ
T
, (2.3)
where 0 ≤ τ ≤ T − βT .
When there are n nodes covering the point, we consider the detection of each
node as an experiment. Let event A correspond to the fact that the target is
detected within an interval time no larger than td. Substituting for the single
event probability p in Equation (2.1) from Equation (2.3) we get the probability
of event A:
P (A) = 1− e(−λτT −βλ) (2.4)
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Figure 2.2: Target detection scenarios
Since we focus only on those points that are covered, the CDF of detection
delay for such points is P (A)/1− e−λ, or:
Ftd(τ) =
1− e(−λτT −βλ)
1− e−λ , 0 ≤ τ ≤ T − βT (2.5)
where e−λ is the probability of voids.
Second, according to Equation (2.2), the expected value of the delay td is:
E(td) =
∫ ∞
0
P (td > t)dt =
∫ ∞
0
e−λ(
t
T +β)
1− e−λ dt =
T
λ
e−βλ/(1− e−λ) (2.6)
In particular, when the duty cycle β approaches 0 and 1−e−λ approaches 1,
Equation (2.6) turns into T/λ. Therefore, we conclude that when the duty cycle
is sufficiently small and the density is sufficiently large, the average detection
delay is inversely proportional to node density.
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2.4 Mobile Target Sensing Analysis
In this section, we analyze the detection delay for mobile targets. We consider
a target that moves at velocity v along a straight path, and consider four de-
tection scenarios, as shown in Figure 2.2. We categorize these scenarios based
on whether or not the start or end point of the target path is inside the moni-
tored area. For target scenarios of type I and type IV (where the end-point is
outside the monitored area), we are interested in the probability that the target
is detected by at least one node before it leaves the area. For target scenarios
of type II or type III (where the end-point is inside the monitored area), we
are interested in the expected time and distance the target travels before it is
detected. The monitored area is assumed to be rectangular, in which nodes are
randomly deployed. The target is detected within a radius R (or diameter 2R)
which constitutes the width of the traversing areas shown in Figure 2.2. We
focus on type I and type II scenarios, and outline the results for the other two
types.
We demonstrate a more detailed model for type II target detection in Fig-
ure 2.3 (the model for type I is similar). Consider the traversing area S consisting
of the rectangle and two half-circles in the figure. For a potential target that
travels from point A to point B (where distance AB = L), only nodes located
within this area can detect the target, for example, node M , which has an in-
tersection length of l with the target’s moving track. Therefore, we call this
area the detection area. Since all nodes are deployed conforming to a uniform
distribution, the number of nodes in the detection area also conforms to Poisson
Distribution approximately. According to Equation (2.1) mentioned above, in
order to find the probability of detection, we only need to find the detection
probability when there is only one node within this area.
Now consider node M . Since it has an intersection length with the target
track, the potential target takes time l/v to pass its sensing area. Therefore,
the target appears to be a temporary event with a lifetime of l/v to node M ,
which means it has a probability of min(β + lvT , 1) to be detected by node M .
Considering that node M could be anywhere within the detection area, we now
analyze the average detection probability for node M to detect the target.
Notice that β+ lvT can be at most 1, and if it is, the target will definitely be
detected when it passes. This fact categorizes potential targets into two types,
fast and slow. For fast targets, the expression β + lvT is always smaller than or
equal to 1. Therefore, we can obtain the expectation of detection delay directly
by integrating over the detection area. On the other hand, if v is small enough,
β + lvT can become larger than 1, thus, we have to partition the detection
area first before the integral. Observe that the maximal intersection length
between the target path and a sensor’s range is 2R. Therefore, if target velocity
v ≥ 2R(1−β)T , then β + lvT is always smaller than or equal to 1. We use 2R(1−β)T
as the threshold between fast and slow targets.
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2.4.1 Detection Analysis for Fast Targets
For a fast target we can express the probability that the target is detected given
there is only one node in the detection area, S, as follows:
P =
∫
S
(β +
l
vT
)ds/S = β +
∫
S
lds
vTS
(2.7)
Thus, we only need to calculate
∫
S
lds and S.
L/2
R R
A B
-L/2 O
Node M
l
Figure 2.3: Target detection example
L/2 R
 L/2
O
Integral
Area A
Integral
Area C
Integral
Area B
Figure 2.4: Fast target detection analysis
Because of symmetry, we only need to calculate the integral
∫
S
lds within
the first quadrant, as shown in Figure 2.4.
For a type I target, we need to do the integral over area A and B, while for
a type II target, we need to do the integral over A, B and C.
Fast Type I Target Analysis.
For a type I target, the area under consideration consists of area A and B.
Therefore, we have:
∫
SA+B
lds/SA+B =
φA + φB
LR/2
(2.8)
while
φA+B =
∫ R
0
dy
∫ L
2
0
2
√
R2 − y2dx = piR
2L
4
(2.9)
Thus, we get the overall probability as:
P = β +
piR2L
2RLvT
= β +
piR
2vT
(2.10)
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Fast Type II Target Analysis.
Similar to the type I target analysis, we have:
∫
SA+B+C
lds/SA+B+C =
φA + φB + φC
LR/2 + piR2/4
(2.11)
Therefore,
φA =
∫ R
0
dy
∫ L
2 −
√
R2−y2
0
2
√
R2 − y2dx = piR
2L
4
− 4R
3
3
(2.12)
φB =
∫ R
0
dy
∫ L
2
L
2−
√
R2−y2
(
L
2
+
√
R2 − y2 − x)dx = R3 (2.13)
φC =
∫ R
0
dy
∫ L
2 +
√
R2−y2
L
2
(
L
2
+
√
R2 − y2 − x)dx = R
3
3
(2.14)
Thus, we get the overall probability as:
P = β +
piR2L
(2RL+ piR2)vT
= β +
piRL
(2L+ piR)vT
(2.15)
Note that for the case L < 2r, the derivation is a little different. However,
the result remains the same and for simplicity we omit the details of derivation.
Node Q
B-L/2 O
Node M
l N
R
L/2-L/2-R L/2+R
A
Figure 2.5: Fast target detection example
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Figure 2.6: Type I target detection
We also have a more intuitive explanation for the calculation of
∫
S
lds. This
expression is an integral of a line segment of length l on the target’s locus for
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each point p in the traversing area S. Note that a point p′ belongs to the line
segment if and only if its distance from p is smaller or equal to R, the sensing
range. Therefore, the integral
∫
S
lds is equivalent to the integral
∫
L
sdl, where
L is the locus of the target, and s is the area in which each point has a shorter
distance than R to dl. For type II targets, s is simply piR2 and therefore
∫
S
lds
is simply piR2L, which verifies Equation (2.10). It is a little more complicated
for type I targets since s can be smaller than piR2. For example, for point
N in Figure 2.5, s is a half-lens. The expression then becomes the integral of
the overlapping area of the circular disk with radius R and the traversing area
over L. We can think it as a circular disk virtually moving from −L/2 − R
to L/2 + R and calculate the accumulation of overlapping areas. To make the
calculation simpler, equivalently, we can also imagine a fixed circular disk and
virtually move the traversing area and calculate the accumulation overlapping
areas. This also gives a result of piR2L, which verifies Equation (2.10).
2.4.2 Detection Analysis for Slow Targets
Now consider v < 2R(1−β)T . The main difference in this case is that it is possible
that for certain node positions (x, y), l(x, y) > (1 − β)vT , therefore p(x, y) is 1
instead of β + l(x, y)/vT . Suppose there are two partitions, U and V . In U ,
p(x, y) = β + l(x, y)/vT , and in V , p(x, y) = 1. Therefore, we have:
P =
∫
SU
(β + lvT )ds+
∫
SV
1
SA+B
ds =
∫
SU+V
(β + lvT )ds+
∫
SV
(1 − β − lvT )ds
SU+V
= β +
∫
SU+V
lds
(SU+V )vT
+
SV (1 − β)−
∫
SV
lds/vT
SU+V
(2.16)
Obviously, the term β +
∫
SU+V
lds
(SA+B)vT
is exactly what we have obtained for fast
object analysis. So now we need to calculate SV (1 − β) and
∫
SV
l. We classify
the analysis into two cases according to type I and type II targets.
Slow Type I Target Analysis.
L/2
2 2
( / 2 , )L a R a 
)0,0(
)0,22/( aL 
A B
( / 2 ,0)L R
Figure 2.7: Regions A and B
In this type, the partition where p(x, y) = 1 is the rectangle area A in
Figure 2.6. We define another variable a such that β + 2a/vT = 1. The height
of the rectangle is
√
R2 − a2.
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Observing that
SV (1−β)−
∫
SV
lds/vT
SU+V
=
∫
SV
[(1−β)vT−l(x,y)]dxdy
SU+V vT
.
Therefore, we have:
∫
V
[(1 − β)vT − l(x, y)]dxdy =
∫
A
[2a− l(x, y)]dxdy (2.17)
in which
∫∫
A
[2a− l(x, y)]dxdy
=
∫ √R2−a2
0
∫ L
2
0
(2a− 2
√
R2 − y2)dxdy
=
∫ √R2−a2
0
[aL− L
√
R2 − y2]dy
= aL
√
R2 − a2 − L(a
√
R2 − a2
2
+
R2
2
sin−1
√
R2 − a2
R
)
= [aL
√
R2 − a2 − LR2sin−1
√
R2 − a2
R
]/2
Therefore we obtain:
∫∫
A
[2a− l(x, y)]dxdy = Lk(R, a)/4 (2.18)
where
k(R, a) = 2a
√
R2 − a2 − 2R2cos−1( a
R
) (2.19)
Finally, we get when L ≥ 2R, v < 2R(1−β)T , for a type I target,
P = β +
piR2 + k(R, a)
2RvT
(2.20)
Slow Type II Target Analysis.
In this type, the partition where p(x, y) = 1 is less regular. We still define a such
that β+2a/vT = 1. Observe that Figure 2.7 plots the region where p(x, y) = 1,
which includes A and B, whose boundaries are formed by line y =
√
r2 − a2
and two circles which centered at (L/2 − 2a, 0) and (L/2, 0), respectively. For
(x, y) ∈ A ∪B, p(x, y) = 1.
Similarly, we have:
∫
V
[(1 − β)vT − l(x, y)]dxdy =
∫
A+B
[2a− l(x, y)]dxdy (2.21)
in which
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∫∫
A
[2a− l(x, y)]dxdy =
∫ √R2−a2
0
∫ L
2−
√
R2−y2
0
(2a− 2
√
R2 − y2)dxdy
=
∫ √R2−a2
0
(
L
2
−
√
R2 − y2)(2a− 2
√
R2 − y2)dy
∫∫
B
[2a− l(x, y)]dxdy
=
∫ √R2−a2
0
∫ L
2 −2a+
√
R2−y2
L
2 −
√
R2−y2
[2a− (
√
R2 − y2 − L
2
− x)]dxdy
=
∫ √R2−a2
0
[(2a−
√
R2 − y2 − L
2
)(2
√
R2 − y2 − 2a)
+2a2 − aL− 2a
√
R2 − y2 + L
√
x2 − y2]dy
Therefore we can obtain:
∫∫
A+B
[2a− l(x, y)]dxdy = (L− 2a)k(R, a)/4
where
k(R, a) = 2a
√
R2 − a2 − 2R2cos−1( a
R
) (2.22)
Finally, we get when L ≥ 2R, v < 2R(1−β)T , for a type II target,
P = β +
piR2L+ (L− 2a)k(R, a)
(2RL+ piR2)vT
(2.23)
Indeed, in Figure 2.7, we only plotted the case where 2a > R. For 2a < R,
the derivation is similar, and the results are the same.
When a = 0, k(R, a) = −piR2. When a = R, k(R, a) = 0. We also have
∂k(R, a)
∂a
= 4
√
R2 − a2 ≥ 0, (2.24)
so k(R, a) is a monotonically non-decreasing function of a. Interestingly, the
area of B is exactly −k(R, a)/2.
Denote m(R, β) as the function substituting a with (1− β)vT/2 in k(R, a),
then
m(R, β) = (1− β)vT
√
R2 − (1− β)
2v2T 2
4
− 2R2 cos−1[ (1 − β)vT
2R
](2.25)
m(R, β) is a monotonically non-increasing function of β. When β = 1 − 2RvT ,
m(R, β) = 0. When β = 1, m(R, β) = −piR2.
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Additionally, for a slow type II target, if the travel distance L is less than
(1−β)vT , the detection probability for a node located within the detection area
cannot be larger than 1. Therefore, we should treat this period of time in the
same way as a fast target. Therefore, we can revise the final probability as:
P = β +
piR2L+min((L− 2a)k(R, a), 0)
(2RL+ piR2)vT
(2.26)
Average Detection Delay and Probability
So far, we have finished the derivation of P (L, v) for both slow and fast objects.
Next we find the detection probability for a type I target, and average detection
delay for a type II target.
First, consider fast targets. According to Equation 2.1, for a fast type I
target, with a deployment width of L, we obtain the detection probability as
follows:
Pdetection(v) = 1− e−2RLdP = 1− e−2RLd(β+ piR2vT ) (2.27)
while for slow targets, the result is:
Pdetection(v) = 1− e−2RLdP = 1− e−2RLd(β+
piR2+k(R,a)
2RvT ) (2.28)
For fast type II targets, the cumulative distribution function of the detection
delay td is:
Ftd(t) = P (td ≤ t) = 1− e−d(2Rvt+piR
2)(β+ piRvt
(2vt+piR)vT
) (2.29)
While for slow targets, the function is:
Ftd(t) = P (td ≤ t) = 1− e−d(2Rvt+piR
2)(β+
piR2vt+min(0,(vt−2a)k(R,a))
(2Rvt+piR2)vT
)
(2.30)
For fast targets, the expected detection delay is
E(Td) =
∫ ∞
0
e−βpiR
2d−vt(2Rβ+piR2vT )ddt =
e−βpiR
2d
(2Rβv + piR
2
T )d
(2.31)
Similarly, when v < 2R(1−β)T , the expected detection delay is
1:
1Observe that if v = 0 (this is equivalent to a stationary target), we obtain the expected
delay to be ∞. This is because we do not exclude voids in the mobile target model, and
the existence of voids leads to infinitely large expected detection delay in stationary target
detection.
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E(Td) (2.32)
=
∫ 2a
0
e−βpiR
2d−vt(2Rβ+piR2vT )ddt+
∫ ∞
2a
e−βpiR
2d+ 2ak(R,a)dvT −vt(2Rβ+
piR2+k(R,a)
vT )ddt
=
e−βpiR
2d
(2Rβv + piR
2
T )d
[1− m(R, β)e
−(2RβvT+piR2)(1−β)d
2RβvT + piR2 +m(R, β)
] (2.33)
2.4.3 Summary
So far, we have explained the derivation for type I and type II targets in this
chapter. We have also finished the derivation of the detection delay and prob-
ability for type III and IV targets, using a similar derivation approach. Due
to space limitations, we only outline our final results for type III and type IV
targets, as follows:
Expected detection delay for fast type III targets:
E(Td) =
e−βpiR
2d/2
(2Rβv + piR
2
T )d
(2.34)
Expected detection delay for slow type III targets:
E(Td) =
e−βpiR
2d/2
(2Rβv + piR
2
T )d
[1− m(R, β)e
−(2RβvT+piR2)(1−β)d/2
2RβvT + piR2 +m(R, β)
] (2.35)
Detection probability for fast type IV targets:
P = 1− e−(2RL+piR2/2)d(β+ piRL(2L+piR/2)vT ) (2.36)
Detection probability for slow type IV targets:
P = 1− e−(2RL+piR
2/2)d(β+
piR2L+min((L−a)k(R,a),0)
(2RL+piR2/2)vT
)
(2.37)
2.4.4 Discussions
We now discuss the implications of our analytical results. First, we assume that
almost all of the area is covered, that is, 1 − e−λ ≈ 1, thus, λ ≥ 4.6 according
to our earlier discussion. Second, in order to save energy, we assume that β
approaches 0, that is, the waking period is sufficiently small compared with
the total scheduling period. Based on these two assumptions, we have several
interesting observations.
First, for fast type I target detection, Equation (2.27) can be simplified to
1 − e− λvT L. Therefore, in order to obtain 99% detection probability, we have
L ≥ 4.6vTλ . Assume λ ≈ 4.6, L ≥ vT . The result is quite intuitive: in order
to almost certainly catch an intruding target, the deployment width can be no
smaller than the product of the target velocity and the scheduling period.
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Second, for a fast type II target, Equation (2.29) can be simplified to 1 −
e−
λt
T . This means that for a target that starts from within the system area,
the probability of being caught increases exponentially. Also, to make this
probability larger than 99%, t ≈ T , given that λ is 4.6. This result is also
confirmed in our simulations.
Third, for a type II target, the detection delay can be simplified as T/λ
if β approaches 0. This result is the same as the stationary detection delay,
which means that as β approaches 0, regardless of the movement pattern of the
target, the detection delay is approximately constant, determined only by the
scheduling period and node density.
2.4.5 Simulation-Based Verification
We now demonstrate that the derivation results are consistent with simulation
results under perfect circular range assumptions. In the first set of simulations
of stationary targets, locations of nodes are generated conforming to a uniform
random distribution over a unit area with size 100m × 100m, without loss of
generality. The period T is chosen to be 1s. The waking points of the nodes are
generated according to a uniform distribution over [0s, 1s]. The sensing range
for circular model is 10m. We choose a point (50, 50) and generate 10, 000 sets
of random target locations to run the simulations. The parameter λ = pir2d
is set to 5. We record the number of experiments where the detection delay is
smaller than or equal to 0s, 0.05s, 0.10s, ..., 0.90s, and 0.95s. We then compare
these frequencies with the cumulative distribution functions (CDF’s) obtained
in the analysis section. The simulation results are shown in Figure 2.8. From
the figure we can see that our analysis and simulation results match well.
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Figure 2.8: Stationary detection delay distribution
In the second set of simulations, we choose various λ values (5, 7, 9 and
11) and β values (0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1), and run simulations to gather the average
detection delays. Other settings are the same as the previous set. We compare
the average detection delays with the theoretical expected detection delays ob-
tained in the analysis section and plot Figure 2.9. The figure shows that the
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Figure 2.9: Average stationary detection delay
average delays are very close to the analytical expected delays.
The settings for simulation verification with mobile target tracking are the
same as the stationary setting, except that now the target has a velocity. We
only consider type II target detection in this section. Other types can be sim-
ilarly verified. The simulation result is shown in Figure 2.10. Observe that
velocity 2.5m/s means a slow target, according to our threshold. In particular,
its cumulative detection probability has a relatively long tail, compared to the
distribution of targets with higher velocity, implying that for slower targets,
there is a higher chance for the target to remain undetected after the scheduling
cycle T . Again, we observe that our analysis and the simulation results match
well.
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Figure 2.10: Mobile detection delay distribution
In the second set of simulations, we choose various λ values (5 and 10),
velocity (5m/s and 50m/s), and β values (0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1), and run simulations
to gather the average detection delays. Other settings are the same as in the
previous set. We compare the average detection delays with the theoretical
expected detection delays obtained in the analysis section and plot Figure 2.11.
The figure shows that the average delays are very close to the analytical expected
delays.
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The simulation results demonstrate the viability of using our results to pre-
dict the system performance. For example, suppose that we have a deployment
of λ = 5 and T = 1s, in order to make sure that the expected detection delay
to be no larger than 0.1s, we can calculate that β must be at least 0.14. The
simulation results confirm this calculation (Figure 2.9).
2.5 Practical Applications
An example application of random duty-cycle sensor networks is a surveillance
system that tracks trespassers. A person is detected by motion sensors. Once
such an event is triggered, the detecting node sends a wakeup command to
its neighbors to track the intruder. These commands constitute messages with
a preamble that is longer than the duty-cycle period T . Thus, all neighbors
eventually wake up and receive the message. It alerts them to remain awake
and track, possibly waking up their neighbors as well. Subsequent detections
from multiple sensor nodes eventually reconstruct the target’s path. Other types
of sensors, such as magnetic ones, can be applied to tell if the person carries a
weapon.
2.5.1 Application Analysis and Sensing Irregularity
We simulate the aforementioned application and check whether simulation re-
sults match analytical predictions. However, our discussions so far have as-
sumed a perfectly circular sensing model. This assumption makes the analysis
tractable, and leads to closed-form results. Real sensing devices used in this ap-
plication do not have such a perfect sensing area. In experiments, we use passive
infrared sensors (PIR sensors) as motion sensors, and identify the causes of irreg-
ular sensing range. We then propose a realistic sensing model for PIR sensors.
We integrate this model into our simulations and show that the predictions
based on our analysis are quite robust under realistic sensing irregularities.
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We have PIR sensors installed on the ExScal XSM motes from OSU and
CrossBow. At present, four motion sensors are integrated on a single ExScal
Mote to provide a 360 degree surveillance range (each individual motion sensor
can only handle a 90 degree area). We carried a series of experiments on ExScal
nodes. Specifications of ExScal nodes can be found at [3].
Figure 2.12: Range with directions
2.5.2 Experimental Results
In principle, PIR sensors can detect anything that generates an infrared field
disturbance, such as vehicles, persons, etc. We are interested in the ability of
PIR sensors to detect walking persons, as demanded by the application. The
central metric is sensing range of PIRs. In individual tests, we let a person walk
by at different distances and angles relative to the sensing node, and measure
the maximal range of detection. All experiments are repeated multiple rounds
in an open parking lot. We program the node with a simple frequency analy-
sis procedure to report events. The procedure relies on an adaptively adjusted
threshold to compare the current readings. The main purpose of this adap-
tive threshold is to avoid false alarms introduced by weather changes, since this
change can produce infrared noise that may trigger the sensor. More specifi-
cally, our procedure monitors the average readings of the filtered signal within
a moving window. If the average reading observed is much smaller than the
current threshold, it decreases the threshold by taking a weighted average. On
the other hand, if the average energy is close to or larger than the threshold
for a certain period, the sensor decides that the weather is noisy, and increases
the threshold. Practically we are able to filter out almost all false alarms using
this technique. We note that this technique also filters out those slight distur-
bances that may, in fact, be caused by the target. Thus, the results proposed
below present effective sensing range in slightly noisy environments, which are
different from precisely controlled environments.
We measured the sensing range from 24 equally divided directions. At each
direction, a person moves with different distances from the sensor node. If the
fluctuation of the filtered sensor reading exceeds a predefined noise threshold
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due to the nearby motion, the measured point is within the sensing range. If the
motion does not cause a fluctuation greater than the threshold, the measured
point is out of the sensing range. In the experiments we found out that the
sensitivity of the sensors changes dramatically at the edge of the sensing range.
The motion can always be detected in the sensing range and the motion 10 inches
beyond the sensing range never triggers the sensors. Therefore, the precision
of the range measurement is always within 10 inches (the range itself being
hundreds of inches). The experimental results for two representative nodes are
shown in Figure 2.12. Obviously, with four sensors, the range is far from being
circular.
Based on the experimental results of multiple tests, we have the following
observations regarding the PIR sensing capability. First, the sensing range of
one node is not isotropic, that is, the node exhibits different ranges in differ-
ent directions. Second, the boundary of the sensing range is delineated quite
sharply, with predictably no detection when the range is exceeded by about
3 − 7%. Third, we can consider the variation of ranges relatively continuous.
We do observe sudden changes in the sensitivity of some nodes, but this is
very uncommon. Therefore, a model may consider connecting sensitivity ranges
in different directions using continuous curves. Fourth, the sensing range dis-
tribution in different directions roughly conforms to a Normal Distribution.
This conclusion is based on statistical analysis of our experimental data using
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test [124]. We concluded from our experimental data
set that the sensing range in one direction can be approximated by a Normal
Distribution with an expectation of 217 inches and a standard deviation of 32
inches.
2.5.3 Realistic Sensing Model for PIR Sensors
In this section, we present a realistic sensing model for PIR nodes. This model
is designed to reflect the three key observations: non-isotropic range, conti-
nuity and normality. First, the model determines sensing ranges for a set of
equally-spaced directions. Each range can either be specified based on actual
measurements or obtained from a representative distribution, for example, the
normal distribution N(217, 322). Next, sensing ranges in all other possible di-
rections are determined based on an interpolation method. For simplicity, we
use linear interpolation to specify the boundary of the sensing area.
2.5.4 Robustness of Theoretical Predictions
We use the realistic sensing range model in simulations to test the robustness
of the performance predictions to sensing irregularity. In this experiment, we
simulated a type II scenario with different target speeds. The cumulative dis-
tribution function of the detection delay is measured. We then compare the
results to theoretical predictions, using three parameters: the average sensing
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Figure 2.13: Robustness of theoretical predictions, target speed = 2.5m/s
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Figure 2.14: Robustness of theoretical predictions, target speed = 25m/s
range (the mean of the sensing range in 24 directions), the maximum sensing
range in the 24 directions, and finally, the minimum sensing range in the 24
directions. The relative error of the predictions are plotted in Figure 2.13, Fig-
ure 2.14, and Figure 2.15, respectively. In this experiment, we use one set of
our PIR sensor data, while the other set of data leads to similar conclusions,
hence not plotted.
We have two observations regarding these results. First, for our simulation
settings, sensing irregularity has a very small effect if the average sensing range
is used. One primary reason is that even though the detection ranges do vary
with different directions, the overall degree of coverage for the area remains
almost the same, approximated by λ. Therefore, the overall detection delay
distribution is almost not affected. For example, here, we observe that the max-
imal error relative to theoretical predictions is no more than 3%. As an example
to show its implications, suppose that we have a set of system parameters that
guarantees that 99% of intruding targets are detected within a certain time.
Then, the actual detection rate should be no less than 96% with the existence
of irregularity. Based on this observation, we conclude that our model is quite
robust to realistic sensing conditions.
Second, when the maximum sensing range or minimum sensing range in
different directions is used for prediction, the relative error becomes considerably
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Figure 2.15: Robustness of theoretical predictions, target speed = 250m/s
large, and the model no longer captures the real performance of the sensor
network. This is expected, because using such ranges either leads to over-
optimistic or over-pessimistic prediction results.
We acknowledge that so far, our modeling of the realistic sensing model
is only concerned with PIR sensors. Other types of sensors may well exhibit
different characteristics, therefore, may have varied effect on the detection per-
formance. However, we envision that with a relatively large system with con-
siderable density, the effect of sensing irregularity will be considerably limited,
leading to improvements in the accuracy of the aforementioned results.
2.6 Implementation of Analysis Results
To facilitate easy use of the analysis procedure for end users, we implement
the closed-form results as a design time tool with a GUI interface. This tool
is integrated to the LiteOS toolkit, so that end users can conveniently obtain
the analysis results by providing parameters through the intuitive user interface
provided.
Figure 2.16 shows the GUI interface for this tool. Wrapped as a standalone
jar file, it can be invoked easily either on Windows or on Linux platforms.
The use of this tool are straightforward: it gets input from the user, allowing
them to select the type of analysis and sensing parameters. It then invokes
the closed-form formulas presented in this chapter to produce a brief analysis
report. Multiple analysis rounds can be carried out quickly to identify the
optimal values of parameters for a sensor network deployment.
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we derive the closed-form formulas for the distribution and ex-
pectation of detection delay for both stationary and mobile targets in large scale
sensor networks. Extensive simulations are conducted and the results show the
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Figure 2.16: Screenshot of the analysis tool
validity of the analysis. The analytical results are highly important for designers
of energy-efficient sensor networks for monitoring and tracking applications. De-
signers can apply these formulas to predict the detection performance without
costly deployment and testing. Based on these formulas, they can make deci-
sions on key system or protocol parameters, such as the network density and
the duty cycle, according to the detection requirements of the system. There-
fore, this work is a major contribution towards a thorough understanding of the
relationship between system and protocol parameters and achievable detection
performance metrics.
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Chapter 3
Optimization of Target
Detection Performance
In the previous chapter, we have studied the performance of random duty
scheduling. In this chapter, we study a related problem: can we optimize target
detection performance by developing better duty scheduling protocols? To an-
swer this question, we present a locally optimal node duty scheduling protocol
that not only reduces target detection delay, but also optimizes data collection
through pipelining.
3.1 Motivation
As energy supply is one fundamental bottleneck of sensor network lifetime, pro-
longing battery life is a prime consideration in the design of sensor network
applications. Previous literature has advocated employing redundancy to allow
some nodes to go to sleep without jeopardizing sensory coverage. These ap-
proaches imply that a minimum number of nodes must remain awake for the
right degree of coverage to remain satisfied. More recent approaches [54] in-
vestigated partial sensing coverage schemes to increase energy saving gains. In
these efforts, both random and synchronized sleep schedules are proposed and
studied. The former refers to the case where each node independently chooses
random sleep and wakeup times. The latter refers to the case where all nodes
go to sleep and wake up together in a synchronized fashion. We have ana-
lyzed quantitatively the performance of random duty scheduling in the previous
chapter, while the performance of synchronized duty scheduling is trivial.
While both random and synchronized sleep scheduling are easy to imple-
ment, they are not optimized in that the detection delay for intruding targets
can be further reduced by carefully arranging the wakeup schedules of neighbor-
ing nodes. In this chapter, we are interested in developing such an optimized
sleep scheduling protocol. In this scheme, the area is only partially covered
at any point in time. However, any point is eventually sensed within a finite
delay bound. The energy/coverage trade-off can also be meaningfully expressed
as one between energy savings and the average detection delay, defined as the
average time elapsed between event occurrence at a point and its detection by
a nearby sensor. It is desired to minimize average detection delay subject to a
constraint on energy consumption (expressed as a duty-cycle constraint). This
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optimization goal leads to a localized distributed protocol for (near-optimally)
arranging the wakeup schedules of nodes.
This chapter also addresses sleep scheduling schemes for minimizing packet
delivery latency to a common base-station. Observe that at very low duty cycles,
it is likely that sensor nodes that are awake at any given time do not form a
connected graph unless their wakeup times are appropriately synchronized. Such
synchronization, however, may deviate from the optimal sleep schedule from the
perspective of minimizing average detection delay. We develop a heuristic that
provides partial synchronization to reduce delivery latency without significantly
impacting the average detection delay.
The combination of detection delay and packet delivery latency is the per-
ceived surveillance delay, which refers to the time elapsed from the occurrence of
an event in the system to the time the event is reported to a base-station. Hence,
the overall contribution of this chapter is to develop a protocol for minimizing
the surveillance delay subject to energy (namely, duty cycle) constraints.
Our protocol is optimized for detection of rare (but urgent) events. In such
applications, network longevity is especially important, since mission lifetime
must be appropriately large. Nodes operate at very low duty cycles and do
not communicate unless an event is detected. Therefore, we consider sensing
power as the predominant energy drain over the system lifetime. Once detection
occurs, a prompt reaction may be needed (e.g., activating a camera or reporting
an emergency). Consider, for example, the detection of forest fires. There are
two natural concerns with this application: first, how long will the network last
once deployed? Second, how responsive will it be in reacting to fire events?
Our design translates these two questions into two related design parameters;
namely, the energy consumption rate (i.e., the duty cycle which determines
lifetime) and the surveillance delay. Our protocol offers a design space in which
the designer can trade-off these parameters in a near-optimal fashion.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the
general framework and assumptions underlying our approach. A localized dis-
tributed optimization algorithm is presented in Section 3.3 to produce a sleep
schedule that approaches the optimal on detection delay. This algorithm is sub-
sequently enhanced to reduce delivery latency as well. Simulation results are
presented in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes this chapter.
3.2 General Framework
We consider an area covered by sensing nodes. Let some event (e.g., a fire) occur
at one point in the area. The maximal detection delay for an event occurring
at this point is defined as the longest time that may elapse before the event is
detected by a nearby node. The average detection delay for this point is defined
as the average time elapsed until the event is detected. The maximal detection
delay for the entire area is the largest value of all maximal detection delays at
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points in the area. Similarly, the average detection delay for the area, denoted
γ, is the average value for all detection delays of all points. Trivially, when
the area is sensing covered, both the maximal detection delay and the average
detection delay for the area are 0, since all events are detected immediately.
Sensors in the area are duty-cycled. Most sensors have a finite “warm-up”
time Tw upon startup before reliable readings can be reported. Following the
warm-up time, a sensor takes a sample of the environment, which itself takes
time Ts (possibly including repeated sensor readings). This may be followed by
other necessary processing (such as data logging) which takes time Tp. Hence,
from the instant a node is powered on, a minimum time interval, Ton = Tw +
Ts + Tp, must elapse before the node can go to sleep again. Given a duty
cycle constraint β which defines the maximum percentage of time a node can be
awake, the node must sleep for at least a duration Td, where Ton/(Ton+Td) = β.
Hence, any event is detected in at most Td + Ton time units. It is desired to
minimize the average event detection time. We are especially interested in very
low duty-cycle operation where Ton << Td.
We propose a two-level sleep scheduling framework. The first level selects
a minimal subset of all deployed nodes, called the primary subset, such that
sensing coverage is maintained using the fewest primary nodes. We assume
that there are enough nodes in the network for sensory coverage to be achieved.
The remaining nodes are turned off. This process is repeated periodically at
a fairly large period (e.g., of the order of tens of hours) to change the set
of primary nodes so that their energy is not depleted. Algorithms for such
rotation have been proposed in prior literature and are not considered in this
work. The second level focuses on the current primary nodes. It contributes
further energy savings by duty-cycling these nodes at a higher frequency (e.g.,
seconds or minutes). That is to say, each node in the primary subset sleeps for
Td then wakes up for Ton, where Ton/(Ton + Td) = β, the desired duty cycle.
Our purpose is to coordinate the duty cycles of primary nodes such that the
average detection delay in the area is minimized.
One interesting remark is that although the maximum energy savings by
first level scheduling are bounded by the need to maintain sensory coverage, the
second level savings can be made arbitrarily large by decreasing the duty cycle
of primary nodes. In principle, there is no lower bound on energy consumption
after the second level scheduling. The only consideration is that lowering the
duty cycle increases average detection delay.
If the average number of primary nodes within a sensory radius is α, any
point in the environment is sensed by α nodes on average. Since each node sleeps
for Td and wakes up for Ton, at low duty cycles (i.e., when Ton << Td), a point is
sensed on average no more than once every Td/α time units. An event arriving
randomly between sense instants will thus suffer an average detection delay no
lower than Td/2α. This value establishes a lower bound on detection delay given
the sensor wakeup period, Ton, and the chosen duty cycle, β = Ton/(Ton + Td),
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which uniquely determine the minimum Td, and hence the minimum Td/2α.
On the other extreme, if all primary nodes sleep and wake up in unison,
each point is sensed only once every Td, and the average detection delay for a
randomly arriving event is Td/2. Our purpose is to design a sleep scheduling
protocol that approaches the lower bound, Td/2α, on the average detection
delay.
It can be shown that minimizing detection delay leads to minimizing the
variance in detection delay as well. Intuitively, this is because the sum of the
squares (or higher powers) of numbers that add up to a constant is minimized
when these numbers are equal. Hence, equally spacing sensor wakeup times
within an interval Td leads to minimizing both the mean and variance of detec-
tion delay.
Finally, observe a relationship between detection delay and detection prob-
ability. An event with a short lifespan can be detected as long as its lifespan
intersects any of the waking periods of neighboring sensor nodes. It is easy to
show that the probability of such intersection is maximized when the wakeup
periods are equally spaced. Thus, the sleep scheduling that optimizes the detec-
tion delay also maximizes the detection probability of short-lived events. Next
we present a protocol that produces a near-optimal sleep schedule.
3.3 Sleep Schedule Optimization
In this section, we describe a sleep scheduling protocol that outperforms both
random and synchronized scheduling in terms of average detection delay. The
protocol is distributed, and has the favorable feature that it guarantees local
optimality in that every node ends up with a wakeup point that cannot be
further improved in terms of the average detection delay within its sensing
range. We also present a protocol for optimizing end-to-end delivery latency.
The combination of these two protocols is explored to reduce overall surveillance
delay.
3.3.1 Detection Delay Optimization
Our overall algorithm for minimizing detection delay is a three stage transition
process, shown in Figure 3.1.
In this protocol, we assume that neighboring nodes have approximately syn-
chronized clocks. Such clock synchronization protocols in sensor networks have
been presented in the literature [85]. Each node i starts at Stage 1, where it ran-
domly picks an initial wakeup time, ti[0] for itself on a common timeline in the
cyclic interval [0, Td + Ton). For the purposes of this analysis, the wakeup time
denotes the instant at which the node’s wakeup interval Ton starts. The initial
selection of the wakeup times of different nodes is completely uncoordinated.
Each node communicates its randomly chosen wakeup time to its neighbors,
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Figure 3.1: State transition of optimization algorithm
sets up an iteration timer to fire at a period Tc, and enters Stage 2. Observe
that in this stage all primary nodes are still awake (i.e., have not yet started
their duty-cycling). The period Tc is called the schedule iteration period , which
is different from the period Ton + Td of the would-be duty cycles.
In Stage 2, each node undergoes multiple schedule iterations. Within a
single iteration, a node makes at most one adjustment to its wakeup time to
reduce the average detection delay. Ultimately, a local minimum is reached
where no more reductions can be obtained. More specifically, when the iteration
timer of node i fires, denoting the beginning of a new schedule iteration, k, the
node considers adjusting its wakeup time from ti[k − 1] (the value chosen in
the previous iteration) to a new value, ti[k]. This new value should minimize
the average detection delay in the area within node i’s sensing range, denoted
γi[k], given the updated wakeup times received from i’s neighbors in the last
iteration. Note that by neighbors, we are only referring to those nodes that
have overlapping sensing ranges with the current node, since for the current
node, only the waking times of these sensing neighbors are relevant. We will use
communication neighbor to specifically refer to the nodes within communication
range of the current node, and without further explanation, use neighbor to
denote sensing neighbors.
In our discussion, we assume that each node knows its sensing range. This
assumption is supported by our observations with current sensor nodes. For
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example, in XSM2 [3] motes developed by OSU and CrossBow, an approximate
sensing range can be measured for the set of PIR sensors before deployment, as
we did in Section 2.5.3. Each node can use this knowledge to determine whether
or not a given point is located within its sensing range.
If the difference between the old and new detection delays (γi[k]− γi[k− 1])
is larger than a preset threshold, h, the new wakeup time, ti[k], is adopted
and the node reports this new wakeup time to all its neighbors. Otherwise,
the old wakeup time, ti[k − 1], remains in place and no updates are sent. The
node then waits for the next invocation of the iteration timer Tc to start a new
iteration. If the node does not receive any updates within an iteration and has
not changed its own wakeup time, it enters Stage 3 in which it starts duty-
cycling, phased in accordance with its computed wakeup time. Once all nodes
reach Stage 3, we consider the detection delay optimization complete. Note
that, since clocks drift over time, the duty cycle period Td + Ton must be large
enough to accommodate a fair amount of phase drift without the need for clock
re-synchronization. This constraint is met naturally, since we are interested in
very low duty cycles (Td >> Ton) in which Td must be reasonably large (of the
order of seconds or minutes).
The critical part of the above optimization process lies in the localized com-
putation of the optimal wakeup time of an individual node at Stage 2 as a
function of those of its neighbors. The problem is formulated as follows. Given
a node, i, that is informed of all the current wakeup times of its neighbors,
what wakeup time, ti[k], should it choose to minimize the average detection
delay, γi[k], in the area within its sensing range?
To answer this question, in the following, we first derive an expression for
the average detection delay within the sensory range of node i as a function
fi(t) of the node’s unknown wakeup time t (and the known wakeup times of
its neighbors). We then find the wakeup time t that minimizes this expression
(i.e., for which fi(t) is minimum). Finally, we present an implementation that
computes fi(t) and the corresponding wakeup time efficiently at run-time.
Derivation of an Optimal Wakeup Time
To derive fi(t), consider an arbitrary point A in node i’s sensing range. Let
point A be located within the intersection of the sensing ranges of n nodes
(including node i). The average detection delay at point A is the average time
elapsed from the occurrence of an event at A to the next time some neighboring
node wakes up and samples the environment. It depends on the relative spacing
of the respective sampling times of the n neighbors. Since each node will sample
the environment once every duty cycle period, there will be a total of exactly
n samples within each interval Td + Ton. Let the samples of different nodes be
separated by time intervals x1, ..., xn, where xj ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of a duty cycle of length 1, with nodes N1,
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N2 and O, sampling the environment at times 0.25, 0.6 and t respectively. The
intervals x1, ..., x3 between successive samples are illustrated. The circle in this
figure depicts a repeated duty-cycle. The arrows indicate the direction of the
passage of time. Observe that while a node might be awake for a finite period
of time, Ton (which includes sensor warm-up and data post-processing times),
its sampling time, for purposes of this analysis, refers to the time instant at
which the node completes its environmental reading. In our model, this instant
occurs at a fixed offset from the node’s wakeup time (namely, at offset Tw + Ts
defined in Section 3.1). However, it is straightforward to extend our analysis to
the case where nodes continue sampling the environment for some contiguous
finite duration.
Given inter-sample separations x1, ..., xn, the average detection delay D at
point A is given by the sum of the average detection delays for event arrivals
in an interval xj (given by, xj/2), each multiplied by the probability of arriving
within that respective interval, which is xj/(Td + Ton). Hence, D equals the
sum of (xj/2)xj/(Td + Ton), 1 ≤ j ≤ n , which gives:
D =
x21 + ...+ x
2
n
2(Td + Ton)
(3.1)
0.25
0.6
N2
O
N1Point A
t
x1 = 1.25 - t
x2 = 0.35
Start of cycle
x3 = t - 0.6
of time
Passage
Figure 3.2: A cyclic sleep schedule
Since node i knows the wakeup times of all its neighbors, substituting in Equa-
tion (3.1) we get a quadratic expression that is a function only of node i’s own
wakeup time. For example, substituting with intervals x1, x2 and x3, shown in
Figure 3.2, into Equation (3.1) we get a quadratic function of t that represents
the average detection delay at point A.
Observe that this quadratic function depends on the ordering of the unknown
wakeup time t with respect to the wakeup times of the neighboring nodes. For
example, Figure 3.2 shows t to be in the range 0.6 ≤ t < 1. Substituting in
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Equation (3.1) gives an expression that is valid only for the corresponding range.
Similar expressions can be derived for the other ranges. Putting the expressions
for different ranges of t together, we obtain a continuous piecewise quadratic
equation that yields the average detection delay at point A as a function of the
unknown wakeup time t anywhere in the duty cycle. We call it the optimality
curve for point A. The optimality curve for point A shown in Figure 3.2 is given
in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Optimality curve for node O at point A
To minimize the average detection delay across the entire sensing range of
some node i, the quadratic optimality curves of all points in i’s sensing range
are added. The resulting piecewise quadratic function is the sought function
fi(t) that is then solved for a global minimum. This conceptual procedure lends
itself to an efficient implementation in view of the following two observations.
First, note that points covered only by node i (and no other nodes) will
always have the same average detection delay regardless of when i chooses to
wake up. At low duty cycles, this delay is well approximated by Td/2. Such
points need not be considered in the aforementioned summation as they do not
change the optimization result. Second, note that all points that lie at the
intersection of sensing ranges of the same nodes lead to the same quadratic
optimality curves. Hence, it is enough to compute such curves only once.
For example, node O in Figure 3.4 needs to consider only five distinct opti-
mality curves corresponding to the five intersection regions between its sensory
range and that of other nodes. The equation for each curve is weighted by the
area of the corresponding intersection and the results added up to obtain fi(t).
It can be shown that the resulting overall function is piecewise quadratic
with a number of segments that depends only on the total number of neighbors,
M , of node i. Its global minimum can only occur at one of the local minima
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of the individual segments or at the points at which these segments are joined.
Inspecting these points is an O(M) operation. The algorithm can therefore
efficiently determine the position of the global minimum and hence the new
wakeup time. Next, we present a detailed example of computing an optimality
curve, and our actual implementation of the entire algorithm.
N1 N2
N3
N4
O
Sensing 
Range
Sampling 
Points
A
B
C
Wakeup = 0.25
Wakeup = 0.6
Wakeup = 0.8 Wakeup = 0.9
Figure 3.4: An optimization example
Example: Computing the Optimality Curve
Consider again node O in Figure 3.4. Node O has four neighbors denoted N1
to N4. In this example, there are five distinct sensor range intersection regions
within O’s sensing range that need to be considered. Figure 3.4 depicts these
regions and the wakeup times of all neighboring nodes. Point A exemplifies one
region that lies at the intersection of the sensing ranges of nodes N1, N2 and
O. In the duty cycle [0, 1), there are three cases to consider for the wakeup
time t of node O, namely. 0 ≤ t < 0.25, 0.25 ≤ t < 0.6 and 0.6 ≤ t < 1, where
0.25 and 0.6 are the known wakeup times of neighbors N1 and N2. Figure 3.2
depicts the case where 0.6 ≤ t < 1. As seen in Figure 3.2, the intervals between
successive wakeup times are 1.25−t, 0.35 and t−0.6 respectively. Substituting in
Equation (3.1), the average detection delay in this case is (1.25−t)
2+0.352+(t−0.6)2
2 ,
which evaluates to t2 − 1.85t + 1.0225. Similarly, we can determine that for
0 ≤ t < 0.25 the average detection delay is given by t2−1.85t+0.4225, and that
for 0.25 ≤ t < 0.6 it is given by t2 + 0.15t+ 0.1725 . Together, the above three
segments constitute the optimality curve for point A (shown in Figure 3.3).
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Efficient Implementation
In our implementation, a node builds a polynomial function table for each opti-
mality curve, in which each segment of the function is stored as a three-element
tuple (a, b, c), denoting the function as f(t) = at2 + bt + c, It also stores the
starting and ending point of each segment. For the optimality curve computed
above, the polynomial function table is shown in Table 3.1.
A node also sorts the wakeup times of itsM neighbors to determine theM+1
intervals between these wakeup times within a duty cycle. It then initializes a
new polynomial function table that will hold the final function fi(t) for the area
covered by node i. We call it the result table.
To simplify computation, a node then considers a virtual grid within its
sensing range. Points on this grid are considered sequentially, each with the
same weight. For each point, the algorithm classifies this point based on which
nodes are less than one sensing range away from it. Then, the coefficients of all
segments of its optimality curve are fetched from the corresponding polynomial
function table and added to the coefficients of the corresponding segments in the
result table, which generates an intermediate segmented quadratic polynomial
function. When all points have been considered, the result function is complete.
For example, the result table for pointO in Figure 3.4, is shown in Table 3.2. The
corresponding aggregated function is plotted in Figure 3.5. The optimal wakeup
time can be decided by finding the lowest value on the aggregated function
(which turns out to be 4.4166 at t = 0.385). This can be done by inspecting
function values at segment boundaries and local minima (a local minimum of a
function at2 + bt+ c occurs at t = −b/2a). The time at which the lowest value
occurs is the sought wakeup time ti[k] of node i at iteration k. Once the wakeup
time is determined, the node sends out its decision. We now briefly explain the
content of the decision packet. Each node keeps an incrementing counter as
the current version of its wakeup time. It also keeps the latest versions of its
neighbors. Once it makes a new adjustment, it sends out its ID, its new wakeup
time, the version counter, as well as the version counters of its neighbors. The
last piece of information is necessary to avoid non-serializable modifications of
wakeup times of neighboring nodes. Such modifications may lead to endless
loops in the adjustment. Therefore, once two nodes find that they have each
adjusted their sleeping times independently, the node with lower ID revokes
its prior decision and rolls back to its last version. The same rule applies to
more than two nodes as well. One node also needs to roll back if its packet
is lost in transmission. Therefore, we use an acknowledgement based MAC
layer. If one node cannot receive the acknowledgements from all neighbors, it
should either revoke its prior decision, if it receives a parallel adjustment from
one of its neighbors during the time, or resend its decision to all its neighbors.
Observe the fact that communication range in sensor networks is typically much
larger than sensing range. Therefore, we expect that the sensing neighbors are
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Range Tuple Function
1 [0, 0.25] (1, 0.15, 0.1725) t2 + 0.15t+ 0.1725
2 [0.25, 0.6] (1.0,−0.85, 0.4225) t2 − 0.85t+ 0.4225
3 [0.6, 1] (1.0,−1.85, 1.0225) t2 − 1.85t+ 1.0225
Table 3.1: Polynomial function table for point A
Range Tuple Function
1 [0, 0.25] (15,−4.55, 4.89) 15t2 − 4.55t+ 4.89
2 [0.25, 0.6] (15,−11.55, 6.64) 15t2 − 11.55t+ 6.64
3 [0.6, 0.8] (15,−18.55, 10.84) 15t2 − 18.55t+ 10.84
4 [0.8, 0.9] (15,−26.55, 17.24) 15t2 − 26.55t+ 17.24
5 [0.9, 1] (15,−34.55, 24.44) 15t2 − 34.55t+ 24.44
Table 3.2: Result table
typically located sufficiently nearby, and connected via relatively reliable links
to the current node.
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Figure 3.5: Aggregated optimality curve for node O
Algorithm Analysis
Cost Analysis
We now consider the computational cost and requirements on storage of the
algorithm. We consider storage requirements first. For each sampling point
covered by n neighbors, the maximal number of segments is n+1 (there is n+1
because we treat the first region and the last region in Figure 3.3 as different
functions). Therefore, for a node with M neighbors, the number of segments
for the aggregated function is at most M +1, due to the fact that points in the
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same partition share the same segments. Once we have aggregated a segment
function, the storage it occupies can be freed, therefore, at most M + 1 entries
are needed in the global result table, which is not memory intensive.
Second, as far as computation cost goes, the overall cost is proportional to
the product of grid resolution and the number of neighbors, M . We can easily
control the former factor to reduce overall cost to an acceptable value. Our
experiments on sensor nodes such as MicaZ show that comparable computation
load can be well afforded.
On the Convergence of the Algorithm
We now show that the overall optimization process terminates in a finite number
of steps. First, note that each adjustment of the wakeup time by one node
in Stage 2 decreases the average detection delay within the sensing range of
this node, but does not affect the average detection delay outside its sensing
range. Hence, the average detection delay for the area also decreases with
individual node adjustment. Also note that, in our design, we have avoided
non-serializable adjustments of neighboring nodes. Therefore, the whole process
exhibits a contractive property. Since the initial average detection delay for the
whole area must be finite, and since the algorithm makes adjustments only if
they decrease the average detection delay (in some node’s sensing range) by some
minimum finite amount, the algorithm must terminate after a finite number of
adjustments. Note that during the process, it is possible that the adjustment of
one node’s schedule may propagate to its neighbors, however, such propagation
will only decrease the overall detection delay, which obviously will terminate
after a finite number of steps.
To estimate the convergence time of the algorithm in area, S, suppose each
node has a sensing range, r, and communication range, R > r. For each ad-
justment of one node in Stage 2, the average detection delay decreases by at
least h in the sensing area of this node. Thus, each adjustment decreases the
average detection delay for the whole area by at least pir
2
S × h. Remember
that the average detection delay is upper-bounded by approximately Td/2 and
lower-bounded by approximately Td/2α. The maximum number of adjustments
is therefore bounded by the difference between the two bounds divided by the
adjustment per step, which yields Td2 (1−1/α) Spir2h . Now assume that nodes out-
side each other’s communication range (and hence outside each other’s sensing
range) can perform adjustments in parallel. There are roughly SpiR2 such nodes.
Hence, the number of rounds of adjustment is roughly Td2 (1 − 1/α) R
2
r2h , which
takes Td2 (1 − 1/α) R
2
r2hTc time units to complete. This estimate, of course, is a
quite relaxed bound: each adjustment may decrease the average detection delay
within one node’s sensing area well beyond the lower bound h. In practice, our
simulations show that the system always converges within twenty rounds.
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3.3.2 End-to-End Delay Optimization
Next, we propose an optimization for end-to-end delivery delay. Observe that
at low duty cycles, the fraction of nodes that are awake at any given time
do not necessarily form a connected network. Delivering sensed events to the
base-station requires synchronization of waking times between communication
neighbors along the path. We consider networks where the communication
range is relatively large compared to the sensing range. Hence, after first-level
scheduling (which determines the minimum number of nodes needed for full
sensory coverage), the resulting primary nodes have many neighbors within
their communication range. The problem, of course, is that after the ensuing
second-level scheduling, not all neighbors will be awake at the same time. From
the perspective of minimizing event delivery time to a base-station, it is desired
to synchronize duty cycles of nodes into a streamlined sequence to pipe the data
efficiently. This idea is not unlike the common practice of synchronizing traffic
lights to turn green (wake up) just in time for the arrival of vehicles (packets)
from previous intersections (hops). Observe that it is enough for each node
to synchronize its duty cycle with only one neighbor within its communication
range that is closer to the basestation. Consequently, synchronized routes are
formed to expedite data delivery from any node.
An example of this type of coordination is shown in Figure 3.6. As shown in
this example, packets delivered from node 0 to 9 have minimum delay. We call
this technique streamlined wakeup. In the following, we propose an optimization
of delivery delay based on the streamlined wakeup technique. We focus on the
most common case where each sensor reports to only one base-station (although
different parts of the network might report to different local base-stations). Our
algorithm works as follows:
1. After first-level scheduling is complete, the base-station floods the network
with a message containing a hop count that is incremented at each hop
(interest propagation). Each node keeps track of the lowest hop-count
received and maintains that number as its hop count from the base-station.
Since the base-station is assumed to be always up, nodes one hop from
the base-station (i.e., its direct neighbors) set a pipe flag indicating that
they have a valid streamlined path to the destination. Any node that sets
this flag communicates this fact to its neighbors.
2. Nodes run the detection delay minimization algorithm described earlier
to compute their wakeup times. In Stage 3 of this algorithm, instead of
actually implementing the duty cycle, they execute the step below.
3. Any node whose neighbors with shorter hop counts to the base-station
have set their pipe flag, finds the one such neighbor with the closest wakeup
time to its own. The node then overlaps its wakeup interval with that
neighbor’s, effectively appending itself to an established streamlined data
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Figure 3.6: Scheduling example for node pipe
pipe that is closest to its ideal wakeup time. Observe that the number of
such pipes that may be established in the network is of the order of the
number of the immediate communication neighbors of the base-station.
The larger is this number, the lower (on average) is the adjustment needed
to a node’s wakeup time to join a pipe. For example, a base-station with a
sensitive enough antenna to hear all sensors will enable each node to be its
own data pipe with no additional synchronization or adjustment needed.
Having joined a pipe, a node sets its pipe flag and communicates this fact
along with its new wakeup time.
4. Any node that has set its pipe flag and communicated this information
now enters the duty-cycling phase in according with its updated wakeup
schedule.
The above algorithm ensures that a synchronization wave propagates out-
wards from the base-station. When the wave reaches the outer perimeter of
the network, all nodes will have routes to the base-station with appropriately
overlapped wakeup times. All nodes will have entered the duty-cycle mode. The
initialization is thus complete. If the communication range is large enough, it
is easy to find neighbors with close wakeup times to your own. The algorithm
therefore does not have much impact on the optimality of average detection
delay in networks with a large communication range, as will be demonstrated
in the next section.
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3.4 Evaluation
In this section, we verify the theoretical results and optimizations given in the
previous section via extensive simulations.
3.4.1 Simulation Setup
We simulate a two-level scheduling framework. By default, the area is 100m×
100m. Each node has a sensing range of 10m. Initially more than enough nodes
are deployed to guarantee sensing coverage. The first level scheduling is then
applied where as many nodes as possible are put to sleep without compromising
overall sensing coverage. The remaining nodes form the basis for evaluating the
protocols designed in this chapter, where different approaches are compared.
In practice, we deploy 300 nodes, followed by a first-level scheduling protocol
to turn off redundant nodes. An average of 76 nodes remain awake, so we gener-
ate ten scenarios with 76 nodes remaining as the basis for second level scheduling
evaluation. Each of these deployment scenarios guarantees full sensing coverage
and no node is redundant. We simulated a simple MAC layer with packet ac-
knowledgement. In the simulations, packet loss and retransmissions appear to
have very limited effect on the overall performance, since we can adjust the pace
of schedule readjustment sufficiently to accommodate packet retransmissions.
3.4.2 Detection Delay Optimization
In this section, we focus on the optimization of average detection delay. For
each scenario, we compare the optimized and random energy saving schedules
to the theoretical lower bound and the upper bound (the case of a synchronized
schedule). The results are shown in Figure 3.7. The horizontal axis varies the
ratio of the sleep interval to the waking interval, Td/Ton, on a logarithmic scale,
over two orders of magnitude. The vertical axis shows the normalized average
detection delay over Ton.
Notice that the theoretical lower bound to which we compare the results
is over optimistic. No scheduling approach can achieve this bound because
different nodes in an irregular network generally cannot achieve perfectly equal
wakeup time spacing simultaneously. Thus, optimizing the average detection de-
lay for one point usually leads to sub-optimal scheduling for neighboring points.
While no algorithm can achieve the optimistic lower bound, we observe that
ours demonstrates considerable performance enhancement compared with both
random and synchronized sleep scheduling.
For example, from Figure 3.7, when Td/Ton = 10 (or log(Td/Ton) = 1), the
theoretical average detection delay lower bound is 2.6, our algorithm achieves
3.2, random sleep scheduling achieves 3.8, while synchronized sleep scheduling
is as high as 5.5. More generally, our protocol can reduce the gap between
random scheduling and the optimal bound in terms of average detection delay
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Figure 3.7: Average detection delay
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Figure 3.8: Rotating coverage ratio
by 30% to 50%, and has a absolute average detection delay reduction over
random scheduling up to 15%.
We also evaluate the notion of coverage ratio defined as the percentage of
covered area in time and space. For the purposes of this experiment, covered
area refers to area in the range of at least one sensor that is awake at the time.
Since each node is awake during Ton, the aggregation of such coverage intervals
reflects a measure of vigilance of the network. The results are presented in
Figure 3.8. As shown, as the duty cycle decreases (by increasing Td/Ton), the
coverage ratio of random scheduling and optimized scheduling converges quickly
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Figure 3.10: The lifetime vs. delay trade-off
to the optimal. This is expected because both random scheduling and optimized
scheduling are not likely to overlap the wakeup periods of neighboring nodes.
Since the coverage ratio is only relevant to the aggregated waking period, these
two sleep scheduling policies eventually lead to the same (optimal) ratio.
Another important factor is the expected extension in lifetime. Figure 3.9
plots the relationship between the ratio Td/Ton and the expected lifetime ex-
tension of the sensor network in multiples of its original lifetime (the one when
all primary nodes are always on).
Combining Figure 3.9 with Figure 3.7, we quantify the trade-off relationship
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Figure 3.12: Effect of pipe synchronization for multihop delivery
between the expected lifetime extension and the corresponding increase in the
average detection delay achieved by different sleep scheduling algorithms. This
trade-off is expressed in Figure 3.10. As observed, our optimization algorithm
clearly outperforms both synchronized and random scheduling in the sense of
achieving a longer lifetime for the same average detection delay, or achieving a
lower average detection delay for the same lifetime. This figure clearly demon-
strates the advantage of our approach from an application’s perspective.
Finally, we present the performance of different sleep scheduling policies in
detecting temporary events. If events persist for a short time duration, sleep
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scheduling has a profound impact on their probability of detection. Figure 3.11
plots the relationship between detection probability and event lifetime. The
horizontal axis plots the event duration normalized to Ton, where Ton is assumed
to be 1 time unit. In this experiment, Td = 50Ton. It is shown that our
optimized sleep scheduling algorithm performs considerably better than both
synchronized and random scheduling in terms of improving the probability of
short event detection. This result is due to the more even spread of wakeup
times under our approach.
3.4.3 End-to-end Surveillance Delivery Latency
Figure 3.12 characterizes the impact of optimizing packet delivery latency on
average detection delay. The main factor that characterizes that impact is the
ratio between the communication and sensing radius. Since nodes on each path
to the base-station must be synchronized, their synchronization increases the
average detection delay. However, as the ratio between communication range
and sensing ranges increases, the number of primary nodes within one’s commu-
nication range increases, which makes it easier to find a neighbor to synchronize
with. The negative effect of such synchronization on average detection delay is
thus reduced.
We want to emphasize that while our algorithm is locally optimal, it has left a
gap between itself and the theoretical global optimal. More global coordination
of sleep schedules may improve performance further. We believe, however, that
it would be difficult to beat this performance with other localized algorithms.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have outlined, studied and evaluated the problem of mini-
mizing surveillance delay subject to energy constraints. We consider this delay
to be composed of detection delay and delivery delay, and propose optimiza-
tions for both. The final outcome is a flexible framework in which application
designers can trade-off energy versus latency of event detection. We focus on
detection of rare events, where the network is normally silent, except when
events occur. This is in contrast to data collection networks that continuously
stream periodic data to a collection center. We expect this model fit for sensor
network deployments for detecting short events such as forest fires. The results
obtained in this chapter are complementary to the analytical results presented
in the previous chapter.
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Chapter 4
Cluster-based Forwarding
for Energy Efficiency
As introduced earlier, one dominating source of energy consumption when wire-
less sensor nodes are awake is communication. Naturally, to conserve energy
when nodes are awake, we should focus on energy-efficient communication pro-
tocols. In the next three chapters, we focus on improving energy efficiency of
communication through three protocols: CBF, LCR, and uCast. In this chap-
ter, we present CBF, a communication protocol that optimizes data forwarding
through the use of clusters.
4.1 Motivation
A fundamental problem in wireless communication is providing efficient and re-
liable end-to-end packet delivery [114, 127, 121, 103, 126, 61, 45]. Because wire-
less links tend to be unreliable due to factors such as interference, attenuation,
and fading [50, 126, 133, 30, 135], previous protocols for reliable communica-
tion have tried to use two approaches to recover from corrupted packets, namely,
packet retransmissions and forward error correction (FEC). Both approaches are
sensitive to link quality. When links are weak, packet retransmissions are expen-
sive since the energy spent on a failed node-to-node transmission is completely
wasted. Similarly, FEC is expensive since it must be designed for the worst
case if channel conditions change frequently. The problem of reliable energy-
efficient communication deserves special attention in wireless sensor networks.
Link quality in sensor networks is usually weaker compared to other wireless
systems. Many links can have a loss probability well above 50% [50, 133]. Ad-
ditionally, link quality is marked by significant variability due to changes in the
environment. Meanwhile, the energy constraints of sensor networks are much
more severe, because of the unattended nature of many sensor network applica-
tions [118, 57]. Therefore, it is imperative to design protocols in wireless sensor
networks that implement efficient measures for minimizing energy loss.
This work takes inspiration from one class of promising techniques known
as cooperative communication [91], which exploits the broadcast nature of wire-
less communication to improve energy efficiency. We refer to ExOR [11] and
MRD [84] as two previous protocols in this area. However, designed for wireless
networks (MANET), these protocols are not suitable for typical sensor network
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applications for three reasons. First, to reduce product cost, current sensor
nodes are usually equipped with low-cost transceivers, such as CC2420 [33],
which are quite different from the more powerful radio systems typical to other
wireless networks. One restriction is the frame length. CC2420 has a transmit
buffer of only 128 bytes, and the actual payload of a data packet is usually 30-50
bytes. Because of the size limitation, protocols in sensor networks cannot rely
heavily on radio to transmit protocol state. This is in contrast, for example, to
ExOR, where the packet header size alone ranges between 44 and 114 bytes, and
is heavily used for state transfer. Hence, in general, MANET protocols cannot
be directly ported to sensor networks.
Second, MANET protocols usually assume different communication patterns
from sensor networks. For example, ExOR optimizes batches of packets, while
MRD optimizes communication between the WLAN client and multiple access
points (AP). Both communication patterns do not fit sensor networks, where
data flows are usually low-rate and spontaneous.
Third, the communication stack of MANET is different from sensor net-
works. While MANET has widely assumed variants of 802.11 as its protocol
stack, there is no agreement on (or standardization of) the individual protocols
in sensor networks. Existing applications often develop their own routing im-
plementations. Therefore, it may not be useful to propose yet another reliable
end-to-end routing protocol, because of the difficulty in adapting existing appli-
cations to use any single protocol. Instead, it may be more effective to propose
a modular approach that allows extending existing routing protocols.
In response to these challenges, we present cluster-based forwarding (CBF),
a general architectural extension to routing protocols that takes inspiration
from cooperative communication, and is compatible with most existing routing
protocols through carefully defined interfaces. We call the scheme “cluster-
based” because, in this approach, groups of nodes cooperate with each other
to forward packets. Clusters in CBF are more akin to neighborhoods than to
clustering backbones as proposed in ad-hoc networks [9, 67]. Previous clustering
methods for ad-hoc networks cannot be used in CBF, because selecting clusters
is critical to the performance of CBF, and inappropriate clustering will introduce
excessive overhead. Therefore, we design a customized approach in CBF based
on an analysis of energy cost.
The main contributions of CBF are summarized as follows. First, CBF is
the first cluster-based forwarding service that is designed as an architectural
extension to existing routing protocols in wireless sensor networks. To this end,
CBF offers a performance improvement that requires minimal-to-no changes to
both routing protocols and existing applications. This minimal-impact property
of CBF enables its convergence with existing applications and protocols, while
providing better end-to-end energy efficiency.
Second, CBF proposes to use “helpers”, which reduces the number of re-
transmissions by adaptively migrating packet forwarding tasks from weak links
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to strong links, and by taking advantage of the occasionally successful transmis-
sions over long (and likely lossy) links. To organize helpers around one node,
we introduce two “helper patterns”, the intermediate helper pattern and the
distant helper pattern, in CBF’s helper admission algorithm.
Third, the efficacy of CBF is demonstrated through performance compar-
isons of four different routing protocols, before and after applying CBF. These
comparisons also validate our design goals of interfacing CBF with different
communication stacks, with minimal-to-no changes.
This chapter is organized as following. Section 4.2 presents an overview of
the motivations for CBF. Section 4.3 elaborates the detailed design choices of
the CBF architecture. This architecture interfaces with both the network layer
and the MAC layer of existing communication stacks, but remains independent
of their internals, treating them as black boxes. Section 4.4 evaluates the per-
formance of CBF, using four well-known routing protocols as baseline examples.
Section 4.5 concludes this chapter.
4.2 Overview of Cluster-Based Forwarding
In this section, we first present our experimental results on link quality. These
results lead to two observations that motivate CBF, and each observation leads
to a helper pattern. We also present practical design concerns of CBF that need
to be addressed.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of packet delivery probability at different distances
4.2.1 Link Quality in Reality
Recent investigations [50, 133, 126, 135] indicate three distinct data reception
regions for wireless communication: fully connected, transitional and discon-
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nected. In the fully connected region, nodes transmit packets reliably, approach-
ing 100% delivery probability in the absence of congestion; in the transitional
region, link quality varies considerably: some links may exhibit perfect quality
while others the opposite; in the disconnected region, no links or only weak links
exist. Simulation models for these three regions have also been presented (e.g.,
the simulation model in [135]).
To help quantify these three regions, we carry out an experiment using MicaZ
sensor nodes. Figure 4.1 shows our experimental results of delivery probability
between MicaZ nodes at different distances. This experiment uses one sender
and two receivers. The distance between them changes from 5ft to 40ft, in
steps of 5ft. At each distance, the sender sends six rounds of packets, with 100
packets in each round. The packet delivery probability is plotted for compar-
ison. Observe that the link quality varies considerably with distance from the
sender to the receiver, where the observed fully connected region is 0-12 feet,
the transitional region 12-36 feet, and the disconnected 36 feet or more.
4.2.2 Motivating Observations through Examples
We now study the implications of the three regions. Consider an example sce-
nario as shown in Figure 4.2, where sender A transmits a packet to receiver B.
Assume that two other nodes, C and D, are located within the fully connected
region of node B. The routing layer chooses B instead of C or D for the following
reasons. From the routing layer’s perspective, C is located somewhere between
A and B, and is not as good as B as the next relay. On the other hand, while
D is indeed a better node than B in terms of its distance to the destination, it
is not selected because the link between A and D is too weak1.
A D
C
B
Figure 4.2: Hop-wise transmission example
While the routing layer neglected C and D, we have the following two obser-
vations concerning their roles to improve packet delivery. First, if the quality of
the link between C and B is better than the link between A and B, and if C has
received the packet from A while B has not, it is better to shift the transmission
task from AB to CB. Intuitively, such a shift can reduce the expected number
of retransmissions needed because retransmitting from C is more likely to be
successful. Note that, while C may alternatively be chosen as an intermediate
1We use the words sender and receiver to refer to the single-hop sender and receiver, and
use the words source and destination to refer to the origin and final sink of the multiple-hop
packet delivery task.
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hop between A and B by the routing layer, such a conservative choice will dou-
ble the local traffic by adding an extra hop on the path of all packets. If the
successful transmission probability between A and B is not negligible, energy
can be saved by sending to B directly. Only if such a transmission fails that
the packet will be forwarded by C. Hence, the extra hop is introduced only for
some packets. In fact, an advantage of CBF is that it does allow using more
hops in routing while providing a reliable conservative alternative—in case of
failure—that is no worse than using the more conservative route by default.
Second, if D receives the packet from A, because D is better than B, then,
regardless of whether B has received the packet or not, D can continue the
forwarding task, and skip B.
The observations above help reduce the total number of transmissions. We
call both C and D helper nodes , and each of them represents a helper pattern. In
the first pattern, the helper, C, is an intermediate node that works by shifting
the forwarding task from a weak link, AB, to a strong link, CB. We call this
pattern an intermediate helper pattern. In the second pattern, the helper, D, is
a distant node that is exploited opportunistically if it receives A’s packet. We
call this pattern a distant helper pattern.
Distant 
helper 
pattern
Failed 
hop-wise 
transmission
Intermediate 
helper pattern
 Successful
hop-wise 
transmission
B DCBDC
Successful 
transmission 
for a node
Failed 
transmission
 for a node
Figure 4.3: Hop-wise transmission outcomes
Now return to Figure 4.2. Observe that each of B, C, and D gives rise to
two outcomes for the probabilistic hop-wise packet delivery between A and B,
success and failure. We have a total of eight combinations of outcomes as shown
in Figure 4.3. Here, black and white circles represent failure and success to
receive a packet, respectively, by each of B, C, and D. For a packet sent from A,
of all the eight combinations, four can improve communication using the distant
helper pattern, and one using the intermediate helper pattern. CBF is designed
to improve energy efficiency by taking advantage of these five combinations.
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Figure 4.4: The architecture of CBF
4.2.3 Design Concerns
While the mechanism of CBF is intuitive, there are several concerns that have
to be addressed. The primary concern is overhead. While both helper patterns
reduce the number of retransmissions, they also introduce overhead. In the
previous example, if helper C wants to take over the forwarding task, it has to
inform A to stop retransmissions. Similarly, if D wants to become a new sender,
taking the responsibility of B, it has to inform A and B to stop forwarding the
current packet. If not addressed carefully, this overhead may exceed the savings
brought about by CBF.
CBF proposes two algorithms to ensure that energy savings dominate. The
first algorithm, called the helper admission algorithm, takes a cost-analysis ap-
proach when forming clusters. The second algorithm, called the forwarder reso-
lution algorithm, removes duplicates at very low overhead. The details of these
algorithms are presented in the next section.
4.3 Cluster-Based Forwarding Architecture
This section presents the CBF architecture. We assume long-term, low-rate
traffic patterns, where congestion is rare. Therefore, the link quality in such
networks is relatively stabilized.
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4.3.1 Architecture Overview
The CBF architecture is shown in Figure 4.4. The CBF layer is designed as
a middle layer between the network layer and the MAC layer. The CBF layer
consists of four modules, the CBF control module, the helper admission module,
the address translation module, and the forwarding resolution module.
Algorithm 1 CBF Control Algorithm
PHASE I: CBF layer initialization
PHASE II: CBF helper admission
PHASE III:
for Each packet do
repeat
{PHASE III.a Sender-side algorithm:}
Receive a packet from the network layer
Translate the next-hop node address of this packet to the next cluster
address
Send this packet to the MAC layer
{PHASE III.b Receiver-side algorithm running on multiple nodes}
Receive a packet from the MAC layer
Forwarding resolution to select a unique receiver
Send this packet to the network layer on the selected receiver only
until The packet reaches destination
end for
The CBF control module maintains state information and coordinates the
actions between other modules. The control algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
This algorithm consists of three phases. The first phase, initialization, sets the
initial program state, such as whether or not CBF is enabled. The CBF control
module then calls other modules in the CBF layer to finish the other two phases.
The helper admission control module is responsible for the second phase,
CBF helper admission. This module selects a subset of neighbors as helpers for
a receiver, which help it receive packets from the sender.
The address translation module and the forwarding resolution module are
responsible for the third phase, which consists of two parts. On the sender side,
the address translation module receives packets from the network layer, and
translates their addresses into cluster addresses. On the receiver side, because
multiple helpers, as well as the receiver, may receive the same packet, the for-
warding resolution module removes redundant packets and selects one unique
receiver to forward the packet along the multi-hop delivery path. Both the
address translation module and the forwarding resolution module use cluster
information maintained by the control module. Their relationship is shown in
Figure 4.4.
4.3.2 Helper Admission
In the helper admission module, each node selects a subset of neighbors as its
helpers using the helper admission algorithm. Our description of this algorithm
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consists of two parts. The first part describes its interfaces with other layers of
the communication stack. The second part describes its implementation details.
Algorithm Interfaces
The admission algorithm uses two interfaces: the link quality interface provided
by the MAC layer, and the comparison interface provided by the network layer.
The link quality interface provides packet delivery success probability infor-
mation between the current node and its neighbors. Representative approaches
to estimate link quality are based on the snooping of packet sequence num-
bers [126], or the use of the Link Quality Indicator (LQI) parameter [33]. In
this chapter, we take an approach similar to [126], where each node gathers link
quality information to each neighbor by exchanging sequence-number-stamped
packets, and broadcasts gathered information back to its neighbors. The qual-
ity of the wireless link between nodes A and B is represented by a vector (p, q),
where p is the packet delivery success probability from A to B, and q is the
probability in the opposite direction. We also use (p, q) to denote a link where
there is no confusion.
While the link quality interface is used for admitting both intermediate
helpers and distant helpers, the comparison interface is specifically used for
admitting distant helpers. Note that this interface is completely optional: CBF
can also be functional without using distant helpers. However, we observe that
most network layers can export such an interface with minimal changes to their
code. Therefore, we consider it worthwhile to provide this interface in exchange
for improved CBF performance.
Formally, the comparison interface is defined as the following function.
Comparison function:
Compare(NODE N1, NODE N2, NODE DESC)
Parameters: NODE N1, NODE N2, NODE DESC
Return value: NODE N1 or N2
In this function, N1 and N2 are from the set of the current node and its
neighbors. The function compares N1 and N2 in terms of their advances towards
the destination DESC, and selects the better one as the returned node. We
observe that this interface is inherently supported by many routing protocols.
We now give a few examples. In the geographic forwarding routing protocol,
this function is implicitly implemented by comparing physical distances to the
destination. Another example is DSR, where the interface can be implemented
by using the path information that is stored in DSR packet headers. Different
nodes can be compared based on their hop distances to the destination, if they
lie on the forwarding path of the current packet. More generally, we conceive the
following implementation for the comparison interface. When a node, referred
to as the current node, invokes such an interface, it works as follows. First, if
either N1 or N2 is the next-hop node for the destination DESC, the function
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returns this next-hop, N1 or N2. Second, if the current node is either N1 or
N2, and the next-hop node is not involved, the function returns this current
node. Finally, if neither the next-hop node nor the current node is involved
in the comparison, the function randomly returns N1 or N2. The semantics of
this implementation is that the next-hop node is the best, the current node the
second, and all the other nodes are less favorable. This simple implementation is
sufficient for the helper admission module to use. Because this implementation
allows at most one distant helper (essentially, the next-hop node of the receiver),
more fine-grained comparisons, as is the case with geographic forwarding, are
preferred to further improve the performance of CBF.
Algorithm Design
We now describe the design of the helper admission algorithm. For both in-
termediate helpers and distant helpers, the intuition of this algorithm is that
a neighbor node should become a helper if it can introduce more energy sav-
ings than costs. To find such neighbors, the algorithm takes a cost analysis
approach. Because an intermediate helper and a distant helper follow different
cost analysis procedures, the algorithm first uses the comparison interface to
classify potential helpers. In this step, the receiver classifies each neighbor as
either a potential intermediate helper C (if the receiver itself is better), or a
distant helper D (if this neighbor node is better).
In the following derivations, we assume uniformly deployed sensor networks,
where the number of nodes receiving a broadcast packet is roughly equal. Hence,
the cost of a transmission consists of the sending cost of the sender, and the
receiving cost of a fixed number of receivers. We define this sum as one cost
unit. We also assume the most commonly used ACK model, which uses ac-
knowledgements to ensure reliable transmissions2.
We now derive the energy cost for sending a packet over a link with qual-
ity (p, q). Since the round-trip combined packet delivery probability is pq, the
expected number of transmission rounds is 1/pq. Therefore, the expected trans-
mission cost at the sender side is 1/pq. On the receiver side, B sends out
acknowledgements for every data packet it receives. Assuming that the packet
size ratio between an acknowledgement packet and a data packet is λ. There-
fore, the expected cost of acknowledgements is λ× 1/q. The total energy cost,
normalized to the cost of transmitting a data packet once, is 1/pq + λ/q.
Next, we consider an intermediate helper, C. Every time it receives a data
packet that the receiver B has lost, it sends a (very short) Request To Send
(RTS) packet to B. If B agrees, it replies with a Clear To Send (CTS) packet.
After receiving CTS, C replies with the lost data packet, thereby shifting the
2A related reliable transmission model is the NACK model, which uses negative acknowl-
edgements. The NACK model is appropriate for data streams, where follow-up packets can
be used to detect previous packet losses. The energy cost over a link (p, q) for the NACK
model is 1/p+ (1− p)λ/pq, which is lower than that of the ACK model. However, because of
the stream requirement of the NACK model, we assume the ACK model in this chapter.
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delivery task from AB to CB. C only sends RTS once. If it does not receive the
CTS packet, it silently drops the data packet. The reason for this design choice
is to avoid multiple copies of the data packet, and will further be explained in
the forwarder resolution module.
We now analyze helper C’s savings and costs. To differentiate between links,
we denote the link between A and B as (pAB , qAB), and the link between C and
B as (p
CB
, q
CB
).
Helper C can save energy only if it receives a CTS from B. The expected cost
of sending the data packet from C to B is 1/p
CB
q
CB
+λ/q
CB
. Because the event
that C receives the CTS packet from B occurs with a probability of p
CB
q
CB
, the
expected savings introduced by C, denoted by S, are:
S = p
CB
q
CB
[
1
p
AB
q
AB
+
λ
q
AB
− ( 1
p
CB
q
CB
+
λ
q
CB
)] (4.1)
The costs of helper C come from two sources. First, the RTS/CTS exchanges
between C and B. Second, if B receives the packet from C, it has to inform A to
stop retransmitting the data packet. The first cost C1 can be written as follows.
C1 = λ+ pCBλ (4.2)
Because B informs A only after it receives the data packet from C, this cost
is associated with a probability of p
CB
q
CB
. Assuming that B informs A uses an
acknowledgement-based model, this cost C2 can be written as follows.
C2 = pCBqCB [
λ
p
AB
q
AB
+
λ
p
AB
] (4.3)
To ensure that costs are smaller than savings, we have:
S > C1 + C2 (4.4)
For a distant helper, denoted as D, the situation is slightly different. Because
a distant helper is a better next-hop than the current node, it does not need to
deliver the data packet to B again. Instead, it informs B that it will send out
the packet directly. Therefore, a distant helper introduces more costs, but at
the same time, more savings as well. The savings and costs can be written as
follows, following the same analysis procedure for intermediate helpers.
S = pDBqDB [
1
p
AB
q
AB
+
λ
q
AB
] (4.5)
C1 = λ+ pDBλ (4.6)
C2 = pDBqDB [
λ
p
DB
q
DB
+
λ
q
DB
] (4.7)
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C3 = pDBqDB [
λ
pABqAB
+
λ
pAB
] (4.8)
And to admit D, it must satisfy:
S > C1 + C2 + C3 (4.9)
Results 4.4 and 4.9 show the requirements for one neighbor node to be ac-
cepted as a helper. The admission algorithm simply applies these requirements
to each neighbor to obtain a cluster.
To have an intuitive understanding of the above requirements, we give an
example. Suppose that in a sensor network, the length of a data packet is 30
bytes, the length of a control packet 3 bytes, and the link between A and B has
a quality of (0.5, 0.5). Inequality (4.4) and Inequality (4.9) reduce to quadratic
functions, and indicate that an intermediate helper C must have a link to B
with p
CB
> 0.58 (assuming p = q), while a distant helper D only requires a link
to B with p
DB
> 0.27 (assuming p = q), to improve performance.
4.3.3 Address Translation
The address translation module translates next-hop node addresses into next-
hop cluster addresses. Each receiver forms its own cluster. Therefore, a natural
design choice is to use the next-hop node address itself as the cluster address. In
the CBF architecture, an optional design choice is that for each hop, the sender
specifies whether the next-hop transmission will use CBF or not. Therefore, an
optional field (one bit) is used in the packet to denote whether CBF is enabled
for the next hop.
4.3.4 Forwarder Resolution
Ni
Nj
Cluster Ni Cluster Nj
Figure 4.5: Cluster forwarding scenario
The forwarder resolution module of CBF ensures that no duplicated packets
are delivered. One source of potential duplicates is when multiple helpers receive
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the same lost data packet. Figure 4.5 shows such an example. We now describe
how such duplicates are removed.
To avoid radio interference between packets, the forwarder resolution module
uses time slots to coordinate between helpers. In general, the receiver assigns
early time slots to distant helpers because they can potentially bring about more
savings.
The time slot assignment between distant helpers works as follows. The re-
ceiver compares such helpers using the comparison interface, and assigns earlier
time slots to those with more advances to the destination. Between intermediate
helpers, the approach is different. Because intermediate helpers send the lost
data packet to the receiver anyway, the time slot assignment is based on compar-
ing link quality between an intermediate helper and the receiver. Those helpers
with better combined round-trip packet delivery probability, pq, get earlier time
slots.
Note that, although we use time slot assignments in the resolution procedure,
we do not need a time synchronization service. The reason is that only those
helpers that receive a lost data packet from the sender will wait for their time
slots. Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, the data packets
themselves can serve as implicit synchronization points, much like the approach
used in RBS [40].
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Figure 4.6: Intermediate helper state transitions
We next describe how a helper works during the forwarder resolution. The
state transition graphs of an intermediate helper and a distant helper are shown
in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. We now explain these state transitions. Once one
helper receives a data packet from the sender, it waits for its pre-determined
time slot to send RTS. When its time slot comes, the helper first listens to
check whether the channel is clear. If it is, it follows with an RTS packet to
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Figure 4.7: Distant helper state transitions
the receiver. If the receiver replies with a CTS, this helper gets a permission to
proceed. It either follows with a lost data packet, if it is an intermediate helper,
or follows with a request to become a new sender, if it is a distant helper.
On the other hand, at the beginning of the time slot, if the current helper
detects that the channel is not clear, it is likely that a previous helper has
got a permission from the receiver, and is sending the lost data packet. The
forwarder resolution module takes a conservative approach, where the current
helper silently drops the data packet, to avoid any possible interference between
helpers.
To save overhead, CBF could use overhearing to reduce unnecessary trans-
missions, if nodes work in listening mode by default, as is usually the case for
the radio circuit of current sensor networks. The principle of overhearing is that
because the wireless medium is shared, each node can overhear data packets sent
by its neighbor. Both the sender and the helpers can use overhearing to adjust
their actions. At the sender side, if the sender overhears a data packet being
sent out again by the receiver, it knows that this data packet must have been
received successfully, and safely removes it from its buffer. At the helper side, if
one helper overhears that another helper has started to send a lost data packet
to the receiver, this helper assumes that the lost data packet can be recovered
and therefore, no longer needs to send its RTS when its time slot comes.
Finally, the receiver maintains the uniqueness of each data packet, by fol-
lowing two rules. First, if no distant helpers exist, it only admits a lost data
packet from intermediate helpers once. Second, if there are distant helpers, it
only gives one distant helper the permission to serve as a new sender. For all
the RTS packets received from helpers after either of these two actions occurs,
the receiver stops sending out CTS packets, so that all the remaining helpers
do not get permissions. This also explains why RTS packets are sent only once
by a helper: additional RTS packets may lead to undesired traffic that not only
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consumes extra bandwidth and energy, but also confuses the receiver.
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Figure 4.8: SPT-HOP energy cost
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Figure 4.9: SPT-HOP delay
4.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we present performance evaluation results. We use four routing
protocols as baselines. We implement CBF as extensions for each of them, and
compare the performance of these routing protocols before and after applying
CBF.
4.4.1 Comparison Baselines
We first introduce the comparison baselines. We choose four node-based routing
protocols, shown as following.
• Hop-based Spanning Tress [63, 95] (termed SPT-HOP)
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Figure 4.10: SPT-ETX energy cost
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Figure 4.11: SPT-ETX delay
• ETX-based Spanning Trees [34] (termed SPT-ETX)
• Geographic Forwarding [65] (termed GF-HOP)
• Geographic Forwarding Extension [105] (termed GF-ETX)
The first baseline, hop-based spanning tree, uses flooding to find paths. A
shorter path (i.e., one with fewer hops) is considered better. While such ag-
gressive path-length optimization has become deprecated (as it tends to choose
longer, unreliable links), the addition of the CBF extension allows opportunistic
use of longer links while providing a reliable alternative as backup.
ETX-based spanning tree is an adaptation of the ETX-based DSR from
[34], which takes into account the effect of link quality on routing performance.
In [34], the authors showed that this new routing protocol can achieve bet-
ter performance, by associating an ETX-based cost metric to each link. Both
hop-based spanning tree routing and ETX-based spanning tree routing take
advantage of global information to make routing decisions.
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Figure 4.12: GF-HOP energy cost
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Figure 4.13: GF-HOP delay
Geographic forwarding is another protocol that has been widely used in
sensor networks. Many variants of this protocol exist today [65, 105, 45]. Unlike
the previous two protocols, geographic routing does not rely on global topology
information to make routing decisions. Instead, this class of protocols makes
routing decisions in a localized neighborhood. While this property makes it more
vulnerable to topology holes, geographic forwarding usually has lower overhead,
compared to spanning-tree-based protocols.
We choose two geographic forwarding protocols, the basic version and an
extension presented in [105]. In this extension, nodes use both geographic in-
formation and link quality to make routing choices. For each neighbor T, the
sender S will calculate the metric DistanceAdvanced(ST )×LinkQuality(ST ),
and choose the neighbor node that maximizes this metric as the next hop relay,
to achieve improved performance.
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Figure 4.14: GF-ETX energy cost
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Figure 4.15: GF-ETX delay
Radio
Modulation FSK Encoding Manchester
Output Power -7 dBm Frame 50 bytes
Transmission Medium
Path Loss Exponent 3 PLD0 52 dBm
Noise Floor -105 dBm D0 1m
Deployment Configuration
Area Height 300 m Area Width 300 m
Node Number 2500 Range 10-25m
Protocols
SPT SPT-ETX GF GF-ETX
Performance Metrics
End-to-End Energy Cost End-to-End Delay
Table 4.1: Simulation settings
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4.4.2 Simulator Details
Our simulator is implemented as follows. The radio model is implemented ac-
cording to [135], with several adjustable parameters. We set these parameters
strictly according to the hardware specifications of current sensor networks (i.e.,
we use CC2420 radio hardware as the reference setting, as shown in Table 4.1.).
These parameters accurately reflect the performance of MicaZ nodes in that
they have the same modulation method (FSK), encoding method, frame length
and path loss exponent.
During each simulation, the simulator deploys 2500 nodes randomly in a
300m × 300m field. A sink is positioned at the center of the field, and each
node sends a packet to the sink over multiple hops, using different routing
protocols. We choose two evaluation metrics, the end-to-end delay and energy
cost. The delay metric measures how long it takes for the packet to arrive at the
sink, normalized to the time for transmitting one data packet once. The cost
metric is defined as the ratio of the total number of packets, in bits, sent by all
nodes (including all control signals and retransmissions), by the total number
of non-redundant packets received by the sink. This metric essentially measures
goodput, and reflects both communication overhead and energy efficiency.
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Figure 4.16: The relationship between the number of helpers and node density
4.4.3 Evaluation Results
We present the experimental results in Figure 4.8 to Figure 4.15. All results are
based on a total of ten rounds of simulations.
The figures are organized as follows. Figure 4.8 and 4.9 are results for the
SPT-HOP-based routing protocol. Figure 4.10 and 4.11 are results for the
SPT-ETX-based routing protocol. Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 are results for
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the GF-HOP-based routing protocol. Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 are results
for the GF-ETX-based routing protocol.
We have three observations concerning these results. First, CBF reduces
the end-to-end cost and delay for each routing protocol. Because of the cost-
analysis procedure in the helper admission module of CBF, the reduction in
cost is expected. The reduction in end-to-end delay is more interesting. An
examination of simulation traces reveals that this is attributed to a considerable
decrease in the number of retransmissions: without CBF, the sender will time-
out and resend a lost packet. Such time-outs considerably increase end-to-end
delay. Therefore, while CBF increases the possibility of successful hop-wise
packet delivery, i.e., fewer time-outs, it reduces the end-to-end delivery delay as
well.
Second, we observe that while the four routing protocols without CBF have
considerably different performance, after applying CBF, their performance is
comparable. The reason is that CBF exploits spatial diversity and link quality
variations. While a particular routing protocol, such as SPT-HOP and GF-
HOP, may be inefficient by choosing weak links, CBF fixes their inefficiencies by
aggressively using helpers to transmit over such weak links, and achieves better
end-to-end performance. In fact, the resulting performance for these inefficient
protocols after applying CBF is comparable to that of routing protocols that
have built-in link-quality-based measures, such as SPT-ETX and GF-ETX.
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A third observation is that the performance improvements after applying
CBF on SPT-ETX (Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11) are minimal. We analyzed the
simulation traces and found out that in general, SPT-ETX has already selected
pretty good paths using its built-in link-quality-based measures. Therefore, its
space for performance improvement by exploiting link quality is limited. In fact,
CBF does not considerably change the behavior of SPT-ETX in the experiments.
On the other hand, because CBF does not degrade protocol performance, a
property that is guaranteed by its cost-analysis procedure, we could still observe
a slight performance improvement brought by CBF.
It is generally known that by adding more nodes to a sensor network, i.e., by
increasing its density, its communication performance can be improved, because
nodes have more next-hop choices and may find better routes to destinations.
Therefore, it is interesting to evaluate the impact of density on CBF. In the
following experiment, we change the number of nodes deployed. In addition
to the previous setting where 2500 nodes are deployed, we also evaluate two
more settings with 1500 and 3500 nodes deployed in each setting, and record
the number of helpers for each node. The number of helpers for those nodes
are shown in Figure 4.16, and we observe that as the node density increases,
the number of helpers increases as well. This experiment validates our intuition
that adding more nodes may help communication, because more nodes are likely
to have more helpers.
The last experiment answers the following question: exactly which nodes
have helpers? More specifically, we try to correlate the number of helpers of
one node to its next-hop link quality. We use the combined round-trip packet
delivery probability, i.e, pq, to measure the quality of a link (p, q), and present
the results in Figure 4.17. We select a sample of randomly chosen 500 nodes, and
for each node, plot both the number of its helpers and its next-hop link quality.
Observe that most of the helpers belong to those nodes with weak next-hop links
(i.e., a lower combined packet delivery probability). On the other hand, those
nodes with stronger next-hop links, positioned on the right side of the figure,
mostly have no helpers at all. This figure is also consistent with how CBF
achieves performance improvements, namely, using helpers to recover from the
otherwise failed transmissions over weak links.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we present CBF, a cooperative approach to improve end-to-
end delivery performance for wireless sensor networks, by exploiting the use of
helper clusters. We demonstrate that CBF reduces end-to-end cost and delay
for generic routing protocols. Designed as an architectural extension, CBF can
be easily plugged into existing communication stacks to improve performance.
We believe this design choice makes CBF particularly attractive to sensor net-
work system designers. Furthermore, by using the technique of cooperative
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communication, CBF represents a growing direction of wireless communication
protocols.
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Chapter 5
Logical Coordinate based
Routing Protocol
In this chapter, we present the second energy-efficient communication protocol,
LCR, which addresses unicast needs. This is a routing layer protocol, featuring
the use of logical coordinates. We demonstrate that this design choice leads to
routes that are shorter and more energy-efficient compared to other classes of
routing protocols.
5.1 Motivation
Large-scale sensor network applications, such as those for civil, meteorologi-
cal and military purposes, always need efficient and reliable routing protocols.
Current routing protocols for sensor networks, and more broadly, ad-hoc wire-
less networks, typically fall into two categories: address-based [62, 94, 66] and
content-based [134, 28]. The former usually assumes explicit destination ad-
dresses, while the latter typically defines the destination set using certain at-
tributes. Content-based protocols usually rely on flooding techniques. There-
fore, they consume more bandwidth compared to address-based ones. Because
these two types of routing protocols serve different purposes, it is likely that
future sensor networks need both. For example, a content-based protocol can
be used as an initial warm-up mechanism to discover the destination set, fol-
lowing given criteria. It then returns the destination addresses to the sender.
After that, more efficient address-based routing protocols can deliver data pack-
ets to the particular destinations of interest. The routing protocol proposed in
this chapter falls into the address-based category. We assume the destination
addresses are known in advance, presumably through some content-based mech-
anisms.
Previous address-based routing protocols for wireless sensor networks have
fundamental limitations. First, most early address-based routing protocols
maintain per-node routing state that grows as a function of either the net-
work size or the number of active destinations. This is the case with DSR [62]
and AODV [94]. This state growth causes problems for sensor networks, where
the storage space for individual nodes is severely constrained. Geographic rout-
ing [66] solves this problem by only requiring a constant amount of per-node
state: namely, the node’s immediate neighborhood. Therefore, geographic rout-
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ing protocols can be easily implemented under extreme resource constraints
such as those of sensor nodes. Consequently, they have been widely considered
as some of the most promising approaches to provide generalized and scalable
node-to-node routing solutions for sensor networks.
However, geographic routing assumes that geographic information for each
node is available. To satisfy this requirement, a plethora of localization services
have been proposed, which infer node positions based on a few GPS-enabled
anchors [107, 89, 16, 86]. Currently, accurate and efficient localization remains
a hard problem. Further, it has been pointed out that errors in node positions
may lead to unrecoverable routing failures [104, 56], which significantly degrade
the performance of geographic routing protocols. Although modifications to
GPSR in the presence of location errors have been recently proposed [68], we
believe that it is still beneficial to explore routing solutions that are immune to
location errors by virtue of not using location information.
In this chapter, we develop a routing protocol, called Logical Coordinate
based Routing (LCR), that does not rely on geographic knowledge, yet is still
simple, scalable, and provides satisfactory performance. LCR maintains only a
constant amount of routing state at each node that is of the order of a one-hop
neighborhood, making it appropriate for resource-constrained sensor networks.
LCR makes routing decisions based on a generalized logical coordinate frame-
work that maintains, for each node, hop counts to a small number of landmarks.
These hop counts form a vector for each node, called its logical coordinate vec-
tor. A difference vector between two logical coordinate vectors represents their
logical distance. LCR forwards packets greedily in the direction that minimizes
the magnitude of the difference vector between the current node and the des-
tination. In case nodes with locally minimal distances are encountered, LCR
uses a backtracking algorithm to recover from delivery failures, analogously to
the use of right-hand traversing rules in GPSR.
We find this seemingly simple idea complicated by a variety of possible design
choices. Questions include, how to choose landmarks? How to maintain logical
coordinate vectors when nodes fail and recover? How to define the magnitude
of difference vectors? What if links are not reliable? among others. We shall
answer these questions by probing an assortment of design choices, comparing
them through simulations, choosing the right ones based on experimental results,
and integrating them into the final framework of LCR.
LCR is not the first attempt to achieve location-free routing in sensor net-
works. Several recent routing protocols are also designed to be geographic lo-
cation independent [99, 88]. However, LCR is more efficient in that it needs
only one-hop neighborhood information and not two as is common to other
approaches.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the
logical coordinate framework, and explores its properties. Section 5.3 presents
the LCR algorithm. Section 5.4 evaluates the performance of LCR through
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extensive simulations. Section 5.5 provides two LCR extensions to handle three-
dimensional node deployments and unreliable wireless links. Section 5.6 presents
the implementation details of LCR on the LiteOS operating system. Section 5.7
concludes this chapter.
5.2 Design of the Logical Coordinate Space
In this section, we present the assumptions and properties of the logical coordi-
nate space, which serves as the design framework for LCR. Therefore, a thorough
understanding of its properties is necessary to justify our design choices.
5.2.1 Assumptions
The primary assumption is that nodes are stationary, which is consistent with
most node deployments in sensor networks. In practice, our model tolerates
a certain degree of disturbances, where environmental factors, such as wind,
may cause node displacements. However, we emphasize that our model is not
designed to serve mobile ad-hoc scenarios, since in that case, logical coordi-
nates must be frequently updated to reflect the true network topology, which
introduces excessive control overhead.
We do not assume geographic location information for individual nodes.
However, we are not arguing against the use of localization services. In fact, ap-
proximate knowledge of node locations may be essential for some sensor network
applications, such as target tracking. However, unlike target tracking, where lo-
cation errors of individual nodes can be reduced by averaging readings across
multiple observers, geographic routing typically relies on the location informa-
tion of individual nodes to route packets. Hence, location information must be
accurate enough for each node, which calls for a better localization precision to
use geographic routing protocols. Therefore, we argue that it is beneficial to
design routing protocols that are independent of localization services to improve
their robustness.
5.2.2 The Logical Coordinate Space
The idea for our logical coordinate space is partially inspired by classical distance
vector routing algorithms in that the space is constructed by measuring hop
counts between nodes. The difference, however, is that instead of using hop
counts to every destination, for each node, we only record its hop counts to a
few reference nodes (called landmarks).
Specifically, the logical coordinate space is constructed as follows. First, each
landmark broadcasts a beacon that is forwarded once to all nodes along with
a hop count parameter. This parameter is initialized to zero at the landmark
and is incremented at each hop. Each node that receives this beacon records
the shortest distance, in hops, from itself to the corresponding landmark. If
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Figure 5.1: An example for constructing logical coordinates
multiple beacons from the same landmark are received through different routes,
the lowest hop count is recorded. When the broadcasting phase finishes, every
node in the network is expected to have received beacons from all landmarks,
and have recorded the number of hops between itself and each landmark. These
hop counts form the logical coordinate vector of this node. For example, if four
landmarks are selected, each node then has a four-dimensional logical coordinate
vector. To preserve a total order of all elements of a logical coordinates vector,
we sort them based on some predetermined priorities of the landmarks.
An example of the logical coordinate space construction with four landmarks
(denoted by filled black circles) is shown in Figure 5.1, where 24 nodes are
deployed. In this example, the logical coordinate space has four dimensions. The
four landmarks have coordinates (0, 5, 3, 8), (5, 0, 8, 3),(3, 8, 0, 5) and (8, 3, 5, 0),
respectively. Note that, by assigning each node logical coordinates, we have
transformed a two-dimensional physical plane into a four-dimensional logical
space. In this space, we can easily identify landmarks by observing that they
have exactly one zero value in the coordinate vector dimension corresponding
to (distance from) themselves.
5.2.3 Logical Coordinate Space Maintenance
We now discuss the maintenance of the logical coordinate space through neigh-
bor beacon exchanges. The maintenance is necessary to address two potential
inconsistencies. The first inconsistency is that, because of packet losses, some
nodes may not successfully receive beacons from all landmarks, which intro-
duces null coordinates. An example is node 5 in Figure 5.2, where nodes 2,
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3 and 5 are mutual neighbors. After the initialization phase, node 5 has not
received any beacons from landmarks B and C. Note that up to this point, node
5 does not even know that landmarks B and C exist. During neighbor beacon
exchanges, node 5 finds out that it has null coordinates. Node 5 then corrects
each null coordinate by incrementing by one hop the lowest coordinate value in
the corresponding dimension of its neighbors.
The second inconsistency is that neighbor nodes may have gaps in their
coordinate values in the same dimension. Theoretically speaking, the difference
in coordinate values in the same dimension between neighbors could at most be
one, because these coordinates are hop counts to the same landmark. However,
if landmark beacons are lost, the coordinate values may differ by two or even
more. This inconsistency is also corrected through neighbor beacon exchanges.
If one node detects this inconsistency, the node with the higher coordinate value
locally decrements it to remove the inconsistency. If a logical coordinate value
is updated at one node, this node sends beacons to its neighbors to refresh their
coordinates. Although this refreshing has the potential to be propagated, in
practice, we find that the scope of coordinate updates is highly limited.
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Figure 5.2: Inconsistency correction through neighbor beacons
5.2.4 Properties and Concepts
We now present useful concepts of the logical coordinate space, which are fun-
damental for the design of LCR.
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The Neighborhood Property
The most basic property maintained by the logical coordinate space is the neigh-
borhood property:
Property 1. In a consistent logical coordinate space, the corresponding coordi-
nates for the same landmark between two neighbors differ by at most 1.
Proof. This property follows directly from the neighborhood maintenance pro-
tocol discussed above, where nodes correct potential inconsistencies through
beacon exchanges.
Bound on Path Length
From the perspective of soft real-time applications, we often find it useful to
have an estimate of path length. In the logical coordinate space, we have:
Property 2. For any two nodes V(V1, ..., Vn) and W(W1, ...,Wn), the hop
count of the shortest path connecting them has a lower-bound of MAX(|V1 −
W1|, ..., |Vn −Wn|).
Proof. This result follows directly from Property 1, since for any single hop, the
coordinate value in any dimension can change by at most one.
We find in simulations that, usually, the actual path length is exactly the
lower bound. Hence, this optimistic bound serves as a good hop count estimate.
The Concept of Distance
For two nodes with logical coordinate vectors V (V1, ..., Vn) and W (W1, ...,Wn),
respectively, the distance D between them is defined as the LN norm of the
difference vector (V1 −W1, ..., Vn −Wn). That is:
D =N
√√√√ n∑
i=1
(|Vi −Wi|)N (5.1)
We shall discuss the choice of N in the next section. Note this distance has
no geometric interpretation in the physical space. Instead, it is a property of
the logical coordinate space. Compared to physical distances, we find that this
metric reflects topological relationships between nodes more accurately. If two
nodes are connected by fewer hops, the logical distance between them is usually
smaller.
To illustrate this point, we visualize the distribution of logical distances in
Figure 5.3. In this graph, we assume that nodes are deployed on a 30 × 30
grid. We position our view at node (0, 0) and study the distance distributions
of other nodes, both physically and logically, relative to this node. We plot
different distances using different colors. Ideally, a good distance distribution
should not create local minima other than at positions (0, 0) and (29, 29).
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Observe that in Figure 5.3, although these two distance definitions create
similar distance distributions when nodes are distributed without voids (part a
and part b), interesting differences arise when we put a void area in the center
of the region (part c and part d). The most remarkable observation is that the
logical distance distribution adapts to the existence of the void area. Therefore,
it eliminates local minima in part d. The physical distance distribution, on the
other hand, does not adapt to any voids. Therefore, we can observe an area of
local minima where packets will be forwarded towards the void area. The reason
is that for physical distances, the distance between two nodes is constant, no
matter whether or not there exists a void area between them. However, for logi-
cal coordinates, when two nodes are connected through a longer route, they will
also become farther in the logical coordinate space. Therefore, logical coordi-
nates are generally better interpretations of topological relationships compared
to physical positions.
(a) Distribution of physical distances to node 
(0,0), positioned at the left-bottom corner. 
The distance of each node is represented by 
a color chosen from the distance palette. 
(b) Distribution of logical distances to 
node (0,0), positioned at the left-bottom 
corner. Four landmarks are selected: 
(0,0)(29,0)(0,29)(29,29).
(c) Distribution of physical distances to node (0,0) with 
a void area. The void area is bounded by [5,25]x[5,25].
Observe the flow direction in this figure implies that 
multiple nodes have been affected by the void area and 
packet flows will reach local minima. 
(d) Distribution of logical distances to node (0,0) with a 
void area. The void area is the same as (c). The landmark 
setting is the same as (b). Compared with (b), the logical 
distance distribution has adapted to the void area, 
therefore, data flows will not reach any local minima. Note 
that the distances are normalized for each figure and the 
maximal distance in (d) is larger than in (b). 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of logical distance and physical distance
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5.3 The Logical Coordinate Routing Protocol
Based on the properties of the logical coordinate space, we now present the
design of LCR. As mentioned earlier, LCR first tries to deliver packets follow-
ing the shortest logical distances. However, greedy forwarding alone does not
guarantee packet delivery. We shall illustrate this problem through an exam-
ple at the beginning of this section. We then describe three parts of LCR: the
landmark selection algorithm, the backtracking algorithm, and the coordinate
space consistency maintenance in the presence of topology changes.
5.3.1 Logical Coordinates and Local Minima
In this section, we give a simple example where local minima appear in the
logical coordinate space. In such cases, the greedy forwarding technique no
longer guarantees packet delivery. The topology of the example is shown in
Figure 5.4.
In this example, nodes use L2 norms. Observe that in landmark selection
B, when node P sends a packet to Q, it cannot be routed by greedy heuristics
because P is located at a local minimum in the logical coordinate space. Namely,
while P has a logical distance of 2 from the destination Q, its only neighbor has
a distance of 2
√
2. Intuitively, the reason that greedy forwarding fails in this
example is because both P and Q are off the main paths for beacon propagation
from the landmarks. Therefore, the logical coordinates of P and Q do not reflect
their true topological relationship well. A change to the landmark selection, such
as that given by selection A, solves this problem by choosing Q as a landmark.
Now compare strategy A and B. Intuitively, if we choose landmarks such that
they are as far apart from each other as possible, it is more likely that the greedy
forwarding technique will succeed.
Several questions now arise. First, how should the designer choose landmarks
effectively? Second, what should LCR do if local minima are reached? We now
present two algorithms to address these two questions.
5.3.2 Landmark Selection Algorithm
In this section, we describe a distributed and self-organized algorithm for land-
mark selection. The goal is to choose a set of landmarks that minimizes potential
delivery failures using greedy forwarding. The algorithm is shown in Figure 5.5,
where the landmarks are selected through multiple rounds of voting.
The whole algorithm consists of three phases: clustering, voting, and land-
mark admission. We now describe these phases separately.
The first phase, clustering, refers to steps 1 and 2 of the algorithm. In this
phase, we select a subset of nodes as landmark candidates. Only one node in
any one-hop neighborhood is selected as a landmark candidate.
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Node Deployment Example
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Landmark Selection B
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Figure 5.4: Example of local minima in logical coordinate space
The second phase, voting, refers to steps 3 to 6, where each landmark candi-
date sends out a beacon to all the other nodes in the network. Each candidate
then calculates the sum of hop counts from itself to all the other candidates,
and uses it as the value of the vote for itself. The node with the highest vote
value declares itself as the first landmark.
Intuitively, the first landmark should be the remotest node, since it has the
biggest sum of hop counts to the other candidates.
The third phase, landmark admission, refers to steps 7 to 9. This phase
consists of a loop that iterates until all needed landmarks are selected. At the
beginning of each loop, we assume k (k ≥ 1) landmarks, L1 to Lk, have been
selected. The current landmarks calculate the value of a voting function for each
remaining landmark candidate, R, as follows, and accept the candidate with the
largest value into the landmark set.
Formally, the voting function is defined as follows:
V oteFunction(R) =
k∏
i=1
Hop(R,Li)
α (5.2)
Observe that we have designed this voting function to favor the candidate
that is the farthest away from the existing landmarks. Therefore, chosen land-
marks are expected be scattered all over the network. To further scatter nodes,
for two candidates with the same sum of hop distances to the existing land-
marks, the voting function favors the one with more balanced distances, using
the parameter α, where a higher α means that nodes with more balanced hop
distances are more favored. We recommend α = 2, which is good enough for
common scenarios.
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Landmark Selection Algorithm
Comment: We assume the network is not partitioned.
Inputs: The expected number of landmarks is N.
Outputs:  N nodes will be selected as landmarks.
Main Algorithm:
0 Initialization of neighbor table. 
Comment: Following is the a typical clustering algorithm that selects a 
subset of nodes in the network. 
   1 Each node sets a timer that expires after a random back-off time 
      between [0,Delay]. 
   2 When the timer expires, if the node has not received a self-election
       beacon from any of its neighbors, the node sends out a self-election 
       beacon to all neighbors, and sets its status as a landmark-candidate.
3 Every landmark-candidate sends out a beacon that contains a hop 
   count parameter, which is incremented at each hop,  to all the nodes in 
   the network. 
4 Each node adds up the hop count values received from all the other   
   landmark-candidates, and the sum is this node’s vote. 
5 Every landmark-candidate broadcasts its vote to all the other nodes in 
   the network.
6 Upon receiving the votes from all the other landmark-candidates, the 
   node with the highest vote declares itself as the first landmark. 
While (the number k of selected landmarks (L1,L2,…,Lk) is less than N)
   7  Landmarks exchange the hop counts between themselves to 
       the remaining landmark-candidates.
   8  For each landmark-candidate R, current landmarks calculate its
VoteFunction value by:
   9  The current landmarks agree to select the landmark-candidate
       with the highest VoteFunction value as a new landmark.          
Figure 5.5: The landmark selection algorithm
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this algorithm, we plot the algorithm out-
put for both sparse and dense node deployments in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7.
The landmarks are denoted as large black circles, the remaining landmark can-
didates are denoted as small black circles, and all common nodes are denoted
as blank circles. In Figure 5.6, four landmarks are selected. In Figure 5.7, three
and six landmarks are selected, respectively, in part a and part b. Observe that
selected landmarks are pretty scattered, just as we expected.
Having proposed the landmark selection algorithm, we still face the two
design choice questions: How many landmarks should be chosen? How should
the value of N in the distance metric be chosen? We rely on experiments to
answer these questions.
In the first experiment, we evaluate different landmark selection strategies.
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(a) Sparse deployment (b) Dense deployment
Figure 5.6: Landmark election algorithm output
(a) Three landmarks output (b) Six landmarks output
Figure 5.7: Landmark election algorithm output
We deploy nodes randomly in a 1250m × 1250m area. Each node has a com-
munication range of 250m. We use two node deployment strategies: a dense
deployment with 120 nodes and a sparse deployment with 72 nodes. By random,
we mean that each node has an equal probability to be deployed anywhere in the
region. Therefore, there is no guarantee on the density, or the number, of nodes
in any subarea. This deployment method is different from the uniform deploy-
ment method, which usually results in more balanced spatial distributions of
nodes. These parameters are taken from the simulation setting 3 of Table 5.1 in
Section 5.4. We compare the performance of our landmark selection algorithm
against the naive, random landmark selection algorithm, using the packet deliv-
ery success ratio as the primary comparison metric. In the experiments, nodes
use greedy forwarding to deliver packets. The results are shown in Figure 5.8.
Observe that as expected, our landmark selection algorithm performs signifi-
cantly better than the random landmark selection algorithm. Interestingly, we
also observe that performance improvements introduced by an increased number
of landmarks reach diminishing returns with as few as four landmarks.
In the second experiment, we evaluate the choice of N in the distance metric.
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Figure 5.8: The impact of landmark selection
We have proposed to use the LN norm of the difference vector as the definition
of distance. However, we haven’t decided what N should be yet. We now
compare the performance of four different norms, ranging from L1 to L4. The
simulation settings are consistent with Table 5.1 of Section 5.4, but only use
dense scenarios. We select four landmarks and plot the simulation results in
Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: The distance metric effect
Observe that in Figure 5.9, L2 and higher-order norms perform almost
equally well. The reason is that neighbors with lower L2 norm values are also
likely to have lower values for higher-order norms. On the other hand, the per-
formance of L1 (also known as the Manhattan distance) is not as good as the
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other norms. This is because Manhattan distance is a linear metric. Hence,
many paths that differ in quality have the same Manhattan distance (but dif-
fer in higher-order norms). The first-order norm is therefore not as capable of
singling-out the best path. We give an example, taken from one of our simu-
lations, to explain why. Suppose that nodes U and V have logical coordinate
vectors of (3, 3, 3, 3) and (6, 0, 6, 6), respectively, and node U wants to send a
packet to V. Suppose U has two neighbors S and T, with vectors of (3, 4, 4, 4)
and (3, 3, 4, 3), respectively. Notice that the difference vectors SV and TV have
the same L1 norm values. However, intuitively, T is almost certainly a bet-
ter choice compared to S, because S is four hops away from landmark V, even
more hops than the current node U. Unfortunately, the L1 norm is not powerful
enough to capture the difference between S and T, because it treats coordinates
in all dimensions equally. Higher-order norms, such as L2, L3 or L4, all favor
T over S. Therefore, they perform better in making routing decisions. Based
on the results above, we shall use the L2 norm of the difference vector for two-
dimensional node deployments in the rest of this chapter.
5.3.3 Backtracking Algorithm
Even with a good landmark selection algorithm and the use of L2 norm, greedy
forwarding alone may still fail due to local minima. To address these uncommon
routing failures, we now present the backtracking algorithm of LCR.
Backtracking Design
The core of backtracking is stated in the following three rules:
Rule I For each new packet or returned packet, forward it to the neighbor with
the minimum distance to the destination, excluding:
• The predecessor (where the packet came from);
• Any node you forwarded the packet to earlier (that returned this
packet to you);
Rule II If no neighbor node satisfies the above conditions, return the packet
to predecessor;
Rule III If the packet is forwarded to you again by a neighbor node, return
the packet to this neighbor.
In these three rules, the word forward means the current mode of packet
delivery is forwarding, while return means the current mode is backtracking.
These three rules are minimal: removing any of them will result in delivery
failures. The main result regarding these three rules is stated as follows:
Theorem 1. If there exists one route from the source to the destination in
a connected network with a finite number of nodes, where each node has the
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capacity to remember all the packets that it has delivered before, the three rules
above guarantee that a packet originated from the source will be delivered to the
destination in a finite number of hops.
To prove the theorem, formally, we consider the network as a finite connected
graph G(V,E). Let the source and the destination for a delivery process be u
and v, respectively. If there exists a path s0(u), s1, · · · , sn−1, sn(v), we now
show that the three rules above will always deliver the packet. We first prove
the following lemmas:
Lemma 5.3.1. No infinite routing process will occur according to the three
rules.
Proof. Let each hop be denoted as (s,t,mode), where s, t ∈ V and mode specifies
forwarding or backtracking. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Assume an
infinite routing process occurs. Since the network we consider is finite, there are
finite distinct possible hops. Thus, in an infinite process, there must exist at least
one hop (p, q,m) which has an infinite number of occurrences. First, suppose
the mode m is forwarding. Notice that forwarding can only occur in Rule I.
However, according to Rule I, if node p has forwarded the packet to q once, it
will not forward the packet to q again, which leads to a contradiction. Second,
suppose the mode is backtracking. Backtracking may occur in both Rules II
and III. First, consider rule II. In this case, node q must be the predecessor of
node p (i.e., q has sent the packet to p earlier). Since the hop (q, p, forward)
can only occur at most once, backtracking in rule II can occur at most once for
a particular (p, q,m). Second, consider rule III. In this case, the backtracking
must be caused by the fact that node q has just sent the packet to p in forwarding
mode in the previous hop. Since (q, p, forward) can occur at most once, the
backtracking hop in rule III can occur at most once. Thus, hop (p, q,m) can
occur at most twice when the mode is backtracking. Thus, (p, q,m) cannot
occur an infinite number of times. No infinite routing process will exist. The
lemma is proved.
Next, consider the concept of delivery failure. Formally, we define a delivery
failure in a routing process as the situation when the current node cannot find
the next relay according to the three rules. We have:
Lemma 5.3.2. A delivery failure can only occur at the source node.
Proof. Because we have shown that no infinite routing process exists, observe
that as long as the packet can be delivered to the next hop, there will be
no delivery failures. Consider node p other than the source. Suppose p has
received a packet and the previous hop is (q, p,mode). First, suppose node p
has received the packet before. If the packet is received again in the forwarding
mode, according to Rule III, p should return the packet to q. If the packet
is received in the backtracking mode, p must be the predecessor of q (Rule
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II). Then, p should try to forward the packet to the next neighbor. If such a
neighbor does not exist, p should return the packet to its predecessor. Since p
is not the source, its predecessor must exist. Second, suppose the packet is a
new packet for node p. In this case, the mode must be in the forwarding mode
(Rule I). Node p should try its neighbor. If p has no neighbor other than its
predecessor, it should return the packet. In either situation, there exists a next
hop for the packet and no delivery failure can occur. Now consider the source
node itself. Notice that it has no predecessor node. Therefore, if all is neighbors
have returned the packet, a delivery failure occurs. The lemma is proved.
Based on these two lemmas, we now prove the theorem by contradiction.
Suppose a delivery failure occurs and the destination has failed to receive the
packet. We know from Lemma 5.3.2 that the delivery failure must occur at
the source node. It follows that all immediate neighbors of the source node
must have returned the packet to the source. For any node u that is a direct
neighbor of the source, it only returns the packet to its predecessor when all
its neighbors have returned the packet to itself (Rule II). Thus, all second-
level neighbors have returned the packet to their predecessors. Similarly, all
third-level neighbors must have returned the packet to their predecessors, which
should be second-level neighbors of the source. By induction, since the network
is finite, for any node p that is connected to the source, there must be a hop
(p, predecessor(p), backtracking) before a delivery failure can occur. However,
in our theorem, we assumed that the destination is connected to the source.
Thus, it must have received the packet before the delivery failure occurs, which
results in a contradiction. Thus, the theorem is proved.
Remarks We make two remarks on the proof. First, notice the proof no
longer holds if we remove Rule III. In fact, if one node does not distinguish
between new packets and old packets and applies Rule I uniformly, Lemma 5.3.1
and Lemma 5.3.2 still hold. However, for the main theorem, notice that once
one node returns a packet to its predecessor, it does not necessarily mean all
neighbors of this node have returned the packet. It may be that one neighbor
has forwarded the packet. Thus we can no longer apply the induction and the
theorem is no longer true: there may be delivery failures despite the fact that
the source and the destination are connected.
Second, we want to emphasize that in Rule I, even if the next neighbor has
a longer distance to the destination compared to the current node, the packet
must still be forwarded. The reason is that without doing this, the backtracking
algorithm will fail to find all possible paths to the destination. Therefore, it will
not be able to guarantee successful packet delivery.
Implementation of Backtracking
We now briefly outline the implementation of backtracking. The backtracking
module must keep two pieces of information: the mode of data packets and their
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recently visited nodes. The former piece is kept in packet headers, while the
latter is kept in a distributed manner at intermediate nodes (i.e., each node keeps
a queue of its most recently delivered packets). Once one packet is received, the
node looks up the queue to determine whether it is a new packet. Figure 5.10
illustrates the packet header format and the queued data format. The numbers
in parentheses are the number of bytes required for the field.
Packet ID (4)
Mode 
(1)
TTL (1)
Destination Logical 
Coordinate Vector (4)  
Destination ID (4)
Packet Header (14)
Packet Format:
       Queued Data Format:
Packet ID(4)
From 
(1)
Next
(1)
State
(1)
Queued State (7)
Figure 5.10: Packet format and queue element format
An additional note concerning Figure 5.10 is that in the implementation, we
sort the neighbor list of each node so that we only need one byte to specify the
predecessor or successor node for a particular packet.
Another note is that in realistic deployments, multiple nodes may share
the same neighborhood. Under such scenarios, it is well possible that two nodes
will be assigned the same logical coordinate vectors. LCR differentiates between
them by keeping the unique ID of the destination node in the packet header.
Once a neighborhood where multiple nodes with the same logical coordinates is
reached, the unique ID of the destination is used to differentiate between nodes.
Therefore, our algorithm can still deliver packets reliably.
Observe that since the queue size of intermediate nodes is limited, the imple-
mentation above is not fully consistent with the three rules: one intermediate
node cannot remember all packets it has delivered. The arrival of new packets
will flush old state information sooner or later, resulting in delivery failures due
to state losses. This implies that unless nodes have enough memory, LCR with
backtracking may not be able to guarantee packet delivery all the time. There-
fore, the size of the queue plays an important role for good routing performance.
Our simulations set the queue size to 20, which yields satisfactory delivery per-
formance. This is partly because we chose a relatively low packet delivery rate
of 1 packet per second. Therefore, a queue of 20 keeps a memory of roughly 20
seconds, which is generally enough for one packet to recover from a local mini-
mum. Another important performance tradeoff is the maximum number of hops
that the packet is allowed to travel. In our simulations, we set the time-to-live
(TTL) parameter to 64. In the context of sensor networks, packets that travel
more than 64 hops are usually caught in cycles caused by inconsistent routing
states. To cut losses and improve the energy efficiency of the routing protocol,
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we believe that a time-to-live bound is necessary and beneficial.
5.3.4 Consistency Maintenance with Topology Changes
In this section, we describe the behavior of LCR in the presence of topology
changes. The main source of topology changes in sensor networks comes from
node failures and replacements. Further, the landmarks may also fail. In the
following, we describe how the LCR protocol works in these situations.
When new nodes are deployed, to maintain the consistency of the logical
coordinate space, they contact nearby neighbors to retrieve their logical coordi-
nate vectors as if they were initially positioned there, but have failed to receive
any beacons from the landmarks. Therefore, they reconstruct their coordinate
vector using exactly the same approach as discussed in Section 5.2.3. The situ-
ation is different from nodes that wake up following certain power management
policies, because those nodes already have correct logical coordinates. Hence, no
logical coordinate adjustments are required between power management state
transitions.
When nodes fail, in principle, other nodes do not need to adjust their logical
coordinates. Greedy algorithms will generally remain successful in finding a
route to the destination, and the backtracking algorithm will still guarantee
successful packet delivery in the presence of potential voids caused by node
failures, as long as the network is not partitioned. Therefore, our main concern
is the impact of node failures on path length. We will systemically investigate
this issue in the evaluation section.
Finally, landmarks themselves may also fail. Therefore, the landmark selec-
tion algorithm should be invoked to select a new set of landmarks from time to
time. This strategy is especially useful if the sensor network is to be deployed
for a long period of time, where periodic reconstruction of logical coordinates
helps to reboot the routing layer to maintain the long-term consistency of the
logical coordinate space. Generally, we consider using a compile-time parame-
ter to control the long-term reconstruction of the logical coordinate space. For
example, the designer can specify an interval of rebooting, which should be
determined by network properties and serves as a tradeoff between long-term
overhead and routing performance.
5.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we present the performance evaluation of LCR. This section
consists of three parts. First, we describe the simulation setup. Then, we briefly
introduce the protocols that we compare LCR against. Finally, we present the
simulation results.
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Table 5.1: Simulation settings
Node Deployment
Scenario Sparse(A)
Dense(B)
Region Density
Scenario 1 30/50 1500m× 300m 13/21.8
Scenario 2 120/200 3000m× 600m 13/21.8
Scenario 3 72/120 1250m× 1250m 9/15
Deployment Parameters
MAC Layer 802.11 Radio Layer Radio-
NONOISE
Propagation
Model
Two-Ray Bandwidth 200kbps
PayLoad Size 30 bytes Data Rate 1 packet/second
Communication
Radius
250m Deployment
Strategy
Random
5.4.1 Setup of Simulation Environments
We carry out simulations using GloMoSim [1], a discrete event simulator devel-
oped at UCLA. GloMoSim simulates at the packet level, and allows us to profile
protocol performance accurately. GloMoSim also provides standard implemen-
tations of several existing protocols such as DSR, which we shall compare LCR
against.
To choose appropriate simulation settings, we consider it beneficial and fair
to reuse existing settings in the literature. We find quite an extensive set of
simulation settings for node deployment in [15] and [66]. We choose some of our
simulation parameters, such as the network size, the number of nodes deployed,
and the radio range, from [15] and [66]. The complete parameter settings for
our experiments are shown in Table 5.1.
Because we have chosen a low data rate, we are essentially simulating a
reliable MAC layer. The implementation of the MAC layer can be based on
either timeout-retransmission protocols or TDMA protocols. The reason to use
a reliable MAC is that we want to focus on the performance of routing layer
protocols. In other words, we would like to isolate routing layer effects on
parameters such as data packet delivery ratios from MAC-layer effects on the
same parameters.
5.4.2 Introduction to Related Protocols
We now briefly introduce the routing protocols that we compare LCR against.
We choose four protocols as comparison baselines in this section: DSR [62],
GF [46], GPSR [66] and Virtual Position Routing [99]. We don’t compare LCR
against DSDV and AODV because prior work [15] has demonstrated that DSR
performs better than these two protocols in ad-hoc networks. Therefore, our
selected protocols constitute a representative set of protocols with relatively
good performance.
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DSR is a source routing protocol that computes paths on demand when
packet delivery requests arrive. In DSR, the source node first discovers a path
to the destination by flooding the network. DSR then delivers packets to the
destination by keeping the route information in packet headers. Each interme-
diate node parses packet headers and route data packets accordingly. Therefore,
intermediate nodes do not need to maintain routing information. The overhead
of DSR comes primarily from the flooding process and packet headers. To con-
trol this overhead, DSR has also proposed aggressive caching, where nodes may
cache route information based on path discoveries from other sources. Gen-
erally, however, DSR is not appropriate for sensor networks both because of
its dependence on flooding and because of the severe limitations on the size of
packet headers in wireless sensor networks.
GF and GPSR use geographic location information to help the routing pro-
cess. The intuitive idea behind these protocols is to deliver packets to nodes
that are geographically closer to destinations. Obviously, since the network
may contain voids, GF may not necessarily succeed in packet delivery. GPSR
was designed to recover from delivery failures because of voids. More specifi-
cally, GPSR uses a traversing technique that walks packets around voids, and
guarantees packet delivery on top of a reliable MAC layer.
Virtual position routing is a location-free routing strategy that assigns vir-
tual positions to nodes based on their connectivity relationships. It proposes a
relaxation algorithm that computes the virtual positions of individual nodes in
an iterative manner. There is no direct geometric interpretation of the virtual
positions, however, and this strategy does not guarantee packet delivery even
on a reliable MAC layer.
5.4.3 Routing Protocol Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate four aspects of the performance of LCR: packet
delivery ratio, path optimality, protocol overhead and path length prediction.
Unless otherwise specified, all experiment results are based on ten randomized
rounds of simulations.
Packet Delivery Ratio
Figure 5.11 compares packet delivery ratios of different protocols. The back-
tracking module is turned on for both LCR and GPSR in this experiment.
Traffic is generated such that each pair of nodes alternately exchange packets.
For GPSR and GF, we assume that precise location information is available.
We set the time-to-live (TTL) parameter of all packets to 64. This is because
packets that travel longer than 64 hops are likely to travel much longer. There-
fore, setting the time-to-live parameter helps increase the energy efficiency of
routing protocols for sensor networks.
At the end of the experiment, we calculate the delivery ratio by counting
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the number of packets each node receives. We observe that, with no surprise,
DSR achieves a 100% delivery ratio in all settings. Therefore, we do not plot
DSR in Figure 5.11. We also observe that LCR performs as good as GPSR, and
much better than GF. The reason that GPSR drops packets is because when
GPSR routes packets around network voids, it experiences much longer paths,
which may cause TTL to expire. If TTL is not set, GPSR should also deliver all
packets successfully, just like DSR. Similar reasoning also explains the delivery
ratio of LCR.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of delivery ratio
While GPSR can achieve very good performance when the location informa-
tion for each node is accurate, we demonstrate that the performance of GPSR
can be severely degraded by even moderate localization errors when node de-
ployment is ad hoc. The results are plotted in Figure 5.12. Observe that when
localization errors exceed 40% of the communication range of individual nodes,
the delivery ratio of GPSR is severely degraded. In fact, even when nodes are
dense enough, if the localization error is as large as the communication range,
the delivery ratio of GPSR is still less than 70%. On the other hand, the per-
formance of LCR is not affected by localization errors, thus making it more
preferable in scenarios where accurate location information is not available.
We now compare the robustness of LCR and GPSR in the presence of voids
by changing node density. We select scenario 3 in this experiment, where we
increase the average node density from 6 to 20. We keep the network unparti-
tioned during this process. We also insert various degrees of localization errors
for GPSR. The TTL of each packet is set to 64, and the backtracking module is
turned on for both LCR and GPSR. The results of this experiment are shown
in Figure 5.13.
In this experiment, GF has no mechanism for dealing with voids. There-
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Figure 5.12: Delivery ratio of GPSR under location errors
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Figure 5.13: Delivery ratio with different node densities
fore, its performance degrades rapidly. Observe that although GPSR performs
slightly better than LCR with no localization errors, it performs worse than
LCR after localization errors are inserted. In contrast, we observe that LCR
consistently delivers a great majority of packets, and appears to be insensitive
to the presence of voids. Therefore, the behavior of LCR is quite consistent
with its design goals.
We now compare LCR to virtual position routing (VPR) [99], another re-
cently proposed location-free routing protocol. To ensure a fair comparison, we
directly use the published results in [99] and their simulation settings, that is,
the curves labeled GF and Virtual Position Routing in Figure 5.14 are from the
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paper [99]. There are two node densities, one node per 12.5 square units and
one node per 19.5 square units, respectively. The number of nodes ranges from
50 to 3200. Figure 5.14 shows the comparison results for protocols LCR, VPR
and GF.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between LCR and VPR
As shown in Figure 5.14, when the density is high, the performance dif-
ferences between these three routing protocols are very small. On the other
hand, when the density is low, we observe a considerable performance advan-
tage of LCR compared to virtual position routing. Of course, the delivery ratio
is not the only metric for evaluating a routing protocol. Another interesting
part is overhead. Unlike VPR, which maintains a two-hop neighbor table, we
find that LCR has already achieved satisfactory performance with only single-
hop neighbors. Furthermore, LCR requires less construction overhead to assign
coordinates compared to VPR. Therefore, we conclude that LCR also has an
advantage with respect to its protocol overhead.
Comparison of Energy Cost in Found Paths
We now compare the energy cost of different routing protocols, as reflected by
the chosen paths. Usually, the longer the paths are, the more energy cost will
be incurred. Figure 5.15 shows the path length distributions of three routing
protocols, DSR, LCR and GPSR (with different degrees of localization errors
inserted). The X axis represents the number of hops beyond the shortest possible
path. For example, 1 means that the route found by the corresponding protocol
is one hop longer than the best route found through flooding. 5+ means the path
found is more than five hops longer than the best route. We use scenario 3 with
72 nodes deployed in this experiment. Both LCR and GPSR have backtracking
module enabled and the time-to-live parameter disabled. Therefore, LCR, DSR
and GPSR (with no localization errors inserted) all guarantee packet delivery.
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For GPSR with localization errors, only those packets that are successfully
delivered are considered in the analysis.
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Figure 5.15: Packet path length beyond the best route
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Figure 5.16: The energy cost of chosen paths by routing protocols
The first observation is that LCR performs the best compared to the other
two protocols. Note that, we are now experimenting with a sparse scenario,
where voids are common. This result implies that logical coordinates are rela-
tively insensitive to voids, and can choose near-optimal paths even in the pres-
ence of voids. GPSR, on the other hand, relies on the perimeter traversal
technique to find routes, which results in longer paths more frequently.
The second observation is that the path length of DSR is considerably worse
than LCR and GPSR. The reason is that the path optimality of DSR is de-
graded by its aggressive caching scheme, which attempts to send packets along
previously cached routes. These routes may not be optimal due to the fact that
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another better path might have not been probed. As a result, DSR leads to
longer paths than both LCR and GPSR. Of course, we can turn off caching for
DSR, and let each node probe the best routes individually. However, without
caching, the overhead of DSR is proportional to the number of senders, which
is usually too expensive to be implemented in realistic settings.
We also compare the energy cost of routing paths chosen by different pro-
tocols, and the results are shown in Figure 5.16. The metric we use is the
additional cost compared to optimal paths, normalized to the cost of transmit-
ting one packet by one hop. Consistent with our observations on path lengths,
LCR achieves the best performance in energy efficiency in different protocols.
We now evaluate the performance of different routing protocols with network
topology changes introduced by node failures and updates. In this experiment,
we simulate the scenario where nodes fail from time to time, and new nodes are
added to the area once too many nodes have failed. To accurately emulate the
realistic behavior of sensor networks, we assume that new nodes are positioned at
random points within the communication ranges of the failed nodes, as is usually
the case in real deployments. Once a new node is deployed, it broadcasts itself
and contacts nearby neighbors to retrieve its logical coordinate vector, following
the procedure described in Section 5.3.4.
Intuitively, the localized logical coordinate vector reconstruction may not
be accurate, since no global flooding is involved. However, by keeping mes-
sage exchanges localized, this approach has a lower communication overhead.
Therefore, it is particularly interesting to evaluate path optimality after nodes
are replaced. We plot the distribution of the number of hops beyond the best
route in Figure 5.17, where the percentage of node failures ranges from 0 to
50%.
As expected, the path length increases as more and more nodes are replaced.
However, we observe that even when half of all the nodes have failed and been
replaced, about 65% of all packet deliveries still follow optimal routes. This
experiment shows that LCR is quite robust to topology changes.
We also illustrate the energy efficiency of LCR with node replacements, and
the results are shown in Figure 5.18. As illustrated, even when as many as
half of all nodes are replaced, the average additional energy cost of LCR is still
acceptable.
Routing Protocol Overhead
Figure 5.19 shows a comparison of the overhead of three routing protocols:
GPSR, LCR and DSR. The overhead is measured by the number of protocol
packets sent during the total simulation period. We use scenario 1 with 50 nodes
deployed. We increase the number of data sources in each setting, and record the
total number of routing protocol control packets. In each round of experiment,
we let each source send one packet to a randomly selected destination. The
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Figure 5.18: The energy cost of LCR with node replacements
number of data packets sent is independent of the overhead in all three protocols,
because once a route is determined, all following packets will follow the same
route. For DSR, aggressive caching is enabled to reduce its overhead.
Observe that in Figure 5.19, while GPSR and LCR have the same overhead in
all simulation settings, the overhead of DSR is increasing steadily. The reason
is that DSR is reactive to packet delivery requests. Therefore, for each new
source, DSR will start a new path discovery process, which increases overhead,
unless this new source has cached a route from earlier path discovery processes.
We also observe that because of this aggressive caching of DSR, the increase in
the number of sources has a diminishing effect on the increase in the overhead.
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Both LCR and GPSR send out beacons, the number of which is indepen-
dent of the number of data transmissions. In our simulations, only one initial
beaconing round is simulated. Therefore, both LCR and GPSR have a constant
amount of control packets. Furthermore, since LCR has four landmarks, the
overhead of LCR is higher than that of GPSR.
Finally, we acknowledge that our simulations are carried out based on sta-
tionary node deployments. If nodes are mobile, LCR will incur significantly
more overhead than is presented here, because the logical coordinates must be
updated more frequently. That being said, however, we believe the mobility
issue is orthogonal to our design purpose as sensor networks are typically static.
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Figure 5.19: Protocol overhead with source number
Path Length Predictions in LCR
We now evaluate the ability of LCR to predict path length. As mentioned in
Section 5.2.4, for nodes U (with a logical coordinate vector of (U1, · · · , Un))
and V ((V1, · · · , Vn)), a good estimate of the path length between U and V is
MAX(|Ui − Vi|). We now validate this claim through simulations.
We simulate all six settings, each for fifty rounds with randomized deploy-
ment. For each round, we select 100 randomized pairs of nodes as sources and
destinations. For each pair, we calculate the predicted hop count, and record
the actual hop counts as measured through simulations. We notice that once
packets enter the backtracking mode, the above estimate is no longer accurate,
because the reasoning behind this estimate does not take into account any back-
tracking behavior. Therefore, we only plot the statistics of those packets that
are delivered without backtracking.
Figure 5.20 shows the distribution of the prediction accuracy. Observe that
the predictions are accurate for at least 60% of all settings. Furthermore, for
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nearly all cases where the prediction is indeed wrong, the actual number of hops
of the path is only one hop longer.
We are also interested in the factors that impact the prediction accuracy.
We guess that accuracy might be correlated with path length. There are two
choices to present the relationship between these two factors. The first is to
show the trend of prediction accuracy with the actual path length. We find
that as the actual path length increases, the prediction accuracy monotonically
decreases. However, because there is no way for one node to know the actual
path length prior to delivering the packet, it is impossible for the sender to
apply this relationship. Therefore, we present the second choice, which plots
the relationship between the success ratio and the predicted path length. Each
node can determine the prediction before the packet is sent out. Therefore, this
relationship is meaningful for the sender in realistic settings. The simulation
results are shown in Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22. In these figures, the X axis is
the predicted number of hops and the Y axis is the ratio of successful predictions.
Note that since we have combined results from multiple settings, the curves
plotted have different data ranges.
The first observation is that the best predictions in each scenario always
occur when landmarks are involved. If this is the case, the prediction is al-
ways correct. As a result, each curve ends with a 100% prediction ratio. The
second observation is that the prediction ratio is also correlated with specific
node deployments. For example, although the prediction success ratio trends
for scenario 1 and 2 in Figure 5.21 look quite similar, the trend for scenario 3
in Figure 5.22 is obviously different. One general comment is that we observe
that the larger the predicted hop count, the more likely this prediction is cor-
rect. Intuitively, this is because the predicted hop count is a true lower bound.
Therefore, when this bound is larger, it is more likely that there exists a path
from the source to the destination with exactly the number of hops as predicted.
Performance Evaluation Summary
Based on the experimental results, we conclude that LCR has several attractive
features for sensor networks. First, LCR, DSR and GPSR all theoretically
guarantee packet delivery. However, both DSR and GPSR have drawbacks in
the context of sensor networks. The route discovery process makes DSR less
scalable to a large number of sources, while GPSR can be severely degraded by
localization inaccuracies. On the other hand, as shown in the simulation results,
LCR avoids both problems by using logical coordinates. Second, compared to
other location-independent protocols, such as [99] and [88], LCR is the first to
achieve guaranteed delivery with only one-hop neighbor information. Therefore,
we conclude that LCR is a promising protocol to achieve scalable node-to-node
communication in sensor networks.
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Figure 5.21: The correct prediction ratio with the hop count
5.5 Extensions of LCR
In this section, we describe two extensions of LCR. First, we observe that sen-
sor networks may not necessarily be deployed in a flat area. Several research
efforts have deployed sensor nodes in three-dimensional space, such as vari-
ous elevations in forests [118], or multiple depths in the ocean [98]. In these
deployments, the routing component was either replaced by manual data collec-
tion, or implemented by naive spanning tree based routing. In many scenarios,
geographic routing is not feasible because of the difficulty of receiving GPS
signals in these environments, or due to the complexities of three-dimensional
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Figure 5.22: The correct prediction ratio with the hop count
localization protocols. Furthermore, even with geographical locations, previous
geographic routing approaches, such as GPSR, can not be easily extended to
provide guaranteed packet delivery. More specifically, GPSR assumes planar
deployment of nodes, and its traversing technique is not applicable to three-
dimensional space. Therefore, it is especially valuable to extend the design of
LCR to support three-dimensional deployment and provide guaranteed packet
delivery.
Second, recent research on wireless radios has indicated that wireless links
between low power sensor devices are extremely unreliable. In real deployments,
radio quality can be severely affected by factors such as reflection, diffusion,
scattering and ground attenuation. Based on these observations, we consider
it necessary to extend LCR to support unreliable links. More specifically, we
demonstrate that by refining the logical coordinate space using link quality
information and a new distance metric, we can apply LCR to unreliable links.
We compare this LCR extension to two additional routing protocols to validate
its effectiveness.
Because of the complexity of customizing GlomoSim to support three-dimensional
node deployments and unreliable radio models, we use a simulator written in
C++ to evaluate these two extensions. While this simulator does not fully em-
ulate the MAC layer, we have verified that it does reflect the true performance
of these extensions accurately.
5.5.1 LCR for Three-dimensional Deployments
In this section, we address three problems in extending LCR to support three-
dimensional node deployment. First, we validate the effectiveness of the land-
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mark selection algorithm in the three-dimensional space. Second, we validate
the distance metric definition. Finally, we evaluate the optimality of paths
selected by LCR in the three-dimensional space.
Landmark Election Algorithm Revisited
In Section 5.3.2, we proposed a self-organized algorithm for landmark selection.
In fact, this algorithm is not limited to a two-dimensional node deployment. We
show that for nodes deployed in a three-dimensional space, the algorithm also
selects landmarks such that they are considerably far from each other.
To validate our claim, in this experiment, we deploy nodes in a three-
dimensional cubic area of 1250m× 1250m× 1250m. The communication radius
for each node is 250m. Note, however, that our assumption on the communica-
tion model is highly simplified. Wireless links are affected by numerous factors,
and modeling the communication range of one node as a sphere in a three-
dimensional space is a highly idealized abstraction. That being said, however,
we consider those factors that actually shape the communication range of one
node as orthogonal to the landmark selection algorithm. Therefore, we use the
simplified model as the basis for the evaluations in this section.
For N nodes deployed, the average node density can be written as follows:
Density =
4
3 × piR3 ×N
Length×Width×Height (5.3)
In this simulation, we deploy 500 nodes randomly and the average node
density is roughly 16 nodes per communication sphere. Since nodes are deployed
three-dimensionally, in order to accurately characterize the topology, we choose
8 landmarks. We illustrate a typical selection in Figure 5.23. To better estimate
the relative positions of the landmarks (colored as black), we also plot the
distances between these landmarks. In practice, the landmarks can use certain
criteria, such as the distances between them, to determine whether the current
output is satisfactory.
Observe that as expected, the landmarks selected are quite scattered in
the three-dimensional space, as shown in Figure 5.23. Therefore, although the
landmark selection algorithm is initially designed for flat areas, it can be used
in three-dimensional space without revisions.
Distance Metric Revisited
In two-dimensional node deployments, we have found that by defining the L2
norm of the difference vector as the distance metric, we achieve quite satisfac-
tory routing performance. Intuitively, we might guess that in three-dimensional
deployments, redefining this metric as the L3 norm might route data most ef-
fectively. To evaluate this hypothesis, we design an experiment with the same
parameter settings as in Section 5.5.1, and compare the routing performance of
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Figure 5.23: Landmark election result in three-dimensional space
different norms. The comparison results are shown in Figure 5.24.
In these simulations, we use different node densities, and compare the routing
performance of different norms. As shown in Figure 5.24, as the density increases
from 8, which is relatively sparse, to 20, which is quite dense, among different
norms, it is the L4 norm that performs the best. The reason is that it better
captures the increased dimensionality resulting from the increased number of
landmarks.
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Path Optimality
In this section, we evaluate the path optimality of LCR in a three-dimensional
space with the backtracking module enabled. We also compare LCR with greedy
geographical forwarding in this section. The simulation settings are the same
as in Section 5.5.1, and the results are plotted in Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.25: Path optimality comparison between LCR and GF
We have two observations concerning this figure. First, just as expected, by
turning on the backtracking module, LCR guarantees packet delivery. We did
observe certain long paths that have an exponential number of hops, which will,
in fact, be delivery failures in realistic testbeds. This observation is consistent
with our analysis of LCR in Section 5.3.3. Second, observe that LCR performs
consistently better than greedy geographic routing, both in terms of the delivery
ratio and the path optimality. This result is consistent with our comparison
results in the two-dimensional node deployments.
Conclusions
Based on the discussions above, we conclude that the LCR framework can be
easily extended to support three-dimensional node deployment. We attribute
this to the fact that LCR is based on logical coordinates, and as long as such
coordinates can be implemented in the particular deployment environment, LCR
can be easily leveraged.
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5.5.2 Logical Coordinate Routing for Unreliable Links
In this section, we discuss the extension of LCR for unreliable links. This sec-
tion consists of three parts. First, we briefly describe the properties of unreliable
links. Second, we describe the extension of LCR. Finally, we present a perfor-
mance evaluation for this extension.
Characterization of Unreliable Links
Our description of LCR, so far, has been based on the simplified unit disk
communication model. Recently, this model has been challenged by empirical
measurements. More specifically, studies in [135, 126, 133] suggest that wireless
links are irregular and unreliable. These studies also observe highly diversi-
fied packet delivery ratios for the same link in reverse directions. Therefore,
we consider it valuable to extend LCR to take into account these radio layer
realities.
We have described our model for unreliable links in the previous chapter,
when we developed the cluster-based forwarding protocol. Briefly speaking, we
model an unreliable link between nodes A and B as (p, q), where p represents
the packet delivery ratio from A to B, and q represents the packet delivery ratio
from B to A. When p and q are less than 100%, radio links are no longer reliable.
In Section 4.2.1, we described our experiment where we observed distinct regions
for wireless communication. To improve performance, LCR will have to take
these realistic link quality measurements into account. In the next section, we
systematically describe how we redesign LCR to take into account radio layer
realities.
LCR Extensions for Unreliable Links
We now redesign the logical coordinate space by taking into account link quality
information. We assume a timeout-based retransmission model (i.e., the sender
relies on a timer to control retransmissions). Now, consider the number of
packets it takes for transmitting one data packet reliably for one hop over a link
with quality (p, q) using the timeout-based model. Since the combined packet
delivery success ratio for a round of packet exchanges (i.e., for a data packet
and an acknowledgement packet), is pq, the sender is expected to send the
data packet 1/pq times before both the data packet and the acknowledgement
packet are delivered successfully. Since the receiver only acknowledges those
data packets it receives, it is expected to send 1/pq×p, or 1/q acknowledgements.
Since acknowledgement packets are usually much smaller compared to data
packets, we use 1/pq as the weighted cost metric for this link.
Based on this retransmission model, we next explain how each node obtains
its logical coordinate vector. This process consists of two stages. In the first
stage, each node measures the quality of links between itself and each neighbor.
It then broadcasts this information to its neighbors, so that each node has a
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localized view of the link quality conditions of its neighborhood. In the second
stage, nodes construct their logical coordinate vectors as follows. Consider one
landmark S as an example. S first sets the logical coordinate value of its own
dimension as 0. All other nodes set the initial coordinate value in the dimension
of S as∞. S then sends out its coordinate value, as an update, to its neighbors.
Once one neighbor U receives a coordinate update with a value R from a neigh-
bor V , it calculates its coordinate in the corresponding dimension, by adding R
to the weighted cost metric for link UV , which is 1/pq, to obtain a sum. If this
sum is smaller than the current coordinate value in the corresponding dimen-
sion, U updates its logical coordinate vector with this sum, and broadcasts it
as an update to its neighbors. Meanwhile, U also records all updates sent by its
neighbors, so that it maintains a localized view of the logical coordinate vectors
of nodes in its neighborhood. At the end of this phase, each node obtains a
logical coordinate vector for itself and each of its neighbors.
One interesting observation for this new construction phase is that, if links
are perfect (i.e., p = q = 1), then the new logical coordinate space defaults
to the original logical coordinate space. On the other hand, when links are
unreliable, the new logical coordinate vectors generally assume larger values
than hop counts, because they reflect link quality information in addition to
hop counts. Therefore, they are better estimations of topology relationships.
To facilitate packet delivery over unreliable links, we design a new distance
metric based on a differential concept. More specifically, at each intermediate
node, we select the neighbor with the most distance advancement as the next
hop. Formally, suppose node U intends to deliver packets to destination D, for
one neighbor V where link UV has a link quality vector of (p, q), we calculate
the distance advancement of V as:
DistanceAdvancement(V ) = pq×(LogicalDistance(UD)−LogicalDistance(VD))
(5.4)
In this equation, either L2 or L4 norms is used to calculate the function
LogicalDistance, depending on the dimensionality of the deployment space. In-
tuitively, this equation reflects the prospect of this particular neighbor in terms
of forwarding packets towards the destination. Therefore, the next node with
the most distance advancement is selected. In case a local minimum is reached,
the backtracking algorithm of LCR is invoked to recover the routing algorithm
from delivery failures. Observe that again, if links are perfect, the differential
distance metric defaults to pure logical distance comparisons. Therefore, this
extension is compatible with the overall LCR architecture.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of this LCR extension using un-
reliable links. This section consists of three parts. First, we describe the lossy
radio model we use for simulations. Second, we briefly describe the related ap-
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Radio
Modulation FSK Encoding Manchester
Output Power -7 dBm Frame 50 bytes
Transmission Medium
Path Loss Exponent 3 PLD0 52 dBm
Noise Floor -105 dBm D0 1m
Simulation Settings
Area Width 100m Area Height 100m
Number of Nodes 200 Deployment Strategy Random
Table 5.2: Radio and simulation settings
proaches which we compare LCR against. Finally, we present the comparison
results.
The Radio Model In our simulator, we use the radio model in [135], which
models many realistic radio properties, such as the existence of the transitional
region, radio irregularity, and antenna directionality. This model is based on a
probabilistic view of radio links, and provides multiple parameters to emulate
different radio hardware properties. We set these parameters strictly according
to the technical specifications of the radio module of MicaZ, CC2420. The
complete simulation setup is shown in Table 5.2.
Now, we explain our comparison metric. Specifically, we use the sum of
weighted link costs, i.e.,
∑N
i=1
1
piqi
for N hops, as the key metric. The intuitive
meaning of this metric is the total number of bits that is required to be sent
over the air for each bit of information to be delivered from the source to the
destination, using the timeout-based retransmission model as explained earlier.
We consider this metric to accurately characterize the energy efficiency aspect
of routing protocols, especially in the presence of unreliable links.
Related Approaches We compare the LCR extension to two related ap-
proaches. The first approach is an extension for geographic forwarding over
lossy links as presented in [105]. After comparing multiple path selection indi-
cators for geographic routing, [105] concludes that the metric PRR× distance
achieves the best performance. In this metric, for a pair of nodes U and V ,
PRR stands for the packet reception probability at V for packets from U , and
distance stands for the geographic advancement towards the destination by node
V . Node U computes the metric for all its neighbors and selects the maximum
one as the next hop. For a complete explanation of details, please refer to [105].
Another approach that we compare LCR against is the weighted spanning
tree based routing, where the optimal path is decided through a flooding process
initiated from the destination node. The cost of this approach is considerably
higher than that of LCR, but since it achieves the best energy efficiency, we
compare LCR against it so that we can have an estimate of the quality of the
paths selected by LCR compared to the optimal paths.
Evaluation Results Figure 5.26 shows the comparison results, where the
end-to-end cost is used as the primary comparison metric. The data plotted
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are drawn from twenty randomized simulation rounds. In this experiment, the
radio communication range varies between 10m and 25m, and the deployment is
relatively dense. Observe that our LCR extension performs significantly better
than the geographic routing extension, and is only slightly worse compared
to the weighted spanning tree based routing, which guarantees the optimal
performance. Based on these observations, we conclude that the LCR extension
for unreliable links is effective, energy-efficient and compatible to the hop-based
LCR architecture.
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5.6 Implementation of LCR on LiteOS
We have implemented LCR on the LiteOS operating system. This implemen-
tation contains the basic functionality of LCR, except its extensions for three-
dimensional deployments and unreliable links. By leveraging the thread-based
programming support of LiteOS, the LCR protocol can be compiled indepen-
dently, and loaded at runtime according to application needs.
We focus on evaluating the code complexity of LCR to demonstrate that
it is feasible to be used even on extremely resource-constrained MicaZ nodes.
More specifically, we compare it with two other multi-hop routing protocols that
are also available under LiteOS: geographic forwarding, and flooding. Table 5.3
shows the comparison results on lines of source code, compiled binary sizes, and
RAM usage of all three protocols. As illustrated in this table, LCR consumes
more resource compared to geographic forwarding, mostly because of its need to
maintain landmarks and to assign logical coordinates. Such overhead, however,
is still acceptable to be used on MicaZ nodes.
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Table 5.3: Comparison of code sizes of routing protocols
Comparison Results
@
@@
Logical Co-
ordinate
Routing
Geographic
Forwarding
Flooding
Protocol
Source Code
LOC)
497 273 265
Compiled Bi-
nary (Bytes)
2302 1360 1256
Static RAM Us-
age (Bytes)
170 127 101
5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we present a novel logical coordinate framework to support scal-
able (i.e., constant state) routing in sensor networks. Our core routing algorithm
guarantees packet delivery by using logical coordinates in lieu of geographic in-
formation. Being location-independent, LCR has the distinct advantage of being
unaffected by localization errors. We then perform extensive simulation exper-
iments to compare LCR to other routing protocols, observing a considerable
performance advantage especially when voids exist. Finally, we extend LCR to
support two special application requirements, three-dimensional node deploy-
ment and unreliable radio links. Based on simulation results, we conclude that
our protocol performs well for wireless sensor networks, and provides a valuable
effort to deliver packets reliably and efficiently.
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Chapter 6
uCast: Unified
Connectionless Multicast
The protocol presented in the previous chapter, LCR, only addresses energy-
efficient unicast routing. Another important type of routing protocols is mul-
ticast, where the source delivers packets to multiple destination nodes. In this
chapter, we address this need by presenting uCast, a unified connectionless mul-
ticast protocol.
6.1 Introduction
The unique challenges of sensor networks that stem from their resource limita-
tions also have implications on multicast protocols. In this chapter, we address
the problem of designing protocols to support a large number of small mul-
ticast groups, where the number of destinations in a single session is limited.
There are many applications of such small-group multicast in sensor networks.
For example, in a typical directory service, such as the protocol described in
[74], each node periodically updates a small set of other nodes (named direc-
tory servers in [74]) with its location. Therefore, one node needs to multicast
information to several destination nodes, which form a small group. Further-
more, when multiple nodes use the directory service, they will generate many
small-group multicast sessions. Another common example involves data-centric
storage (DCS) [100, 108]. One key component of some DCS protocols is the use
of Geographic Hash Tables (GHT). GHT hashes keys, usually the names of data
or events, into geographic coordinates. It then stores the values at the node that
is geographically nearest to the hash value of the key. Usually, the data storage
protocol suggests that the key-value pairs should be stored at multiple locations
for robustness. Therefore, such protocols naturally require a small-group multi-
cast session for each storage operation, and many multicast sessions for storing
a large amount of data.
Providing a small-group multicast service in sensor networks is complicated
particularly by the challenge that sensor nodes are extremely energy-constrained.
Consequently, sensor networks generally employ energy conservation protocols,
which usually allow individual nodes to switch between sleep and wake states.
Therefore, the topology of sensor networks changes dynamically at a high rate,
which poses unique requirements on the multicast service. Any protocol that
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relies on certain multicast structures to keep state information, such as multi-
cast tree routing tables, must adapt these structures to topology changes. This
performance issue has been largely overlooked in the design of current multicast
protocols.
Another challenge in multicast design is that there are many unicast routing
protocols to interface with in sensor networks. In fact, there is no consensus on
which one is the best. The choice of unicast protocol usually depends on the
particular application. For example, when geographic location information is
readily available for each node, several well-known routing protocols that take
advantage of geographic information are appropriate [14, 66, 69]. On the other
hand, when there is no geographic information available, protocols based on
certain topology encodings are preferred [18, 99, 88]. Because of the wide range
of unicast choices, it is undesirable to design multicast protocols that make
assumptions regarding the particular unicast service, since that will limit the
applicability of the multicast. On the other hand, it is also not useful for the
multicast to provide a routing service from scratch, since doing so will lead to
considerable functional overlap with unicast protocols.
To address these two challenges, we present a multicast protocol that is both
general (supports multiple unicast protocols by using a unified interface) and
robust (tolerant to topological changes by providing a connectionless service).
We call this protocol unified connectionless multicast, or uCast. To the
best of our knowledge, uCast is the first protocol specifically optimized for
small-group multicast sessions in sensor networks. We now give a more detailed
explanation of the two features of uCast.
The first feature is that uCast can support multiple unicast routing protocols
through a unified interface. In this sense, uCast is a modular extension to the
underlying unicast layer. In fact, it can extend any unicast routing protocol as
long as this unicast can export a common comparison interface, which allows a
comparison operation between two next-hop nodes for the same destination to
determine which one is better (in terms of some notion of cost). We implemented
uCast on top of three unicast routing protocols with different addressing schemes
to prove our point.
The second feature is that uCast is tolerant to topology changes caused by
energy saving protocols. To achieve this, uCast does not keep any multicast-
specific state at intermediate nodes. Instead, uCast dynamically decides the
multicast delivery path at each intermediate node based only on local topology
information and the comparison interface as discussed earlier. Since local infor-
mation is much easier to reconstruct upon topological changes than a superim-
posed global multicast overlay, uCast is much more adaptable to unpredictable
changes in network connectivity than previous multicast protocols.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We discuss the details of
uCast in Section 6.2. In Sections 6.3, we present simulation results. Finally, we
provide further discussions and conclusions in Section 6.4.
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6.2 Unified Connectionless Multicast (uCast)
We first present our assumptions. As discussed earlier, we design uCast to
support multiple unicast routing protocols. Therefore, we only make minimal
assumptions regarding the unicast routing layer. Specifically, we do not assume
any distance information, or particular configuration of the routing table. On
the other hand, in order to avoid functional overlap with the unicast layer, we
introduce an interface that we expect the underlying unicast to export. The
interface is defined as a pairwise comparison in the following manner:
Function: Compare(NODE N1,NODE N2,NODE DESC)
Return Type: NODE (N1 or N2)
In this interface, N1 and N2 are candidate nodes that lead to node DESC.
The interface compares these two nodes, and returns the better candidate. In
the following, we say the returned node is “closer” to the destination. Of course,
“closer” is used only metaphorically. We do not make any assumptions on
semantics of distance or on the way the comparison interface is implemented in
the unicast layer.
6.2.1 uCast Design
We now describe the design of uCast. The core of the protocol is the scoreboard
algorithm, which is executed at each intermediate node along the content deliv-
ery path. The algorithm takes the list of destinations and all the neighbors of
the current node as input, and outputs the multicast task allocation, which is
the list of next hop nodes that should receive and forward the multicast packet.
Using this output, the current node generates one or more packets as required,
and forwards these packets to the next-hop neighbors. This process continues
until all destinations receive the multicast.
The pseudocode description of the scoreboard algorithm is shown in Fig-
ure 6.1. As the first step, the algorithm considers the destinations one by one.
For each destination, it applies the comparison interface to determine which
neighbors are “closer” than the current node. Those neighbors are said to cover
this destination and get one score point. When all destinations are considered,
the neighbor node that has the highest score is chosen as a forwarding candi-
date. When multiple neighbor nodes share the same score, the algorithm breaks
the tie either by randomly choosing one node or by using node ID. Next, the
algorithm records and removes the neighbor with the highest score, as well as
those destinations that have been covered by this node, from the next round of
comparisons. This comparison-select-removal process continues until all destina-
tions are covered. At this point, the preliminary neighbor selection is complete.
The result set of candidate neighbors is called the forwarding candidate set.
Next, the algorithm further optimizes the candidate set. For each destina-
tion, it compares every pair of nodes in the forwarding candidate set to de-
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uCast Scoreboard Algorithm
Comment: We assume the compare interface is 
Compare(Node1,Node2,Destination). Each neighbor node has
a state of being selected or unselected.
Inputs: Destination node set DS, neighbor node set NS, current node S.
Outputs: The selected neighbor set SN. For each node in SN, 
the algorithm outputs a subset of DS, called SD, that forms its task.
Main Algorithm:
0 Initialization of data structures.
1 For each neighbor node in NS, set it to be unselected. 
Comment: First consider three special cases in steps 2,3 and 4. 
2 For each node in NS, if it is in DS, set it to be selected. Remove this 
   node from DS and insert it into Covered Set (CS) (destination nodes
   in CS are assumed to be covered by a certain neighbor node). 
3 For each node in DS, if there is only one neighbor in NS that is closer 
   than S according to the Compare Interface, remove it from DS and 
   insert it into CS. Set the status of the corresponding neighbor in NS to 
   be selected. 
4 For each node in DS, if there is no neighbor in NS that is closer to it 
   than S using the Compare Interface, insert it into LocalMaximum     
   Set (LS). Remove it from DS.
5 For each selected neighbor, find all destinations for which it is closer   
   compared to S. Insert these destinations into CS remove from DS.
While (DS is not empty)
        6  For each node in DS, find all nodes in NS that are unselected. 
            Set each node with a score of 0. Assign one node one more 
            score if this node is closer than S to a particular destination in 
DS based on the Compare Interface.
        7  Select the highest score among unselected nodes in NS. In case 
            of tie, randomly select one or break the tie using node IDs.      
            Suppose the node selected is K and set it to be selected.  
        8  Among nodes in DS, find those nodes for which K is closer than 
            the current node S and insert them into CS. Remove them from 
DS.
Comment: DS is empty after the loop. 
Comment: Following is the optimization stage.
9   Insert all selected nodes in NS into set SN. 
10 For each destination in Covered Set, choose among nodes in SN the
     best node (snode) using the Compare Interface. Add this   
     destination to the corresponding SD for snode. 
11 Remove those nodes in SN with an empty SD. For remaining nodes, 
     form individual delivery tasks based on its SD.
12 If LS is not empty,  switch to the underlying unicast protocol and 
     use the corresponding local maximum handling approach to deliver 
     packets to destinations in LS. 
Figure 6.1: The scoreboard algorithm
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termine the closest node. This node is assigned the corresponding destination
node. Note that this node may not be the one that initially covered the desti-
nation. After this step, some nodes in the forwarding set may not be assigned
any destination. They are removed from the forwarding candidate set. The re-
maining nodes form the optimized candidate set, and each node in this set gets
a list of assigned destinations. The resulting set and the destination assignment
constitute the final output of the algorithm.
6.2.2 Design Discussion
We now discuss several tradeoffs in the algorithm. First, we discuss the perfor-
mance implications of the scoreboard algorithm. Since it is greedy by nature, it
remains unclear how close to optimal it is. We provide an analysis on this topic.
Second, uCast uses packet headers to enumerate destinations. Therefore, there
is a limit on the maximum number of destinations that one packet can address.
We describe several possible solutions to this problem and discuss their effects
on our protocol.
Analysis on the Greedy Neighbor Selection
In this section, we show by simulations that our scoreboard algorithm is very
efficient at minimizing the number of branches in the multicast tree, hence
reducing its cost. Recall that we always select the node with the highest score
in the neighbor table until all destinations are covered. We now show that this
approach is approximately as good as finding a minimal cover of destinations
at each hop. Since choosing the minimal cover is the well-known set cover (SC)
problem which is NP-Complete, solutions to it do not scale with the neighbor
table size. General greedy selection approaches for SC problems guarantee an
approximation ratio of 1 + ln(maximalsubsetsize) [92] (here, approximation
ratio refers to the ratio between the size of the subset selected by the greedy
algorithm to the size of the subset selected by the locally optimal minimal cover
algorithm). In practice, we show that the scoreboard algorithm is much closer to
the optimal case than what is guaranteed by the general approximation bound.
Note, however, that although we use the minimal cover technique as the
comparison baseline, this technique is not globally optimal. In fact, finding the
globally optimal tree is another NP-complete problem, namely, the Steiner tree
generation in graph theory. Because of the large number of nodes, the globally
optimal tree structure can not be generated in a reasonable period of time. There
are, of course, various heuristic techniques to construct approximate Steiner
trees. However, constructing these trees is not practical in real implementations
either because this process requires global topology information. In real sensor
networks, each node only has local topology information. Therefore, we compare
our scoreboard algorithm with the minimal set cover algorithm because both of
them only require local topology information.
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In simulations, we deploy nodes with a communication range of 50m in a
region of 500m× 500m. We place the source node at (250, 250) and multicast
packets to six nodes located at the boundary of the region within a maximum
angle of sixty degrees. The packets need to be relayed at least six hops, thereby
ensuring that different neighbor selection approaches will have an effect. The
density of the network increases from 18 to 26 nodes per communication range.
We deliberately choose a relatively high density so that the size of neighbor
tables is large, thereby emphasizing the effects of different neighbor selection
strategies. Each scenario is tested 100 rounds. We ensure that exactly the same
topology is replayed for the minimal cover selection and the greedy selection
(the scoreboard algorithm), respectively. The results are shown in Figure 6.2.
In this figure, we use the average number of packets sent in one round, plot-
ted on the Y axis, to compare the performances of different neighbor selection
strategies. We observe that the difference between the minimal cover and the
scoreboard algorithms can be neglected. In fact, since the minimal cover neigh-
bor selection at each hop is not globally optimal, we find that the scoreboard
algorithm sometimes performs better (globally) that the local optimum. There-
fore, we conclude through these simulations that the scoreboard algorithm is at
least as good as the minimal cover neighbor selection strategy.
Figure 6.2: Algorithm optimality analysis
A further implication of this neighbor selection strategy is that when the
destinations are clustered, usually only one node or two will be selected as the
next hop, since they are expected to get the most scores. Therefore, uCast has
the tendency to minimize branches and reduce potential for congestion. More-
over, since uCast does not incur state reconstruction overhead when topology
changes, it further decreases network load. Hence, uCast reduces potential for
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network congestion (although it does not explicitly perform any type of conges-
tion control).
Discussion on the effects of Destination Encoding
In our design, we list all multicast destinations in packet headers. This design
choice poses a limit on the maximum number of destinations a single packet
can address. In this section, we discuss three possible tradeoffs to mitigate the
scalability problem introduced by this design choice.
First, as the radio on sensor nodes becomes more powerful (for example,
from CC1000 on Mica nodes to CC2420 on MicaZ nodes), it is likely that nodes
will send longer packets in the next-generation sensor networks. Further, new
sensors such as video cameras naturally require long packets to transmit images.
In such cases, it will not be a problem to encode all destinations into the packet
headers. Second, instead of enumerating all destinations, we can compress the
destination list before storing it. This approach exchanges computation time
for storage space. In the case where the space limit is severe, the designer
may switch to this approach for better performance. Finally, nodes can employ
in-network aggregation techniques to further reduce the effects of destination
enumeration. More specifically, after one node sends out a packet containing
all destinations, it can follow up with a train of pure data packets which do not
contain any destination information. To achieve this, certain synchronization
and retransmission mechanisms may be employed to guarantee correctness. This
train of packets that share the same destination list can be viewed as a single
large packet at the receiver side.
Having said that, we emphasize that uCast is designed for small-group mul-
ticast. We expect the number of destinations to be small. Therefore, encoding
all destinations into packet headers will not be a problem.
6.3 Performance Evaluation of uCast
We now present the performance evaluation of uCast. We are primarily in-
terested in three aspects: the energy efficiency of uCast, its interaction with
energy conservation protocols, and its integration with different unicast routing
protocols. We observe that the performance of uCast is considerably affected
by the positions of the destination nodes (how clustered the destinations are
and how far away they are from the source node). Therefore, we first present
a parameterized destination placement model to control the above attributes.
We then evaluate the performance of uCast using this model.
To demonstrate the performance advantage of uCast, we compare it to
connection-based protocols. The baselines include Shortest Path Tree (SPT),
Greedy Incremental Tree (GIT), and plain unicast. In SPT, we assume that
the source node sends packets along the shortest paths to all destinations and
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Figure 6.4: Destination placement model
aggregates common paths to form a tree structure. We select SPT because it
is the backbone tree structure used in several representative connection based
multicast protocols [102]. GIT is another selected baseline. The construction
process of GIT is centralized and requires full knowledge of the topology. It pro-
ceeds as follows. First, we connect the source node with the nearest destination
via a shortest path. This path forms a partially completed tree structure. Then,
we find the nearest destination node to the existing tree and connect this node
to the closest node in the structure. We iteratively find the next nearest node in
the remaining destinations and connect it until all destinations are connected.
Clearly, each step requires global topology information, and the construction
process is quite computationally intensive. Therefore, GIT is not applicable for
sensor networks. However, previous literature has pointed out that a GIT tree
is usually very compact, implying that if we deliver packets along such a tree, we
may distribute data in fewer hops compared to other tree structures. Therefore,
we use the GIT structure as a best-case baseline for comparison.
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6.3.1 The Destination Placement Model
We describe the destination placement model in this section. We first give an
intuitive explanation on why this model is important for the performance eval-
uation of uCast. Consider the two scenarios in Figure 6.3. Intuitively, using
multicast in region A saves more energy than in region B compared with using
unicast, because the destinations are more clustered in region A. Our model is
designed to characterize such differences. It presents four parameters of desti-
nation placement that have effects on the performance of multicast. These pa-
rameters model a minimal pie-shaped region that contains the destinations and
the source, as shown in Figure 6.4. The parameters are the angle of dispersion
(AOD); the radius, which corresponds to the farthest distance one destination
can be positioned from the source node; the density, i.e., the number of nodes
within a communication range; and the number of destination nodes. We note
that if we set AOD as 2pi and the range large enough, our model defaults to a
random placement model. In the following simulations, once the polar angle is
set, the distances of nodes from the source conform to a uniform distribution.
Figure 6.5: Impact of AOD on energy consumption
Unless otherwise stated, the default parameters are as follows. The commu-
nication range is 50m, the area is 500m × 500m, the density is 20 nodes per
communication range, AOD is 90 degrees, the number of destinations is 10, and
the radius of the pie shaped area is 250m. A total of 636 nodes are deployed
by default. The data rate is 6 packets per minute, except Section 6.3.3, where
multiple data rates are tested. In Section 6.3.2, we simulated for 100 packets
(about 16 minutes). In Section 6.3.3, we simulated for 120 minutes. We selected
different time lengths because the evaluation purposes are different. We assume
that each node has the same transmission power level. The simulations are done
in the Glomosim [1] environment.
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Figure 6.6: Impact of number of destinations on energy consumption
Figure 6.7: Impact of range on energy consumption
6.3.2 Energy Efficiency
In this section, we compare the energy efficiency aspect of uCast with other
multicast protocols. To accurately estimate energy consumption, we use the
parameters of MicaZ nodes in energy consumption simulations. More specif-
ically, energy is consumed on both sending and receiving packets. According
to the data sheet of the CC2420 radio on MicaZ [36], sending and receiving
have current levels of 17.4mA and 18.8mA, respectively. The voltage supply
is assumed to be 3V , and the data rate is 250kbps. Packets are assumed to
have a payload of 20 bytes, and each destination requires 4 bytes in the header.
We do not consider the signaling cost of connection based protocols, since the
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Figure 6.8: Impact of density on energy consumption
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Figure 6.9: Impact of AOD on path length
impact of this cost depends on how the specific protocol is implemented and
how frequently the topology changes. The key metric we use is the total en-
ergy consumption, in joules, for sending 100 packets to all destinations from the
source.
We begin with a static network topology. Observe that this is not the sce-
nario uCast is optimized for. The main advantage of uCast lies in its robustness
to topological dynamics. Hence, our objective in using a static topology is to
show that we do not degrade the performance by removing multicast state when
the network is static. Later, we shall present the key advantages of uCast by
considering topology changes.
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Figure 6.10: Impact of density on path length
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Figure 6.11: Impact of toggle period on delivery ratio
In the following simulations, uCast is integrated with geographical forward-
ing, a commonly employed unicast protocol in sensor networks. The common
comparison interface is implemented by returning the node that is geographi-
cally nearer to the destination. When a local minimum is reached, uCast lever-
ages the GPSR [66] traversing technique to handle nodes in the LocalMinimum
set. Since there are no state transitions in this experiment, no routing layer
route repairs are needed.
Figures 6.5 through 6.8 show the impact of the four destination placement
parameters on multicast performance. Based on these results, we have several
observations. First, observe that uCast performs better than SPT in these
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Figure 6.12: Impact of scale on delivery ratio
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Figure 6.13: Control packets of SPT multicast with range of 250m
figures, except Figure 6.8, where the traversing technique of GPSR significantly
increases the path length. Also observe that as we expected, GIT performs
better than uCast. We note that the prohibitive construction cost of GIT makes
it unsuitable for sensor networks and hence it is not a contender in practice.
Figure 6.8 is especially interesting. In this case, both uCast and unicast
increasingly turn to the GPSR traversing technique to deliver packets around
voids, which degrades their performance. Considering that practical sensor
networks are usually deployed with a sufficiently high density to ensure cover-
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Figure 6.14: Control packets of SPT multicast with range of 500m
Figure 6.15: Impact of toggle period on delivery ratio with a higher data rate
age, topology voids are not common. Furthermore, the designer may decide to
incorporate adaptive features into multicast, where the applications have the
option to switch from uCast to SPT when the density becomes extremely low.
Therefore, we conclude that our stateless multicast generally does not incur a
performance penalty compared to stateful approaches even when the network is
static.
Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 show the comparison results of the average path
length. Due to the effect of path aggregation, we observe that uCast and GIT
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deliver packets along longer routes compared with SPT and unicast. This is
intuitive, since SPT and unicast typically find near-optimal paths. The increase
in the path length means that uCast may have a slightly higher end-to-end delay.
Since the main constraint in sensor networks is the limited energy supply, we
believe that increasing path lengths to save total energy consumption is an
acceptable compromise. An operator would welcome a slightly longer latency
for each packet in exchange for a significantly extended network lifetime.
6.3.3 Impact of Topological Changes
In this section, we evaluate uCast in the presence of topological changes. Such
changes are introduced by energy saving protocols that turn nodes into and out
of sleep states. We expect that in this case, the advantages of uCast should
dominate.
We use three parameters of energy conserving protocols to evaluate the mul-
ticast performance:
• Toggle Cycle: Toggle Cycle is the time interval between consecutive tran-
sitions into the sleep state by individual nodes. This parameter reflects
the frequency at which the state information kept by intermediate nodes
becomes invalid. As the frequency goes higher, the performance of state
based multicast protocols should drop accordingly.
• Scale: Scale refers to the size of the multicast area. As the size scales up,
the impact of topological changes becomes more significant and the recon-
struction cost goes higher. As a result, we expect that the performance of
state based multicast protocols will drop with a larger scale.
• Packet Delivery Rate: Another parameter that we change is the packet
delivery rate. We use two such rates in our experiments, 6 packets per
minute and 12 packets per minute, respectively. Observe that these are
source packets. If a multicast is sent to 10 destinations, and there are
four hops on the way to each, up to 480 packets are generated per minute
in the network, which is acceptable for sensor network applications. We
do not choose higher rates because we observed a higher level of radio
congestion, which would typically be avoided in a practical scenario.
In the simulation setting, we place the source node at (0, 0), and let it pe-
riodically deliver packets to ten destinations with an AOD of 90 degrees. The
total simulated time is 120 minutes. Other settings are left at the default.
The energy conservation model we use is random sleep scheduling. For
example, in Figure 6.11, 10% sleep scheduling with a 10 seconds toggle period
means that one node sleeps for one second in every ten seconds. Each node
has the same toggle period. We assume that there is no coordination between
nodes, since this is the model that can be most easily implemented in sensor
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networks. It is also the foundation of a variety of other more complex sleep
scheduling protocols [57, 129].
We compare uCast with SPT in this section. We don’t include GIT be-
cause it is computed in a centralized manner and it has a prohibitively high
computational cost in the presence of topological changes.
Figure 6.11 and 6.12 show the performance evaluation results. These two
experiments are carried out for a data rate of 6 packets per minute. The com-
parison results demonstrate the superiority of stateless multicast in the presence
of node state transitions. More specifically, we have the following observations.
First, as the toggle periods become shorter, we observe that the delivery ratio
for SPT multicast degrades considerably. For example, when nodes use a toggle
cycle of 10 seconds and sleep 20% of the time, only around half of all packets
successfully arrive at the destinations using the SPT tree for multicast. On
the other hand, we observe that uCast achieves a delivery ratio of around 96%,
enough for common multicast purposes. We attribute the superior performance
of uCast to its statelessness.
Second, we observe from Figure 6.12 that connection based multicast are less
scalable compared with uCast. This is quite intuitive in that as the multicast
range scales up, it is more likely for one node on the tree to a enter sleeping
state for energy conservation purposes. Therefore, there is a higher probability
for a packet delivery session to encounter a state loss.
One tentative solution to fix the state loss problem for state based protocols
is to let the last node that has successfully received the packet locally reconstruct
the SPT, once it detects that the next hop has entered a sleeping mode. This
approach will guarantee that the SPT achieves a 100% delivery ratio. However,
this approach is quite expensive. We implemented this tentative patch for SPT
and recorded how many control packets are sent out to reconstruct the SPT
structure. The results are plotted for two different multicast ranges, 250m and
500m, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.13 and 6.14.
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 demonstrate that even with only 100 packets sent from
the source, there are usually thousands of control packets required to locally
rebuild the tree. The reason is that when a state transition occurs for a node that
was initially in the SPT tree structure, it can no longer forward packets from its
upstream nodes. Therefore, the upstream node must initiate a flooding process
to try to locate the next downstream node available. In our simulation, we find
that this upstream nodes usually needs to flood packets to two-hop neighbors,
while in rare cases, three-hop neighbors are needed. Therefore, even if the tree
structure is only partially broken, the flooding process generates a considerable
amount of traffic. Of course, other modification possibilities also exist, such as
enforcing that nodes should not go to sleep when they are in multicast sessions.
However, doing so incurs non-trivial reductions in energy savings. On the other
hand, uCast has a significantly smaller overhead, because it does not need any
control packets to handle individual node state transitions. We acknowledge
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that uCast does have additional overhead in the form of destination lists in the
packet headers. This overhead, however, is usually quite small when only a few
destinations need to be enumerated.
Figure 6.15 studies the effect of the increased data rate, in which we change
the data rate to 12 packets per minute. We can observe a slight decrease in
the delivery ratio, compared with Figure 6.11. As expected, the advantages of
uCast still dominate.
6.3.4 Integration of uCast with Unicast Protocols
Another goal of uCast is to interface with different unicast protocols. We im-
plemented uCast on top of three unicast protocols: geographical forwarding,
logical coordinate based routing and graph embedding based routing. In each
of them, we made no changes to the existing unicast protocols other than ex-
tending them to provide the common comparison interface. In this section, we
first describe how we implemented the common comparison interface, followed
by performance comparisons based on simulations.
For the geographic forwarding routing protocol, we implemented the com-
parison interface based on physical distance comparisons. More specifically, the
interface returns the node that is nearer to the destination. The second rout-
ing protocol we use is the logical coordinate based routing protocol (LCR) [18].
LCR uses hop counts to a few landmarks from each node as its logical coordi-
nate vector. Based on these vectors, LCR also provides a definition of logical
distances. In the comparison interface, we simply compare the logical distances
from nodes N1 and N2 to node DEST , and the node with the smaller distance
is returned by the interface.
The way we implemented the compare interface in Graph Embedding based
Routing (GEM) [88] is a little more complex. In GEM, one node is chosen as
the root. GEM then constructs a tree structure and assigns a (level, angle)
combination to each node based on its topological position. The assigned com-
bination forms a unique identifier for each node. GEM then delivers packets
using this tree structure based on considerations of both the level and the angle
of each node. Interestingly, GEM has no definition of distance. Therefore, we
used both the level and the angle information to implement the comparison
interface. More specifically, when comparing two nodes, we followed the same
procedure as the routing process in GEM: if one node is the parent or the off-
spring of the destination node in the tree structure, and if the other node is
not, then the parent/offspring node is returned by the interface; if both nodes
are parent/offspring nodes, then the node with a level nearer to the destination
is returned; if both nodes are not parent/offspring nodes, then the node with
a nearer angle range is returned. Theoretically this approach guarantees 100%
delivery ratio if all nodes in the same level are perfectly aligned.
Figure 6.16 shows the performance evaluation results of running uCast on
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Figure 6.16: Impact of addressing schemes on traffic
the three aforementioned unicast protocols. We observe that both geographic
forwarding based and logical coordinates based routing appear quite similar in
their performances. However, uCast based on GEM shows quite different per-
formance characteristics. We attribute such differences to the more convoluted
delivery paths in GEM, which increase path lengths considerably. Another way
to explain the differences is that both logical coordinates and physical coordi-
nates are based on Cartesian-like coordinate frameworks, which are considerably
different from GEM, whose identifiers are more like polar coordinates.
6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented uCast, a unified connectionless multicast protocol
for sensor networks. The design of uCast is motivated by the observation that
state based protocols can not adapt efficiently to the network dynamics intro-
duced by energy conservation protocols. We designed and implemented uCast
on top of three different unicast routing protocols to show that it is generic. Sev-
eral conclusions are drawn from our evaluation and comparisons. First, uCast
is generally as efficient as connection based multicast protocols, even when the
network is static. Second, the connectionless nature of uCast makes it more
energy-efficient and robust in the presence of network dynamics. Finally, uCast
can be easily implemented on different unicast routing protocols.
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Chapter 7
Virtual Battery: An Energy
Reserve Abstraction
In this chapter, we present the energy isolation layer. Specifically, we present
Virtual Battery, an energy reserve abstraction that virtualizes energy sources
that give each application the illusion of having its own private energy source.
Our implementation and evaluation on the LiteOS platform demonstrates that
this abstraction is effective to provide isolation between application modules.
7.1 Motivation
Energy is generally recognized as a key bottleneck for embedded sensor nodes.
This bottleneck is exacerbated by the disparity between the rapidly growing
processing speed and the slowly improving battery capacity of computing sys-
tems. Energy virtualization is therefore of increasing importance to partition
the bottleneck resources appropriately, when multiple independent applications
share a single platform.
Prior research that addressed the energy bottleneck focused on energy con-
servation approaches in wireless sensor networks that minimize energy consump-
tion. This problem formulation inherently assumed cooperative applications,
motivating a global optimization approach.
In contrast, in this chapter, we consider sensor networks that serve as com-
mon platforms for scientific research, where the concern is with implementing
isolation as opposed to cooperative sharing. The immediate motivation of our
work comes from an outdoors sensor network testbed, currently being deployed
at the University of Illinois as a general platform for research in environmental
science. The network will serve as a common resource for multiple research
teams to use subsets of available sensors for their individual research purposes.
It will provide the necessary infrastructure including batteries, solar energy, In-
ternet access, in-field processing capacity, and in-field storage. This “public”
usage model is likely to proliferate, motivated by scenarios where the infrastruc-
ture cost needs to be amortized. For example, a sensor network for monitoring
polar ice caps might be used by independent research teams to address differ-
ent scientific observation-based questions enabled by the available access and
sensing modalities. For another example, a network deployed in a tropical rain-
forest might be shared by projects that study changes in species populations
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using acoustic traces and ones that monitor climate change effects using envi-
ronmental sensors. Not unlike high-power telescopes and other unique scientific
instrumentation, sensor networks deployed in remote areas may be “rented” by
different research teams to accomplish their tasks. A more cost-efficient usage
is achieved when more than one team can leverage the network at a time, de-
ploying their own application-specific in-situ data filtering and (pre)processing
code as opposed to shipping all raw data to base by default.
When multiple applications are deployed concurrently, they should be prop-
erly isolated from each other, so that the execution of one does not affect re-
sources “rented” to another. Resource virtualization and performance isola-
tion become key concerns. Most prior work on virtualization addressed par-
titioning of communication resources (e.g., using weighted fair queueing or
TDMA [97, 115]) and partitioning of CPU resources (e.g., using processor ca-
pacity reserves [8, 64, 83]). In contrast, motivated by the energy-constrained
nature of sensor networks, we focus on virtualization and partitioning of battery
capacity. The new abstraction is thus different from previous energy manage-
ment research in the same sense that CPU capacity reserves offer a view different
from priority scheduling.
The abstraction of energy reserves gives each application the illusion of hav-
ing its own private energy as if it were executing alone on the platform. The
application is allowed to manage its energy at will, after it is allocated with a
share of the physical battery based on factors such as how much the application
developers are willing to pay or the priority of the deployed tasks. For exam-
ple, the application may turn off the radio or duty-cycle the CPU to conserve
its energy. Since, in fact, the application is not alone, such resource manage-
ment operations are also virtualized. The energy virtualization engine manages
the physical resources accessed by multiple applications, giving each application
the illusion that their resource management calls succeeded and hence charging
their reserves only for those (virtual) resources that consume energy at the time.
We show that this illusion is implementable even on resource-constrained sensor
nodes and, in fact, results in energy savings in that true energy expended is
generally less than the sum total charged to applications per the above abstrac-
tion. For example, when two applications keep their CPU idling when not in
use, both reserves are liable to be charged for the idle energy (which they would
have consumed if they were alone), yet this energy is physically expended only
once.
This chapter makes the following main contributions. First, it provides the
first abstraction designed exclusively to support energy isolation and related
resource virtualization in wireless sensor networks. Our implementation is effi-
cient, based on modifying low level operating system code, and hence introduces
limited overhead.
Second, we demonstrate by an actual implementation that the virtual bat-
tery abstraction is feasible even on extremely resource-constrained platforms,
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such as MicaZ nodes with only 4K bytes of RAM. Energy reserves will be re-
leased as a standard feature in a future version of LiteOS. Having said so, we
do not intend this abstraction to be platform or operating system dependent.
Instead, due its low overhead, we believe that it can be easily integrated into
other representative platforms and operating systems.
Third, we perform a systematic evaluation of our implementation, demon-
strating that it is sufficient to provide the isolation needed to support sensor
networks as common research platforms shared by multiple groups of users. Al-
lowing different types of applications to run concurrently without energy inter-
ference is a crucial step towards the widespread commercialization and adoption
of wireless sensor network systems.
Finally, a note is due on what our abstraction is not. First, our goal is
to virtualize energy. Any pitfalls or energy drains that tax an application’s
battery when running (physically) alone are allowed to tax it when running on
a private virtual battery. For example, energy drained due to overhearing of
extraneous traffic, when the application keeps its radio on, will also be drained
from an application’s reserve, unless the application turns off its (virtualized)
radio. Hence, the semantics of running on a virtual battery are the same as
those of running on a real one; no better and no worse.
Second, our current work on virtual battery focuses on the reservation of
energy sources, and has not considered other aspects of scheduling, such as the
delay associated with applications before they are executed, and whether or not
applications will meet their deadlines. This choice stems from our observation
that in current sensor network applications, the CPU is usually not the resource
bottleneck, and in fact, we expect it to be mostly idle in common applications.
Furthermore, in the current LiteOS operating system, the CPU scheduler ex-
ecutes applications in best-effort manner, and has not provided support for
real-time driven scheduling. Therefore, the analysis and understanding on the
scheduling delay and meeting deadlines [4, 17, 106, 113] is orthogonal to our
present work.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 describes the
design choices of virtual battery. Section 7.3 describes the implementation de-
tails of virtual battery on the LiteOS operating system. Section 7.4 provides
evaluation results. Section 7.5 concludes this chapter.
7.2 Design
7.2.1 Overview
Core to the energy reserve abstraction is an interface called battery capacity
reserve. This interface allows applications to reserve a portion of the battery. If
reserved successfully, this energy portion can be managed by the application at
will. The application terminates once its energy reserve is depleted. The design
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details of this interface are described in the following sections.
7.2.2 Design Requirements
To support a pure virtual battery interface, the design should allow an applica-
tion to specify only how much energy it reserves in total. This energy reserve
becomes its virtual battery. No other limitations or parameters are imposed.
However, to aide the application with energy management, our energy reserve
abstraction exports a few more parameters that are useful for energy-constrained
systems, but are not typically implemented in regular physical batteries.
First, physical batteries (to a first degree of approximation) make all their
stored energy available for use at one time. This is analogous to receiving one
lump payment into a bank account. The user is free to spend as much or as
little of it as they wish. In practice, some may prefer an annuity over the
lump sum payment. Hence, a virtual battery could help the application “pace
itself” by making its allotted energy available in smaller installments over time
(into a logical energy account). The unspent account balance will accumulate
if not used. Hence, an application may define a desired lifetime and a payment
interval. The total energy due over the lifetime is then divided by the number of
payments and deposited into the application’s reserve at the period indicated.
Note that, the above does not mean that the application must spend equal
amounts of energy over time. The application may choose to save its energy for
some time, then spend the savings at a faster rate.
Continuing with the financial analogy, another related issue is account over-
draft. What happens if the application spends more energy than is currently
available in their account? Some applications may prefer overdraft protection
(i.e., no overdraft). Others may prefer a credit line that allows them to borrow
from future payments. Hence, our virtual battery abstraction allows a config-
urable credit line to be established. An application may spend its energy until
the balance of their account becomes negative by an amount equal to the credit
line.
Finally, an application may have some idea about their peak energy con-
sumption. If peak consumption is exceeded, it would be useful to have a protec-
tion mechanism that enforces the maximum burn rate and alerts the application.
The virtual battery provides a mechanism for such enforcement.
The design also calls for systematic support for virtualizing activities that
involve energy management, to provide the illusion that each task is executed
exactly the same as if it were alone. We call this illusion, energy isolation. For
example, if tasks manage their energy by turning off the radio or duty-cycling
the CPU, such activities should still succeed. Since the task is, in fact, not
alone, a virtualization engine should manage the physical resources accessed by
multiple applications, and virtualize them to support concurrent, potentially
conflicting, requests. The energy isolation abstraction is defined has the follow-
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ing two requirements:
• Portability: First, an application that performs energy management (when
running alone on a real battery) should not have to change its code when
ported over to run on a shared platform with virtual batteries. Hence,
calls such as those that put the processor to sleep must not have to change
when running on the shared platform (although their behavior may need
to change since, on a shared platform, other applications also need the
resource).
• Energy compatibility: Second, the virtualized energy management calls on
the shared platform must result in at most the same energy consumption
that the application would have incurred if it were executing them on
a dedicated platform alone. This ensures that virtualization does not
degrade energy savings.
Below, we describe virtual batteries in more detail and present mechanisms
that maintain energy reserves and enforce energy isolation.
7.2.3 The Energy Reserve Abstraction
To address the above design requirements, the energy reserve interface comprises
of a five-component tuple. For a task Ti, its tuple is denoted by (Wi, Ni, Li, Ci, Bi),
where:
• Wi is the percentage of total (physical) battery energy reserved by this
task.
• Ni is the number of energy installments (annuity payments) requested.
• Li is the expected task lifetime.
• Ci is the credit line rate, which defines the maximum amount of energy
the task can borrow from future installments, as a fraction of the total
amount of remaining installments due.
• Bi is the maximum energy burn rate.
Given a total physical battery capacity, E, application i is thus allotted
a total amount of energy WiE (allocated in lump sum or in regular annuity
installments). The expected lifetime Li divided by the number of installments
requested, Ni, gives the period of installment payments, which we call epoches ,
Pi = Li/Ni. The first installment occurs at system start time. If Ni = 1, a
lump sum allocation is requested.
When Ni > 1, the credit line, Ci, decides the maximum amount of energy
a task can overdraft its account by. Note that, unlike the case with banking
transactions, a task cannot return energy to the battery. Hence, it can only
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borrow from its own future energy installments. The parameter Ci is therefore
defined as the fraction of remaining energy due to that task that the task can
overdraft its account by. If the task received ni payments out ofNi, its remaining
payments add up to WiE(1 − ni/Ni) and the maximum allowable negative
balance of its account becomes CiWiE(1 − ni/Ni). If the balance drops below
that point, the task will be suspended. If Ci is 0, no negative balance is allowed.
If Ci is 1, all remaining energy can be used at any time. The overdraft is
evaluated at epoch boundaries. A task suspended in one epoch might become
eligible to resume when the next energy installment arrives at the next epoch.
The last parameter of the tuple, Bi, is the maximum burn rate, which limits
the maximum rate at which a task can consume energy. For an epoch of length
Pi, it translates into a maximum amount of energy, equal to BiPi, that the task
can spend. Once that amount is reached within an epoch, the task is suspended
until the end of the epoch, and a flag is set to indicate that the maximum burn
rate was exceeded. The task may inspect this flag when it is allowed to resume.
Our energy management software maintains the energy balances for all tasks.
For each task, Ti, an energy account balance, Energyi, is maintained, and the
number of installments, ni, that the task already received is counted. The
maximum allowable overdraft, Maxoveri, is also maintained for each task. At
the beginning of an epoch for task Ti, these variables are updated as follows.
Here, ni is always limited by Ni:
ni ← ni + 1; (7.1)
Energyi ← Energyi +Wi ∗ E/Ni (7.2)
Maxoveri = CiWiE(1 − ni/Ni) (7.3)
Let δi be a running counter of the amount of energy task Ti spends in its
current epoch. A task is suspended if:
δi ≥ BiPi, or (7.4)
Energyi − δi ≤ −Maxoveri (7.5)
The virtual battery abstraction supports flexible energy management policies
chosen by applications. Figure 7.1 shows several examples. In this figure, task A
chooses lump sum energy allocation. Therefore, this task receives all its reserved
energy at the beginning of its lifetime (and, in this example, quickly consumes
it). Tasks B, C, and D all choose multiple installments. Additionally, task B
requests a non-zero credit line, while task C sets its credit rate to 0. Task B
always uses the maximum amount of credit, while in contrast, task C spends
energy more evenly. Finally, task D accumulates its received energy for the first
several epoches, and later consumes it in a relatively short period of time. The
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figure is strictly for conceptual illustration, while measurement based data are
shown in Section 7.4.
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Figure 7.1: Examples of energy tuple settings
7.2.4 Addressing Design Requirements
To support energy reserves, our design consists of two subsystems: (i) the energy
reserve manager for performing accounting and enforcement per the energy re-
serve abstraction described above, and (ii) the virtualization engine for enforcing
energy isolation. Their relationship is illustrated in Figure 7.2.
Task Energy Reserve 
Manager
Virtualized Hardware
Environment
Virtualization
 Engine
Accounting and 
Enforcement
Figure 7.2: Design architecture for supporting energy reserve abstraction
The energy reserve manager enforces the battery capacity reserve interface
by accounting, replenishing, and if needed, suspending application tasks. Based
on modifications to critical points in the task execution, such as context switches
and device driver invocations, the manager enforces that tasks do not consume
more energy than reserved. The manager associates energy reserves with logical
tasks instead of threads, even though in most operating systems, threads are the
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basic units of scheduling. Here, a logical task (henceforth, simply a “task”) refers
to the traditional notion of operating system processes. Associating reserves
with tasks instead of threads has two advantages. First, a task may consist
of multiple threads that collectively serve one application purpose. Therefore,
tasks are more meaningful units to be associated with energy quotas. Second,
sometimes one thread is executed on behalf of different tasks. For example, a
routing protocol thread may be used by multiple applications to deliver packets
at different times. Binding such threads with its own energy quota, therefore,
is meaningless.
The second subsystem, the virtualization engine, provides a virtualized hard-
ware environment to applications. It converts original device driver operations,
such as duty-cycling CPU or turning off the radio, into functions that may or
may not change the state of the physical hardware. For example, one task
should not turn off the radio as long as the radio is still being used by another
task.
Conceptually, virtualization occurs as follows. Consider a device, such as
the CPU or the radio, that has multiple energy modes (e.g., on and off). Calls
that control the energy mode of such a device are re-implemented by the virtu-
alization engine. A default mode is adopted for each device. If the application
has not made an explicit call to set the mode, it is said to have requested the de-
fault mode. When applications request conflicting modes for a device (e.g., one
application keeps the radio on by default, while another requests to turn it off),
the mode with the largest energy consumption is adopted and the application
that requested it is charged. An implicit assumption we make is that perfor-
mance improves with energy consumption. Hence, the mode with the largest
energy consumption gives the best performance of all those actually requested.
In other words, it errs on the safe side performance-wise. The same principle
also applies for devices with more than two power modes.
One key observation on our virtualization scheme is that it satisfies the two
requirements of energy isolation described in Section 7.2.2. First, by construc-
tion of the API, our virtualization engine satisfies portability. In its imple-
mentation based on LiteOS, applications can run either on a dedicated (single
user) version of LiteOS or on a shared (multi-user) version. The energy mode
management calls in both are the same, hence, user applications don’t need to
be modified. But the calls in the multi-user version do not actually set the
requested modes. Rather, they behave as discussed above.
Second, energy compatibility is achieved because when multiple applica-
tions request conflicting energy modes, one of the conflicting requests is always
granted and the application is charged for that mode. Since the energy of that
mode is, in fact, incurred only once, the other applications need not be charged
at all. Hence, from any one application’s perspective, it is either charged cor-
rectly or not charged at all. Therefore, the energy consumption from its reserve
is no more than if it has in fact been running alone.
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Observe that it is not the intent of energy isolation to virtualize the resources
completely. For example, we do not address the fact that when more tasks share
the same resource, such as the CPU, the performance degrades. This issue has
been addressed in previous publications on resource virtualization and is not
the concern of this chapter [8, 64, 83]. Another example is the situation when
two tasks, for example, try to configure the radio to operate on two different
frequencies. These calls are not allowed on our multi-user platform as they
interfere with application performance. For example, if one application sets the
radio to a new channel, another might not be able to receive messages. Direct
calls to set radio frequency are thus not allowed. Virtualizing these calls is not
the concern of energy isolation.
In the current implementation, we virtualize radio and CPU energy manage-
ment as follows. A device is physically turned off only when everyone requested
that it be turned off. Otherwise, it is kept on and those applications that re-
quested it to be on share the cost. If an application turns a device off, it is not
allowed to use it regardless of whether the device has in fact been turned off.
This preserves the semantics of device calls causing application behavior to be
the same as when running on a dedicated machine. Hence, in our implementa-
tion, we also virtualize device calls so that device calls will fail when the device
is logically off when in fact it is physically on.
Finally, we do not address issues of malicious applications in this chapter.
After all, the applications can still directly access hardware using low-level APIs
and by-pass our abstractions. When different parties submit source code to
execute on the shared platform, a central compile-time check can be performed
to ascertain that the new application is not malicious (i.e., meets certain safety
properties). If the compiler cannot determine with certainty that the code
meets such properties (i.e., is not accessing restricted interfaces), it is returned
for possible non-compliance. Verification of safety properties has been an active
area of research and, as such, is not the focus of this chapter.
7.3 Implementation
We have implemented the virtual battery system on LiteOS [21], a thread-
based operating system that provides Unix-like abstractions for operating and
programming resource-constrained sensor nodes. It supports multiple applica-
tions to be concurrently executed as threads, which are bridged with the kernel
through a suite of system calls.
Our implementation consists of two parts, the energy reserve manager, and
the virtualization engine. For the former, we describe how we implement ac-
counting and energy reserves. For the latter, we describe its virtualization of
device driver operations.
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7.3.1 Implementing the Energy Reserve Manager
Energy Control Blocks
The key data structure we implement to support energy reserves is energy con-
trol blocks (ECBs), illustrated in Figure 7.3. Associated to application tasks,
ECBs encompass all energy consumed by their activities. Such activities may
involve reading sensors, data processing, writing to files, etc. In addition to
the five component tuple (Wi, Ni, Li, Ci, Bi), ECBs also keep up-to-date infor-
mation on the energy consumption of tasks, such as remaining energy and the
elapsed time, as part of the current state of tasks. Observe that one ECB block
may be associated with multiple threads through runtime bindings, allowing us
to control their aggregate energy consumption.
Task identifier
Control tuple 
(Wi, Pi, Li, Ci, Bi)
Current state
Data Structures of Energy 
Control Blocks (ECB)
Thread 
bindings
Figure 7.3: ECB block structure
The LiteOS Execution Model
The way that the energy reserve manager accounts for energy consumption of
tasks is closely related to the execution model of LiteOS, as shown in Figure 7.4.
In this model, the kernel is a priority based scheduler that loops over a queue of
posted LiteOS jobs. When no new job is available, the kernel is put into sleep
mode. Otherwise, it processes existing jobs following the default scheduling
policy.
To execute a thread, a job named threadtask is posted, which invokes the
switch to thread function. This function saves the current execution context,
switches to the user thread, and yields the CPU. During the execution of a
thread, it may access kernel services, such as device driver operations, via system
calls. Some device driver operations require the thread to temporarily yield CPU
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Figure 7.4: LiteOS execution model
back to the kernel, so that the kernel can perform actions on behalf of itself.
The following code example shows such an operation, where a thread reads data
from an external file.
1 void mfread(MYFILE *fp, void *buffer, int nBytes)
2 {
3 current thread = getCurrentThread(); /* get thread handle */
4 currentthreadindex = getCurrentThreadIndex();
5 mfile = getFileMutexAddress();
6 Mutex lock(mfile);
7 /* Next set up the control parameters */
8 (*current thread)->filedata.filestate.fileptr = (uint8 t*)fp;
9 (*current thread)->filedata.filestate.bufferptr = (uint8 t*)buffer;
10 (*current thread)->filedata.filestate.bytes = nBytes;
11 readFileSysCall();
12 Barrier block(7, 3); /* wait for the kernel to perform file read */
13 Mutex unlock(mfile); /* the kernel returns CPU to the thread */
14 return;
15 }
As the kernel may perform activities on behalf of application threads, ac-
curate accounting of thread energy consumption should extend to the kernel.
The file reading operation is not the only one that requires kernel service in
LiteOS. Table 7.1 shows a list of representative activities performed through
system calls, and whether this activity extends to the kernel through context
switches.
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Kernel Task List
Name of the Operation Parameters need
for accounting
Context
switch
Led operations None No
Create a file File Name Yes
Read a file Length of the file Yes
Write a file Length of the file Yes
ADC sensor sampling Sensor types No
Radio send operation Message length Yes
Radio receive operation Message length Yes
Serial port send opera-
tion
Message length Yes
Serial port receive op-
eration
Message length Yes
Read data from
EERPOM
Length of data No
Write data to
EERPOM
Length of data No
Table 7.1: Kernel services provided through system calls
Energy Accounting
The reserve manager implements energy accounting in software, where it in-
struments critical functions in the kernel to gather energy related information.
It then converts such information into energy consumption in joules. Table 7.2
shows the different types of energy accounting, the instrumented functions, the
collected information, and the energy conversion details.
Accounting for Consumed CPU Cycles To estimate energy consump-
tion for CPU cycles, the reserve manager counts how many CPU cycles are
consumed and for what purposes, then converts them into energy cost. There
are two generic purposes of consumed CPU cycles: those for kernel processing
of jobs and context switches, and those for executing threads, where each thread
belongs to an accountable entity that is charged for energy consumption. De-
pending on type, interrupts also fall into one of these two purposes. To account
for consumed cycles, the manager instruments the kernel at critical execution
points, such as the start and the end of context switches, and keeps timestamps
when these points are reached. The intervals between consecutive critical points
are associated with accountable entities, which are in turn charged by converting
CPU cycles into joules.
We first describe how the manager maintains timestamps. The default timer
provided by LiteOS is 8-bit with a maximum clock frequency of 32.768KHz,
insufficient to provide the high resolution accounting needed for counting CPU
cycles. We implemented a separate high resolution timer that provides a 48-
bit cycle-accurate global timer through three 16-bit counters. Technically, the
microcontroller hardware (Atmega128) provides two 16-bit timers (Timer 1 and
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Type of ac-
tivities
Instrumented
functions
Collected infor-
mation
Energy cost (Mea-
surement details
in Section 7.4.1)
CPU cy-
cles for
application
processing
Critical ker-
nel functions, e.g.
switch to thread(),
yield thread(),
thread task()
Number of CPU
cycles through
timestamps
3.26µJ per 1000
cycles
Sensor
samplings
Included in CPU
cycle accounting
- -
EEPROM
operations
Included in CPU
cycle accounting
- -
Serial port
operations
Included in CPU
cycle accounting
- -
CPU cycles
for kernel
processing
Critical kernel
functions and
interrupt handlers
Number of CPU
cycles through
timestamps
3.26 µJ per 1000
cycles
Energy cost
for file op-
erations
LiteOS API
functions, e.g.,
mfopen(),mfclose(),
mfread(),
mfwrite()
Number of read-
/write bytes
∼0µJ per byte
read, and 11.81µJ
per byte written
Energy cost
for radio
operations
LiteOS API
functions, e.g.,
radioSend(),
radioReceive()
Number of
send/receive
bytes
1.67µJ per byte
sent, and 1.8 µJ
per byte received
Hardware
energy cost
Provided by the
virtualization
engine, accounted
by associating
soft state to tasks
and timestamping
device driver
operations for
calculating the
energy cost
Device driver in-
vocations
Depending on de-
vice
Table 7.2: Energy accounting instrumentation for the kernel
Timer 3), but one of them (Timer 1) is already used by the CC2420 radio
of MicaZ. Our implementation is based on the remaining one, Timer 3. One
implementing challenge of this timing service is to accurately read out counter
values, as the Atmega128 controller does not support atomic reads of 16-bit
registers. In fact, every read operation of the counter consumes multiple CPU
cycles, during which the counter is still counting. Our implementation therefore
consists of a software-based adjustment module that ensures the accuracy of the
timing service.
Note that the estimate on consumed CPU cycles already takes into account
certain device driver invocations that do not require context switches, including
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reading ADC sensors, EEPROM operations, and serial port operations. Such
device operations are not addressed separately.
Accounting for Device Driver Operations The second source of energy
consumption is device driver operations that require context switches, such as
sending and receiving packets through the radio. Such operations consume
additional energy by drawing more energy with the use of external circuits,
whose cost not only depends on the parameters of the operations, such as the
length of data packets, but also on device configurations, such as the level of
transmitting power for radio activities.
Our key insight to simplify energy accounting for device driver invocations
is that their operations usually consist of a series of atomic actions, each with
constant energy consumption. For example, a file write operation comprises of
a series of identical, byte level serial flash writes. By pre-measuring the energy
consumption of writing one byte, the reserve manager can estimate accurately
the energy cost by simply counting how many bytes are passed as the parameter.
Following this approach, we instrumented the LiteOS library APIs for such
device driver invocations, as shown earlier in Table 7.1, to estimate energy
consumption based on their parameters. Note that such instrumentation should
only modify sufficiently low level APIs that can be decomposed into actions with
constant energy cost. As a counterexample, the sending function provided by a
MAC layer protocol should not be used because packets may be sent multiple
times by the MAC layer, consuming variable amount of energy.
Accounting for Hardware Usage The third source of energy consump-
tion that we account for is energy consumed by hardware. Such accounting is
performed jointly with the virtualization engine, based on the usage profile of
hardware devices by tasks. For example, if only one task requires the radio to
be turned on, it will be the only task whose reserve will be charged for energy
consumption.
7.3.2 Implementing the Virtualization Engine
As the virtual battery abstraction allows tasks to manage their own energy re-
serve to conserve energy, another subsystem we implement is the virtualization
engine that provides an illusion that the energy saving protocols used by appli-
cations continue to be effective. Such protocols have been extensively studied
in sensor networks, but most of them are based on the assumption that an ap-
plication is executed alone on the platform. For multiple applications sharing
the same platform, their energy management protocols may be in conflict with
each other, calling for isolation and virtualization of their resource management
calls.
In our current implementation on LiteOS, we address two types of energy
management calls: duty-cycling the CPU and duty-cycling the radio. The union
of these calls are sufficient to express most energy conservation protocols de-
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signed for sensor networks.
CPU Duty Scheduling Virtualization
The duty scheduling management provided by LiteOS allows the microcontroller
to enter power-save mode for a flexible period of time. When the watchdog timer
is disabled, this mode consumes 8µA of energy, or 0.1% of the 8mA consumed
in active mode, revealing a great potential for energy management protocols to
increase system lifetime.
Because duty scheduling calls only assume one of two states, their virtualiza-
tion is simple. The virtualization engine instruments the duty scheduling calls
from multiple applications by keeping the device in the mode with the largest
energy consumption, in this case, keeping the device in the on state as long
as at least one task requests so. The device is turned off when it is no longer
requested by any active task.
Besides virtualizing duty scheduling, the engine also provides accounting
information to the reserve manager, based on requests made by tasks. If one
task has logically put the CPU into the power-save mode, it is no longer charged
for the CPU energy even if, physically, the CPU is still active, whose energy
cost is charged against only those tasks that require it to stay active.
Radio Duty-cycling Virtualization
Another primary source of energy consumption is radio operations. The CC2420
radio installed on MicaZ supports multiple modes of operation with different
current draws, such as voltage-off mode (0.02µA), power-down mode (20µA),
idle mode (426µA), transmit mode (8.5−17.4mA), and receive mode (18.8mA).
It is therefore advisable for tasks to turn the radio into power down or voltage
off mode to save energy when the radio is not being used.
Virtualized radio duty-cycling is implemented by keeping the radio in the
mode that consumes maximum amount of energy when multiple requests are
received. When one task invokes the RadioVerfOff() function to turn off the
radio voltage regulator, the physical radio is not turned off until every task has
invoked the same function. On the other hand, one task is no longer charged of
energy cost after it invokes RadioVerfOff(), effectively putting its virtualized
radio into off state. All packets sent by this task following a RadioVerfOff()
request are ignored by the engine to provide an illusion that the semantics of
the task remain the same.
7.4 Evaluations
In this section, we systematically evaluate the virtual battery abstraction in two
parts. First, we empirically choose the parameters we use for energy account-
ing, such as the energy cost of CPU cycles, radio operations, and file system
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operations. Then, we show that the virtual battery mechanism succeeds at ex-
porting the private reserve abstraction accurately for both CPU-bound tasks
and I/O-bound tasks.
7.4.1 Measuring Energy Consumption for System
Operations
For accurate accounting energy for tasks, we need the energy consumption of
various system operations. In addition to consulting data sheets of MicaZ [36],
Atmega128 [6] and CC2420 radio chip [33], we also carry out extensive experi-
ments with a power meter and an oscilloscope to measure (and to verify) their
energy consumption. The results have been summarized earlier in Table 7.2, and
we describe our main procedure as follows. To measure the energy cost of cer-
tain operation (e.g., writing to flash), we run the same operation (for example,
writing to the flash by a low level system call atmelflashread()) repeatedly
with a very short period (say, 50ms), and observe the power consumption by
the mote for this operation. We connect the mote with a 3 volt DC battery,
in series with a tiny resistor (6.1Ω). Since the operation is periodic, the mote
almost consumes a constant current, although there are some flicks when it con-
sumes additional power by writing to flash. To get a stable reading, we attach
a big capacitor (3.5F) in parallel with the resistor. Figure 7.4.1 shows the setup
of this experiment.
3.5 Farad
_
++
_
6.1 ohm
Oscilloscope
MicaZ mote
DC battery
3.0 volt
Figure 7.5: Experiment setup for measuring energy costs.
CPU According to MicaZ data sheet, when in idle mode and the radio off, the
mote’s CPU draws 8mA current, meaning it consumes 8 × 3 = 24mW power.
In turn, for 1000 cycles, it consumes 8×3×10007.3728×106 = 3.26µJ. In experiment we
measured its current to be 8.85mA, which is pretty close. In turn, for 1000
cycles, it consumes 3.43µJ in experiments.
Radio operation For radio energy consumption, we deduce most values from
CC2420 data sheet and we tried to verify the values by the real lab experiments.
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Figure 7.6: Remaining energy vs time
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Figure 7.7: Accumulated energy consumption vs time
For measuring sending cost, we repeated send packets of size 50 bytes for every
50ms, and we measured the current going into the mote. Experiments show
that the mote draws 21.31mA current. Hence the radio consumption is 21.31−
8.85 = 12.46mA (CPU consumption is deducted). But the data sheet says
while sending, radio chip draws 17.4mA at 0dBm. Hence, our result does not
exactly match with the data sheet. In receiving mode (idle listening), the mote
takes 19.7mA according to the data sheet, and experiments find 27.86− 8.85 =
19.01mA, which is very close. It’s interesting that CC2420 consumes more
energy for receiving than sending.
Assuming 12.46mA consumption for sending bytes, we can compute the per
byte energy cost for sending packets. The chip CC2420 sends at rate 250kbps,
for every byte it consumes 12.46×3×8250×103 = 1.20µJ, whereas according to data sheet
it is 1.67µJ. Similarly, for receiving, we get 1.82µJ/byte from the experiment
and 1.80µJ/byte from data sheet. In our following experiments, because our
results are not sensitive to the particular chosen metrics, we still decide to use
the values from the data sheet.
Flash read/write To measure energy cost of read/write operation to flash,
we turn the radio off. While reading from the flash, we repeatedly read con-
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Figure 7.8: Accumulated energy consumption vs time
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Figure 7.9: Remaining energy vs time
secutive flash pages (each page is of 264 bytes) with a 50ms interval. We do
not read the same page again and again, because in that case the page will
be served from a cache in the serial flash hardware instead of flash itself. In
our experiment, we see no extra current drawing other than CPU for this read
operation. Whatever amount and rate we read from the flash, we always see the
constant CPU current 8.85mA. In the literature, [80] reported the measurement
results as 0.26µJ per byte, supposedly using a different approach. In the data
sheets [7], the energy consumption for read operation with 3V voltage is not
provided.
For writing to the flash, we did the same experiment – write bytes to con-
secutive flash pages with 100ms intervals. When we write 1 page (264bytes)
in every 100ms and we see the current 19.67mA. Therefore, the mote con-
sumes 19.67 × 3 = 59.01mJ in every second. This energy includes both CPU
and flash write. Because in one second, we write 10 pages, i.e., 2640bytes,
and CPU takes 8.85 × 3 = 26.55µJ, we can calculate the energy per byte as
59.01−26.55
2640 = 12.29µJ. In another experiment, we write 2 pages in every 100ms,
and obtain a result of 11.27µJ/byte (current 28.69mA). In the third experiment,
we write 3 pages, and get 11.86µJ/byte (current 40.16mA). Therefore, on the
average, the energy cost for writing to flash is 11.81µJ/byte.
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Figure 7.10: Accumulated energy consumption vs time
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Figure 7.11: Accumulated energy consumption vs time
Other activities There are three types of operations whose cost is already
included in CPU cycles. These activities are sensor readings, serial port com-
munication, and EEPROM operations. Their cost is not accounted separately.
Note that if the virtual battery mechanism is extended to other platforms, the
sensing board may draw additional energy, calling for separate accounting.
7.4.2 Evaluating the Efficacy of the Virtual Battery
Abstraction
We instrumented the LiteOS kernel with the energy reserve manager and the
virtualization engine. The kernel without instrumentation compiles to 83196
bytes of code and 2311 bytes of RAM. After instrumentation (including code
for our experiments), the kernel compiles to 94326 bytes of code and 2648 bytes
of RAM. We consider the increase in memory footprint to be moderate, given
that we have modified the kernel extensively to provide energy isolation and
virtualization. All experiments are based on LiteOS 0.3.3 running on MicaZ
node.
We run multiple concurrent applications through the LiteOS shell with dif-
ferent energy reserves, and observe their energy consumption over time. To
check the state of energy consumption, we periodically send the ECB contents
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Figure 7.13: Accumulated energy consumption vs time
of tasks over the serial port to the computer, and analyze the data to profile
the task behavior. The difference between readings on remaining energy reflects
energy consumption of tasks over time.
In the first experiment, we run three CPU-bound applications that perform
intensive computing. We set the epoches to be the same for these applications.
For these three tasks, we use two different settings. In the first, the energy
reserves of tasks are equal, that is, with ratio of (1:1:1). Each task reserve 33.3%
of the total energy. In the second, the reserves are set with a ratio of (1:2:3),
where tasks reserve 16.7%, 33.3%, and 50% of the total energy, respectively. We
set the credit line rate as 2.5% for tasks. We intentionally use a relatively small
number of epoches to illustrate the change of available credit with time. In real
systems, application lifetime will be much larger and the change of credit line
in a short period of time may not be observable.
More specifically, the energy reserve tuples for the three CPU-bound tasks
are (W = 33.3%, N = 20, L = 400s, C = 2.5%, B = 100mJ/s). The total energy
E is 3000mJ. While this is much smaller than typical battery can provide, it is
sufficient for our evaluation purposes. A small E also helps us better observe
the trend of the credit line. The maximum energy burn rate B is chosen to
be sufficiently large in the experiments. The results for this evaluation are
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Figure 7.15: Remaining energy vs time
shown in Figure 7.6 to Figure 7.11. First, observe the energy reserves are
enforced well, especially after the applications enter steady state. Also, the
credit line decreases with time, because it is defined as proportional to the total
remaining energy. Finally, the figures show that in the steady state, the energy
consumption fraction of task Ti converges to Wi.
In the second experiment, we run two I/O-bound applications. The first ap-
plication repeatedly sends packets containing a “hello, world” message through
the radio for every 20ms. The second application repeatedly sends a con-
stant length string over the serial port for every 20ms. We experiment with
two energy reserve ratios, (1:1) and (3:7), respectively. The total energy E
is 3200mJ. In the first setting, the energy reserve tuples for both tasks are
(W = 50%, N = 20, L = 350s, C = 2.5%, B = 100mJ/s). In the second set-
ting, the energy reserve tuples are (W = 30%(task1)/70%(task2), N = 20, L =
350s, C = 2.5%, B = 100mJ/s). The results are shown in Figure 7.12 to Fig-
ure 7.17. Observe that again, the energy reserves for both tasks are well en-
forced, the credit line decreases, and the energy consumption fractions of tasks
converge to W .
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7.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented the energy reserve abstraction for embedded sensor
networks. To our knowledge, it is the first energy isolation and virtualization
mechanism that provides energy reserve abstraction for resource-constrained
sensor networks. It allows applications to reserve energy for their private use,
and guarantees the availability of energy for successful reservations. By virtu-
alizing the physical battery, it provides similar abstractions to CPU capacity
reserves. We implemented a prototype of this abstraction on the LiteOS op-
eration system running on MicaZ nodes. Our implementation and evaluation
results demonstrate that it succeeds at exporting the private reserve abstraction
accurately and at an acceptable system overhead.
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Chapter 8
Related Work
Recent advances in sensor networks have motivated a rich body of literature
that addresses various related research challenges. In this chapter, we discuss
the relevant work to demonstrate the novelty of our research. This chapter is
organized as follows. Section 8.1 introduces the related work on duty scheduling
protocols. Section 8.2 introduces the related work on energy-efficient commu-
nication protocols. Section 8.3 introduces the related work on energy isolation
and virtualization.
8.1 Related Work for Duty Scheduling
Protocols
Research on minimizing energy consumption [32, 49, 93, 110, 131] has been one
central topic in sensor networks in recent years. Various effective techniques
have been proposed, evaluated and implemented. One key consideration in
node sleep scheduling is sensing coverage. As more nodes go to sleep, their
aggregate sensing coverage decreases. Sleep scheduling protocols that maintain
full sensing coverage have been proposed in the literature [81, 117, 123]. The full
sensing coverage model is very suitable for areas where continuous vigilance is
required, but consumes considerable energy. In fact, there exists a lower bound
on the minimal energy consumption if the requirement of full sensing coverage is
fulfilled. Therefore, the designer may wish to only keep partial sensing coverage
in exchange for a longer product lifetime. It is this type of node scheduling
protocols that draws our attention.
In our design of node sleep scheduling protocols, we achieve two goals. First,
we want to understand the relationship between node sleep scheduling and par-
tial sensing coverage. Second, we want to optimize the sleep scheduling so that
sensing coverage quality and network connectivity can be improved without ad-
ditional energy consumption. There has been some work in these two directions,
and we now describe them separately.
In the first research direction, one related topic that has been well studied
is tracking and surveillance [5, 82, 75, 111, 116, 119, 128, 122]. In these efforts,
various tracking approaches are examined to optimize the overall surveillance
quality. In particular, recent research efforts [55, 43, 101] have turned attention
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to the study of target tracking under partial sensing coverage. For example, Gui
and Mohapatra [55] proposed to use the average traveled distance of intruding
targets as the primary metric for quality of surveillance. This is consistent
with the model proposed in our node scheduling layer, where detection delay
is used. However, the work by Gui and Mohapatra didn’t address the precise
determination of this metric. Instead, they used an approximation model based
on coverage process theory. Their attention is mainly focused on evaluating
various sleep models with respect to the average travel length, which leads to
considerably different results compared to ours. The work by Ren et al. [101]
considers an equivalent problem to the type II target detection in our proposed
quantitative model. However, the work by Ren is less complete than our work in
that we derive closed-form expressions for four different scenarios, whereas the
work by Ren only considers fast targets and does not present closed-form results
for detection delay. Another interesting work is by Hsin and Liu [43], which
considered the effect of different random and coordinated scheduling approaches,
but provides no closed-form results. Therefore, our work is sufficiently different
from these previous research efforts.
The related work to the second research direction, optimizing sleep schedul-
ing in partial sensing coverage, is mostly on connectivity, while our work is the
first to present sleep scheduling optimization on partial sensing coverage. For
example, the work presented by Goldberg [53] uses a low-power VLSI wake-
up detector for acoustic surveillance in sensor networks. Also relevant to our
analysis for delivery latency is the work by Dousse [38], which addresses this
issue through an extension of first passage percolation theory for completely
uncoordinated scheduling. Similarly, the work by Chiasserini [31] addresses this
issue through a Markov model based approach, where distribution of the data
delivery delay is analytically determined. The TinyDB project [2] uses a slotted
approach for communication scheduling, where nodes determine their wakeup
times based on their relative positions in the aggregation tree. Our work is
different from these efforts primarily in that we propose streamlined wakeup
scheduling of nodes, an approach that further reduces the delivery latency.
8.2 Related Work for Energy-efficient
Communication Protocols
In designing the energy-efficient communication layer, we presented three pro-
tocols: CBF, LCR, and uCast. In this section, we describe the related work to
these three protocols separately.
8.2.1 Related Work to CBF
In our design of CBF, we achieve two goals: reliability and energy-efficiency.
We next describe the related work to these two research directions. In the
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direction of reliability, the problem is motivated by the research on radio prop-
erties [30, 133]. Such studies indicate that the wireless links between low power
sensor devices are extremely unreliable. Specifically, Woo [126] points out the
existence of three distinct data reception regions within a radio range: fully
connected, transitional, and disconnected regions. In the transitional region,
the reception of data becomes highly varied. Meanwhile, it is observed that, in
realistic systems, the radio quality is severely affected by the multi-path effect,
reflection, diffusion, scattering and ground attenuation [57, 116].
Many reliable communication protocols have been designed, evaluated and
implemented [34, 105, 114]. Some protocols focus on reliability as the primary
design goal. For example, RMST [114] (Reliable Multi-Segment Transport)
tracks packet fragments so that receiver-initiated requests, using NACK control
packets, can be satisfied when individual pieces of an application payload get
lost. Another work is the transport layer design of Wisden [127]. The transport
layer of Wisden shares some features of RMST and uses overhearing to detect
packet losses. In addition, robust data delivery [48] simultaneously sends packets
along multiple paths at the expense of increased communication overhead.
Recently there also have been some protocols designed to address both re-
liability and congestion. Among them are CODA [121] and ESRT [103]. Both
protocols are more focused on how to reduce congestion through various tech-
niques. Specifically, CODA uses a sampling of the channel to determine whether
the channel is currently congested, and if it is, nodes decrease the traffic allowed.
Alternatively, ESRT monitors the current network state based on the congestion
conditions in the network. Such conditions guide ESRT to adjust the reporting
frequency of the source node to maintain event-to-sink reliability dynamically.
The topic of energy efficiency has also received a lot of interest in the liter-
ature. Representative protocols include Fusion [60] and a revised geographical
forwarding proposed by Seada et al. [105]. Both protocols discussed possible
enhancements on efficiency. In Fusion, the main topic is how to leverage various
congestion-control mechanisms to increase efficiency. In the work by Seada [105],
the authors studied how to minimize the energy spent in geographical routing,
therefore increasing efficiency as well.
While the previous approaches are quite useful, the energy efficiency of these
protocols could be considerably affected by unreliable links. When weak links
are chosen, these protocols may introduce excessive energy overhead by retrans-
mitting lost packets. To solve this problem, recently, researchers have studied
improving energy-efficiency using a class of techniques called cooperative com-
munication. We refer to the paper by Hunter and Hedayat [91] as a survey
of this topic, and refer to ExOR [11], MRD [84] and ROMER [132] as recent
protocols. However, as we discussed in Section 4.1, these protocols are different
from our work in terms of the assumptions, goals, and approaches. Because of
the unique challenges of sensor networks, they cannot be directly ported and
used.
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In sensor networks, the only work we know of that takes inspiration from
cooperative communication is SPaC [39]. The key idea of this protocol is that
nodes combine multiple corrupted packets into correct packets. SPaC allows
one node to receive two or more corrupted versions of a packet from its up-
stream nodes through overhearing. The focus of SPaC is thus on reliability.
By allowing multiple copies of the same data packet, SPaC also increases the
demand for storage space and computation overhead of sensor nodes. The work
we presented, the cluster based forwarding, is different from SPaC in that given
the memory constraints on sensor network nodes, our protocol does not store
any corrupted packets during communication. The novel use of helpers in our
protocol is also different, which makes hop-wise delivery more likely to succeed.
8.2.2 Related Work to LCR
Routing has always been one fundamental part of the networking architecture.
There have been conventionally two kinds of network routing services, unicast
and multicast. Our proposed protocol for unicast purposes, LCR, falls into the
category of address-based multi-hop unicast routing. Address-based (as opposed
to content-based) routing protocols in sensor networks rely either on location or
logical ID. The first trend [46, 14, 66, 90, 72] is generally referred to as geographic
routing. One serious problem with geographic routing is potential performance
degradation caused by location inaccuracies. Since it is usually not economi-
cal to install one GPS receiver on each node, geographic routing has generally
assumed the use of localization services [107, 16, 89, 86, 56]. However, cur-
rent localization services introduce a certain degree of localization inaccuracy,
which has a considerable negative impact on the delivery ratio of routing proto-
cols. Given such considerations, we decouple routing from location information
without hurting scalability, and present our protocol as logical coordinate based
routing (LCR).
Several protocols [99, 88] also proposed location-free routing. We argue
that LCR has at least three advantages compared to these early protocols.
First, in these previous protocols, a two-hop neighbor table is suggested to
achieve satisfactory performance. Furthermore, none of them guarantees packet
delivery on top of a reliable MAC layer. Finally, LCR has the distinct advantage
of providing estimates of path lengths before packets are sent out. A routing
protocol very similar to ours is beacon vector routing (BVR) [47]. It was
published concurrently with LCR [18]. BVR uses the same approach to assign
coordinates to nodes, and proposes to use local flooding to recover from delivery
failures. BVR has not been extended to support unreliable links.
8.2.3 Related Work to uCast
Different from LCR, uCast is proposed to address multicast needs. Multicast
is a classical topic in networking. Interestingly, we find only a few multicast
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protocols designed for sensor networks. Multicast protocols developed for ad-
hoc networks and for the Internet cannot be easily applied in the sensor networks
domain. In the following, we survey three different types of multicast; namely,
multicast protocols for sensor networks, ad-hoc networks, and the Internet.
One category of sensor network multicast is called geocast [70, 87]. It consid-
ers the scenario where multicast destinations are located within a bounded ge-
ographical area. Another multicast category is called spatiotemporal multicast,
or mobicast [59]. Mobicast features a moving zone of multicast destinations.
The goal is to deliver packets just in time to this zone for tracking purposes.
Another category [10] studies multicast for data caching and placement. It fo-
cuses on using multicast trees for asynchronously updated data deliveries. Yet
another is called TTDD [130], which is optimized for mobile sinks. It uses a grid
structure, coupled with localized flooding to track mobile sinks. These protocols
do not consider the effect of topology changes introduced by energy conserva-
tion protocols, nor are they designed to handle small-group multicast scenarios.
Further, none of these protocols takes into account the compatibility issue with
unicast protocols. Therefore, they are usually implemented in isolation from
the unicast routing protocols that are already available and often provide uni-
cast as a special case [70, 87]. Since the memory size of current sensor network
nodes is extremely limited, it is not useful to have functional redundancy be-
tween different routing services. Therefore, these previous multicast protocols
are sufficiently different from uCast.
Many multicast protocols are developed for ad-hoc networks. Representative
approaches include multicast-tree based (Multicast AODV [102]), mesh based
(CAMP [51]), and group based (ODMRP [73]) protocols. However, these pro-
tocols can not be easily applied to sensor networks because they all rely on
preestablished overlays. These overlays are associated with considerable sig-
naling costs. Therefore, they are usually too expensive to reconstruct in the
presence of frequent topology changes, such as those introduced by energy con-
servation protocols in sensor networks. Further, since they are usually designed
for mobile nodes, such as laptops, they are usually too heavy-weight to be im-
plemented in sensor networks.
Finally, we also find many multicast protocols for IP networks. Representa-
tive protocols include IGMP [44], Xcast [13, 12, 109] and DVMRP [37]. Among
these protocols, Xcast [12, 109] is the most relevant to our work in that, sim-
ilarly to ours, it encodes the destination list into packet headers. Our work
is different from Xcast in two aspects. First, Xcast relies on routing tables at
intermediate hops to decide the packet flow. In contrast, we do not assume
any particular routing structure, such as a routing table. Second, Xcast can
only work with a single unicast routing protocol. Therefore, if the underlying
routing protocol modifies the structure of the routing table, Xcast has to be
modified as well. Thus, it is impractical to build a multicast layer for wireless
sensor networks using Xcast. We overcome this problem by designing uCast
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on top of the common comparison interface that can be easily exported by any
underlying unicast layer. This design choice essentially decouples uCast from
the underlying unicast routing details and leads to a generalized and flexible
service that is significantly different from Xcast.
Based on this survey, we consider uCast as a necessary complement to pre-
vious protocols. Different from the previous protocols, our work is targeted at
small group multicast scenarios, and also promises to extend existing unicast
protocols into multicast.
8.3 Related Work for Energy Isolation and
Virtualization
In the realm of wireless sensor networks, energy conservation has been the focus
of a lot of contemporary research work. Motivated by the disparity between
CPU capacity and battery lifetime, research on minimizing energy consump-
tion has proposed techniques including putting nodes or radio into sleep mode,
also known as duty scheduling [20, 123, 129], low-power communication proto-
cols [96, 105], and system level support [41, 57]. These solutions have generally
assumed cooperative, single-user applications for the proposed energy-centric
optimizations.
The energy isolation layer considers sensor networks that serve as common
platforms for scientific research, where implementing isolation between appli-
cations is crucial for multiple users. This application model is different from
previous scientific deployments, such as the Great Duck Island deployment [29],
the volcano monitoring project [125], and the redwood tree deployment [118].
These deployments feature single user applications based on the TinyOS opera-
tion system [58], where energy isolation for multiple users has not been consid-
ered because only one thread is supported.
Similar to our approach is the CPU reserve abstraction [8, 64, 83] and com-
munication link sharing and scheduling [42, 97, 115]. The CPU reserve abstrac-
tion provides predictability for applications by isolating them from each other
in timing, in the same way a memory protection mechanism isolates their mem-
ory accesses. Based on the reserve abstraction, one task can reserve a portion
of CPU capacity, and is guaranteed its availability if such a request succeeds.
Communication link sharing, on the other hand, studies the resource scheduling
problem for communication links, aiming to provide applications quality-of-
service (QoS) guarantees, such as allowing them to be assigned with reserved
amount of communication bandwidth.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
In this section, we summarize our research findings and discuss future research
directions.
9.1 Summary
We present LiteArch, an energy-centric software architecture for wireless sensor
networks. Our research directions are directly motivated by our experiences
in two research projects, VigilNet and EnviroMic. Based on our first-hand
experiences, we believe that energy is likely to be a bottleneck for wireless
sensor networks in the foreseeable future, and will have profound implications
on the design and implementation of software stacks of wireless sensor networks.
We studied three problems based on this energy-centric premise: how to
conserve energy, how to design energy-aware communication protocols, and how
to provide energy isolation between application modules. This thesis makes the
following contributions in these three aspects.
On the problem of energy conservation: We focus on one of the most
promising way to conserve energy in wireless sensor networks, duty scheduling,
and consider the case that only maintains partial sensing coverage. We analyze
quantitatively the performance of the random duty scheduling policy, deriving
the first closed-form results to predict system performance with given parame-
ters. Although our derivations are based on the circular sensing range model,
we also perform a reality check using realistic sensing coverage models that are
far from circular. Our results show that when the number of nodes is large, the
actual system performance can be well approximated by our analysis results.
We have applied the research results to VigilNet to analyze its surveillance per-
formance.
With the performance random duty scheduling shown to be statically ana-
lyzable, our second result answers the question on how to decrease the detection
delay under the constraint of a given energy supply. We obtain positive results:
our optimization algorithm not only significantly decreases the target detection
delay, but also pipelines the duty cycles of nodes such that the resulting data
collection tree can send findings to the base station much faster.
On the problem of energy-aware communication protocols: We pro-
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pose and evaluate three energy-aware communication protocols, serving for-
warding, unicast, and multicast purposes. At least the following principles on
the design of future protocols for similar purposes can be drawn from our results.
First, a well-designed protocol should consider leveraging the unique nature
of wireless communication, i.e., link uncertainty, instead of hiding it. As pointed
out in the literature, wireless links are merely abstractions of the reality: there
are no real links connecting physically apart nodes, and the best approxima-
tions of such links should be associated with probability. A good design should
naturally take advantage of this fact. This is demonstrated with the design and
evaluation of cluster-based forwarding (CBF), where node clusters are used as
the basic communication units. When one node sends out a packet, instead of
specifying any one single receiver, we allow multiple nodes serving as helpers
to take the forwarding task, hence significantly reducing retransmissions for
end-to-end packet delivery.
Second, a well-designed protocol should be stateless, and benefits from hav-
ing the least dependence on other system modules. First, by being stateless, we
mean that a node should not rely on state information kept by its neighbors,
because these neighbor nodes may transition into sleeping state at any time.
This principle is illustrated by the design of uCast, which performs better in
the presence of duty scheduling protocols compared to state-based multicast
protocols. Second, by having the least dependence on other system modules,
we mean that a good design benefits from being self-contained, so that it is not
affected by the performance of other modules. This principle is illustrated by
the design of LCR, which relies on self-constructed coordinates instead of local-
ization service to perform routing decisions. Therefore, LCR is not affected by
localization errors.
On the problem of energy isolation between application modules:
We propose and evaluate virtual battery, an energy reserve abstraction that
allows applications to specify the amount of energy it reserves, and guarantees
the availability of the reserved energy at runtime. This research direction is mo-
tivated by EnviroMic, where we envision future sensor networks to be “rented”
to developers for different goals, where multiple applications can co-exist on
the same platform. Virtual battery provides the necessary isolation between
different applications, and can be viewed as a first step towards more complete
virtualization of the energy resource on sensor nodes. Our results demonstrate
that even on extremely memory-constrained nodes such as MicaZ, such virtual-
ization is feasible to be implemented.
9.2 Future Research Directions
The LiteArch framework opens up many new possibilities for exploring and
developing energy-centric protocols in wireless sensor networks. In the future,
we will apply our findings in LiteArch to LiteOS, a Unix-like operating system
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we originally developed to facilitate the design and implementation of virtual
battery. Some specific future research directions include:
Better integration of the duty scheduling analysis results into the
LiteOS development platform: We have implemented the closed-form anal-
ysis results in the scheduling layer as a stand-alone Java application that allows
developers to quickly analyze the tradeoffs for choosing surveillance parame-
ters. As future work, we are planning to integrate more aspects of LiteArch
into the future LiteOS development environment, making it easier for develop-
ers to switch between different development tools.
Improving communication stack designs: A step further from the cur-
rent energy-aware communication protocols presented in LiteArch is allowing
automatic integration and replacement of communication protocols without user
intervention. In LiteOS, communication protocols can be implemented as indi-
vidual files, which are loaded as processes into memory space only if needed. At
present, we have implemented LCR as one such file, but it remains to be seen
how effective this approach will be in saving energy. For example, one appli-
cation may choose the most appropriate protocol in accordance with dynamic
environment. We plan to further investigate this problem in our future work.
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